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Telescopes and Instrumentation

VLT S CIENCE P RODUCTS P RODUCED
                                      BY P IPELINES : A S TATUS R EPOR T                                 USING THE DATA FLOW SYSTEM, ESO IS PRODUCING CALIBRATED SCIENCE DATA PRODUCTS FOR ALL VLT AND                                 VLTI INSTRUMENTS. FOR MANY USERS, THESE PRODUCTS CAN BE USED DIRECTLY FOR SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS                                 WITHOUT FURTHER PROCESSING. IN THE END, THE SCIENTIFIC USEFULNESS OF THESE PRODUCTS DEPENDS                                 STRONGLY ON THE NEEDS OF THE INDIVIDUAL INVESTIGATORS.
                                                                                                      D AVID R. S ILVA              AND   M ICHÈLE P ERON (ESO)
                                 O                                                   NE OF THE GOALS for the                                                   VLT Data Flow System                                                   (Quinn 1996) is to provide                                                   calibrated data products                                                   ready for science analysis                                 for the instrument modes used most heavily                                 during service observing. Achieving this                                 goal depends on a complex interaction                                 between the science goals of the astronomer,                                 the operational model of the observatory,                                 and the implementation of instrument cali-                                 bration pipelines. The VLT Science Policy                                 document establishes the following guide-                                 lines for instrument calibration and data                                 products:                                     ESO will execute and maintain a cali-                                     bration plan for all VLT/VLTI instru-                                     ments. The calibration data resulting                                     from this plan shall be made available to                                     the ESO community. ESO will also use                                     these data to monitor the long-term evo-                                     lution of instruments and to produce         Figure 1: Science integration hours per VLT instrument, Period 70 – 73. The FORS1, FORS2,                                     data products. These data products will      ISAAC, and UVES instruments were operational during this entire two-year period. VIMOS and                                                                                  GIRAFFE operations did not start until February 2003. Exact dates are 2002 October 1 to 2004                                     result from pipeline processing using the    September 30. Guaranteed Time Observations (GTO) data have been excluded.                                     VLT/VLTI Data Flow System. Data                                     products will consist of data with the                                     instrumental signature removed as well                                     as data calibrated into physical units.           In this article, the current status of       metaphor for all science instruments operat-                                     The accuracy of the instrumentation and      VLT/VLTI science products delivered by            ed on Cerro Paranal. Messenger articles by                                     physical unit calibration will be moni-      instrument calibration pipelines is presented     Comerón et al. (2003) and Mathys (2004)                                     tored and maintained by ESO.                 with an emphasis towards science readiness,       provide recent overviews of the VLT service                                     In order to allow the ESO community to       i.e. whether the currently delivered science      observing operational model. Discussion of                                     reproduce and modify the output of           products can be used for science analysis         instrument calibration pipelines and science                                     instrument calibration pipelines, ESO        without further processing. For the most          products for La Silla instruments are outside                                     will make the pipeline reduction recipes     heavily used instrument modes over the last       the scope of this article.                                     and code available to the ESO commu-         two years, we believe the answer is “yes”,                                     nity for all supported instrument modes.     depending on the science objective and the        INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION PIPELINES                                     Over time, the number of supported           required calibration precision. In the end,       Operational fundamentals                                     modes for each instrument will be            however, the usefulness and quality of any        All VLT science observations are executed                                     increased to ensure that the most active-    given science data product is in the eye of       using Observation Blocks (OBs) that are in                                     ly used modes have calibrated data           the beholder, i.e. it strongly depends on the     turn composed of observation templates.                                     products available.                          technical needs and science objectives of the     Automatic instrument calibration pipelines                                     The accuracy of ESO pipelines should         end-user astronomer or data analysis team.        have been implemented for the most heavily                                     be such to satisfy a major fraction of the   We hope this article will not only provide        used instrument modes. These pipelines pro-                                     scientific needs of the users and ESO        information to the ESO user community but         duce master calibration products used to                                     will attempt to increase their accuracy      also elicit feedback to help us improve our       monitor instantaneous and long-term instru-                                     over time following the guidance of its      service.                                          ment performance. Using the master calibra-                                     community and in-house scientists.                In the following article, VLT is used as a   tion products, the pipelines also process raw
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science data into science products. Data are        tions during the last two years is summa-              All released pipeline recipes come withprocessed on a template-by-template basis.          rized in Figure 1. During this interval, more     technical documentation – some good andData from different templates (or different         science data was produced in Service Mode         some not so good. More useful forOBs) are not processed together. In general,        than in Visitor Mode for all instruments.         astronomers are the science reduction dis-only so-called standard instrument configu-         This information is broken down by instru-        cussions maintained for each of the VLTrations are supported.                              ment mode in Figure 2. Modes without              instruments on the ESO QC Web pages     The automatic production of science            pipeline support are indicated by vertical        (http://www.eso.org/qc). But astronomer-ori-products using instrument calibration               stripes. The vast majority of science data        ented cookbooks are really needed, prefer-pipelines requires an electro-mechanically          obtained during this period came from             ably written by experienced astronomersstable instrument (including detector), the         instrument modes with pipeline support. The       familiar with the pipeline recipes. Such aacquisition of sufficient calibration data, and     most glaring exception is FORS2-MXU.              guidebook exists for ISAAC. ESO is tryingthe implementation of proper software algo-         Unfortunately, it was necessary in the last       to find ways to facilitate the creation of suchrithms, where proper is defined as an algo-         two years to shift pipeline development           cookbooks for other instruments, but unfor-rithm that does not degrade scientific useful-      resources originally scheduled for FORS2-         tunately no direct resources for this activityness. How is ESO doing in these areas?              MXU to VIMOS.                                     exist right now.     • Stability: at present, most of our instru-                                                          Recent pipeline recipes (VIMOS,ments are stable (FORS1, FORS2, UVES,               Recipe development and availability               GIRAFFE) were built partially or in wholeGIRAFFE), some are semi-stable (ISAAC,              At the core of each instrument calibration        using the Common Pipeline Library (CPL)NACO) and one is (mechanically) unstable            pipeline are a set of instrument-specific soft-   developed by ESO. All future recipes will be(VIMOS). Despite various mechanical prob-           ware data processing engines known as             based on CPL (http://www.eso.org/cpl). Thislems, high quality VIMOS science products           pipeline recipes. For FORS1, FORS2,               has two benefits for end-user astronomers.are often produced in automatic mode if suf-        VIMOS, GIRAFFE, and MIDI, the instru-             First, all CPL-based recipes will have com-ficient night-time calibrations are available.      ment consortia that built and commissioned        mon Unix shell behavior, creating a more     • Calibration data: calibration plans          those instruments developed the original          unified and stable user interface. Suchexist for all instruments and calibration data      pipeline recipes. Since their delivery, these     behavior allows rapid development of user-are obtained on a regular basis. These data         recipes have been maintained by ESO and           specific processing scripts using the Unixare used to monitor instrument health and           modified to meet ESO operational goals.           shell or such common scripting languages as
                                                                                                      (see http://archive.eso.org/saft) can be used to
process science data. The target photometric        Recipes for the other currently operational       Perl or Python. The tools dfits and fitsortcalibration accuracy is 5–10% in magnitude          instruments (VIMOS-IFU, ISAAC, UVES,for imaging and in the relative flux calibra-       and NACO) were developed within ESO               extract and organize FITS header informa-tion for spectroscopy. The achieved photo-          where they are still actively maintained and      tion within such scripts. Second, CPL-basedmetric accuracy is often much better in both        extended as needed.                               recipes can be executed within the Gasganocases. Nevertheless, the achieved accuracy               Recipes are released to the community        data organization and management tool
                                                                                                      http://www.eso.org/gasgano/). Gasgano pro-
may not be sufficient for all science pro-          as soon as possible after instrument opera-       developed by ESO (available fromgrammes.                                            tions begin, but not before their performance     • Proper algorithms: for imaging,              has been verified using data from the as-         vides a user-friendly Java-based environ-essentially no problems exist today. For            built, as-operated instrument in all standard     ment for data organization and processingspectroscopy, the situation is more complex.        configurations. In the past, this verification    within a single graphical user interface.While UVES pipeline results are universally         process has taken as long as a year but has            At ESO, the pipeline recipes are embed-proclaimed as science-ready for most users,         recently accelerated. Recipe upgrades are         ded in an infrastructure that automaticallythis is not necessarily true for other instru-      released as needed. For information about         classifies raw data frames, associates them                                                    http://www.eso.org/pipelines/.ments.                                              how to download available recipes, see            with appropriate master calibration prod-     Instrument usage for science observa-                                                            ucts, and then executes the appropriate

                Figure 2: Science integration
              time per VLT instrument mode,                  Period 70 – 73. Modes with                 active instrument calibration               pipelines are shown with solid                 colors, while modes without           pipelines are indicated by vertical                stripes. Exact dates are 2002           October 1 to 2004 September 30.             Guaranteed Time Observations            (GTO) data have been excluded.
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    pipeline procedure. This infrastructure is                                     Table 1: Summary of Science Product Status By Instrument Mode    tuned to the ESO operational environment    and cannot be easily exported to external          Instrument Mode                    Science        Product Remarks    sites. As our pipeline infrastructure evolves                                         Ready?    this situation may change, and ESO will    explore ways of providing more automatic           FORS1/2         IMG                Yes            No jitter combination    data organization tools to the community.                                                            Polynomial correction for distortion and disper-                                                                                                         sion too low (?), no correction for slit response                       S CIENCE     PRODUCTS           FORS1/2         LSS                Maybe          or sensitivity, not all grisms supported.    Creation of science products                                                                         Spectrophotometric standards observed but                                                                                                         not applied by pipeline.    For instrument modes with pipeline support    (see Figure 2), science products can be pro-       FORS1/2         MOS                Maybe          Same comment as FORS/LSS.    duced automatically on Paranal, if appropri-                                                       FORS1           PMOS/IPOL          No             Not supported yet    ate calibration data are available.    Immediately after an OB template is com-           FORS2           MXU                No             Not supported yet    pleted, the Paranal-based pipelines attempt        FORS2           HIT                No             Not supported yet    to create science products using pre-loaded    calibration data. These pre-loaded data are                                                          Science pipeline still under development.                                                       GIRAFFE         All                Maybe          Products produced with flat-field correction or    not necessarily the best possible and are typ-                                                       optimal extraction. Not all setups supported.    ically updated only at 1 – 3 month intervals.                                                                                                         For data before April 2003, image stacks    On a best effort basis, Paranal Science            ISAAC           SWI/LWI            Yes                                                                                                         should be reprocessed with the latest recipe.    Operations can sometimes pre-load more                                                                                                         Polynomial correction for distortion and disper-    appropriate calibration data for specific pro-                                                                                                         sion too low (?), no correction for slit response    grammes. If appropriate calibration data are       ISAAC           SWS/LWS            Maybe                                                                                                         or sensitivity. Telluric standards can be used to    not available (e.g. mask-specific flats for                                                          determine sensitivity function.    multi-object spectroscopy reductions               ISAAC           SW-POL             No             Not supported yet    obtained in morning after science observa-    tions or non-standard instrument configura-        NACO            IMG                Yes    tion used), no science products are created.       NACO            Other              No             No pipeline support    If created, science products are made avail-                                                                                                         Dispersed modes not yet supported. See    able to visiting astronomers at the appropri-      MIDI            HIGH_SENS          Yes                                                                                                         Ballester et al. (2004)    ate off-line workstation. Visitors also have                                                       UVES            ECH                Yes    the option of using the off-line workstations    to process (or re-process) their science data.     UVES            SLICER             Yes        In Garching, all Service Mode science                                                            Fibre-to-fibre correction but no sensitivity cor-    data are processed (or re-processed) using         UVES            FIBRE              Yes            rection. No automatic background correction,    the same pipeline recipes, although some-                                                            since no dedicated sky monitoring fibre.    times with different control parameters (e.g.                                                       VIMOS           IMG                Yes            No jitter combination.    average vs. median combination, block-    average vs. optimal spectral extraction).                                                            Flat-field not applied, pending further investi-    Furthermore, the best available and most                                                             gation of internal reflections and fringing. No                                                                                                         sensitivity correction. Dispersion correction    appropriate calibration data are used, even if     VIMOS           MOS                Maybe                                                                                                         quality variable due to problems related to    they were obtained after the science obser-                                                          mask insertion and mechanical flexure. If pres-    vation. Service Mode science products are                                                            ent, more than one object extracted per slit.    delivered in due time to the principal inves-                                                                                                         See VIMOS-MOS comments as well as Izzo et    tigator. At this time, Visitor Mode data are       VIMOS           IFU                Maybe                                                                                                         al. (2004)    not re-processed and delivered due to    staffing limitations, but such a service may    be provided in the future. In general, the        zeropoint with 5 – 10% accuracy if a stan-          have not been calibrated into physical flux    quality of the science products produced in       dard filter was used. Zeropoint accuracy is         units – roaming over an image with a WCS    Garching are higher than the products pro-        limited by the number of standard field             aware image browser will show the celestial    duced on Paranal because better calibration       observations per night (typically, 2). Nightly      coordinates of each object but not their mag-
                                                      Monitor (available from http://archive.eso.org/
    data are used and the pipelines are more          reports from the Paranal Astronomical Site          nitudes. But ESO provides the information
                                                      asm/ambient-server) can be used to constrain
    closely monitored by ESO staff for output                                                             necessary to convert instrumental flux meas-    quality.                                                                                              urements into physical units once (project                                                      whether or not the night was photometric.           specific) object identification and extraction    Science data product quality: what is it?         Color terms and extinction coefficients are         is complete.    The VLT Science Policy guidelines indicate        measured several times a year but not in all            In the most general sense, the current    that pipelines should remove the instrument       filters. Values are published on the ESO            goal for spectroscopy is to produce back-
                                                      eso.org/qc). If a non-standard filter is used or
    signature and calibrate the data into physical    Quality Control Web pages (http://www.              ground corrected one or two-dimensional    units to an accuracy that is satisfactory for a                                                       spectra with linear scales in the spatial and    major fraction of users. What is the current      higher photometric transformation accuracy          dispersion direction and their true relative    general situation?                                is required, the user must obtain additional        continuum shapes. WCS coefficients should        For imaging, the current goal is to pro-      calibration observations. However, ESO              be set to relevant wavelength units (e.g.    duce photometrically flat images with astro-      leaves the responsibility for building object       Ångstroms or microns) in the dispersion    metrically accurate World Coordinate              catalogs in the hands of the user. So, strictly     direction and arc seconds in the spatial    System (WCS) coefficients and a nightly           speaking, the objects on delivered images           direction. In the future, the spatial WCS
4       The Messenger 118
coordinates may be updated to support true                   Figure 3: Examplecelestial coordinates. The flux units are rela-            FORS MOS Sciencetive counts. If users require a conversion to            Product. From FORS1                                                        MOS using 150I grismabsolute flux units (e.g. ergs s–1 cm–2 Å–1),                                                       at λcen = 7100 Å. Noticethey must request additional observations of             alignment of skylines.flux standards with appropriate slit sizes and         Courtesy of R. Mignani.at appropriate time intervals. For all instru-ments that produce two-dimensional spectra,ESO provides the processed 2D spectra andan extracted 1D spectrum for the brightestobject in each slit. If spectra are extracted,signal-to-noise should be optimized. Ofcourse, details of spectral extraction (or evendeciding what to extract) are usually sci-ence-driven, so many users may choose tore-extract their objects.     Nevertheless, the usefulness of anygiven science product for a specific pro-gramme may be limited by the quality of theavailable calibration data and the choice ofparameters used when running the recipes(e.g. type of spectral extraction, order ofpolynomial used for spatial correction). Bydesign, these automatic pipelines processscience type of similar type in a similar wayin all cases. In the end, astronomers need todecide for themselves and for every projectif the science products produced by ESO areright for them or if they need to reprocesstheir raw data.
Specific goals                                                                                                               Figure 4: Example
Over time, the following goals for science                                                                                   VIMOS IMG                                                                                                                             Science Product.product creation have emerged:                                                                                                                             B-band image of     • All instrument modes: as appropriate                                                                                  the center of Cen Afor the specific instrument and detector, cor-                                                                               (NGC 5128) – quad-rections for bias, dark, small scale pixel-to-                                                                               rant 3 only.pixel sensitivity variations and large scale                                                                                 Courtesy of P.                                                                                                                             Sartoretti.illumination variations are applied. WCScoefficients are updated appropriately forinstrument mode and situation. Instrumentspecific quality control parameters are pro-vided.     • Imaging (IMG): all frames acquiredthrough the same filter within a single OBtemplate are combined. If the image group isa jitter stack, they are co-aligned and co-added using average with some form of out-lier rejection; a byproduct weight map isproduced. For mosaic imagers (WFI,OmegaCam), the entire field-of-view isplaced on a common astrometric grid; thisrequires geometric rectification of imagesfrom the individual detectors. For imagingpolarimetry, images are grouped by relevantoptical element, and processed; but Stokesparameters are not computed. Final product:single corrected image. Instruments:FORS1/FORS2 IMG, ISAAC SWI/LWI,NACO, VIMOS IMG, WFI, OmegaCam.     • Spectroscopy (general): correctionsare applied for optical distortion, wave-         corrections are made for fringing, atmos-          object (or objects in some cases) within eachlength dispersion, slit response function         pheric differential refraction, telluric absorp-   slit are extracted into 1D spectra.(only long-slit spectroscopy), fibre response     tion, or airmass. For instrument modes with             • Long-slit spectra (LSS) and echellefunction (fibre-fed instruments only), spec-      slits, the background is subtracted; the           (ECH): Final product: two-dimensionaltral cross-talk (for densely packed spectra,      derived background spectrum used for cor-          (2D) frame with linear spatial and dispersione.g. IFUs), and relative sensitivity (flux). No   rection is provided to the user. The brightest     scales, extracted 1D spectrum of brightest   Silva D. & Peron M., VLT Science Products produced by Pipelines                                                   © ESO - December 2004           5    Figure 5: Example GIRAFFE IFU Science Product. Left panel: reduced    science spectra from 15 GIRAFFE IFU units. Right panel: reconstruct-    ed images for each IFU unit. For VIMOS IFU example, see Izzo et al.    (2004). Courtesy of R. Hanuschik.
    object, and various related spectra depend-       luric absorption standard stars are obtained        Future Development    ing on instrument (e.g. background spec-          as part of the standard ISAAC and NACO              Although the current pipeline recipes    trum). Instruments: FORS1, FORS2,                 calibration plans and delivered to users.           receive maintenance as time permits, imple-    ISAAC SW/LW, UVES (2D spectra by                      The goal of VLT interferometry is to            mentation of instrument calibration    request only).                                    deliver calibrated visibilities. For further        pipelines for new instruments using CPL-         • Multi-object spectra (MOS) with            details, see Ballester et al. (2004).               based recipes remains the highest priority.    slits: Final product: corrected two-dimen-                                                            Thanks to early and fruitful collaboration    sional slit images with linear spatial and dis-   Status                                              with the instrument development teams dur-    persion scales, aligned in wavelength space,      Science products created by pipelines during        ing commissioning and science verification,    and stacked into one plane of a FITS image.       the first years of Paranal operations had vari-     the SINFONI and VISIR pipelines are close    Also: 1D spectra for brightest objects in slits   able usefulness for science analysis. Within        to completion and should be operational at    with various supporting spectra as appropri-      ESO, higher priority was given initially to         the start of Period 75. Next will come    ate for instrument (e.g. background spectra).     producing quick-look data products neces-           OmegaCam, Hawk-I and CRIRES, followed    Instruments: FORS1/FORS2 MOS, FORS2               sary to confirm field acquisition and quality       by the various VLT 2nd generation instru-    MXU, VIMOS MOS.                                   control parameters to monitor instrument            ments. As soon as possible, FORS1, FORS2         • Multi-object spectra (MOS) with            health, rather than science-ready data prod-        (including MXU), ISAAC, NACO and    fibres: Final product: extracted, flux-cor-       ucts. The number one priority for ESO was           UVES pipelines will be re-implemented,    rected one-dimensional spectra with linear        (and remains) to assure that the raw science        using CPL-based modules written for other    dispersion scales, aligned in wavelength          data stream is fundamentally sound and pro-         instruments. Realistically, it may take more    space, and stacked into one plane of a FITS       duced in a controlled manner. Nevertheless,         than two years to complete this conversion    image. Various supporting spectra (e.g. error     the quality of pipeline-produced science            work, given higher priority projects.    vector). Instruments: GIRAFFE MEDUSA,             products has steadily improved and today is             In parallel, ESO is investigating ways of    UVES FIBRE.                                       quite good in many cases.                           providing science products produced from         • Integral-field spectroscopy (IFU):              Table 1 summarizes current pipeline            data with expired proprietary periods to the    Final product: same as fibre MOS plus             product status. In the Remarks column, devi-        community. Possibilities include ingesting    reconstructed (broad-band) image corrected        ations from the goals listed above are              existing Service Mode science products kept    for fibre efficiencies. Instruments: VIMOS        described. For a brief summary with more            on off-line archival media or re-created sci-    IFU, GIRAFFE ARGUS, GIRAFFE IFU,                  details, see Pipeline Status Web page               ence products produced by re-processing    SINFONI.                                          (http://www.eso.org/qc/pipeline-status.html). For   raw science data with improved pipeline         At this time, none of our pipelines make     complete details, see the instrument-specific       recipes. A pilot project involving UVES data    specific corrections for fringing, an optical     sections of the Quality Control Group Web           is active. In the future, ESO will also ingest    phenomena caused by interference between          site (http://www.eso.org/qc/). In particular,       into the Science Archive Facility science    incident light and internal reflections           readers are urged to read the Known                 products produced by ESO for Service    between the thin layers in a detector. Internal   Problems information provided for each              Mode users immediately after their creation    discussions about this complex topic contin-      instrument.                                         and then make them available to the commu-    ue but are beyond the scope of the current             A few example science products are             nity after the proprietary period is complet-    article. Likewise, no corrections for telluric    shown in Figures 3 – 5. Examples for all            ed. If resources permit, it may also be possi-    absorption lines in spectral regions beyond       supported instrument modes can be found on          ble to start created products from Visitor    7000 Å are made, although spectra of tel-         the QC Group Web pages.                             Mode data on a regular basis. Finally, as
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Table 2: On-line Resources Related to Science Products
 Resource                                  URL                                              Remarks

 ESO Quality Control Group                 http://www.eso.org/qc/                           Instrument-specific information about quality
                                                                                            control, data processing, and science products
 Gasgano                                   http://www.eso.org/gasgano                       Java-based tool for file organization and recipe
                                                                                            execution Common Pipeline Library (CPL)             http://www.eso.org/cpl                           ISO-C libraries to build pipeline recipes

 Pipeline recipes                          http://www.eso.org/pipelines                     Released recipes and documentation

 Pipeline status                           http://www.eso.org/qc/pipeline-status.html       Brief overview of pipeline status, updated
                                                                                            before every ESO Period Site Monitor                              http://archive.eso.org/asm/ambient-server        Daily meteorological data for Paranal and La Silla
 Standalone FITS Tools                     http://archive.eso.org/saft/                     Tools for working with FITS files
appropriate, on-the-fly recalibration systems         on behalf of the ESO community. The original           ous cross-divisional Instrument Operations Teamswill be activated for appropriate instruments         pipeline recipes for FORS1, FORS2, GIRAFFE,            for their past and on-going efforts. Finally, we                                                      SINFONI, UVES-Fibre, and VIMOS were devel-             thank Fernando Comerón, Reinhard Hanuschik,modes. Many of these efforts will fall under          oped by their respective external instrument con-      Andreas Kaufer, Bruno Leibundgut, Christhe responsibility of the Virtual Observatory         sortia. Of course, the consortia are not responsible   Lidman, Peter Quinn, and the DFO/QC team forSystems department created recently within            for how these recipes have been maintained or          their comments on earlier drafts of this article.the Data Management and Operations                    revised over time by ESO to suit our operationalDivision.                                             needs. The DMD Data Flow Systems department                                                      developed all other pipeline recipes, as well as the   R EFERENCES                    A CKNOWLEDGMENTS                  associated infrastructure wrapped around all           Ballester, P. et al. 2004, Messenger, 116, 4The development of instrument calibration             recipes, in close collaboration with astronomers       Comerón, F. et al. 2003, Messenger, 113, 32pipelines to produce science products has been a      from the Instrument Division, the Paranal              Izzo,C. et al. 2004, Messenger,117, 33collaborative effort involving many people over       Observatory, and the DMD Data Flow Operations          Mathys, G. 2004, Messenger, 116, 8many years. We thank everyone for their efforts       group. In particular, we thank sincerely the vari-     Quinn, P.J. 1996, Messenger, 84, 30
                                                                                                                                                                 H. Heyer (ESO)
Signature in Copenhagen of the agreement for the construction of the X-shooter, a second generation VLT instrument scheduled to go into oper-ation in 2008. From left to right, sitting: Jens Hjorth (Astronomy Professor, Copenhagen University Observatory), Henning Jørgensen (AstronomyProfessor, Copenhagen University and Danish ESO Council Member), Jørgen Olsen (Vice-Chancellor, Copenhagen University), CatherineCesarsky (Director General of ESO), Per Kjærgaard Rasmussen (P.I. for the X-shooter, Copenhagen University Observatory); standing: Nils O.Andersen (Director of the Niels Bohr Institute for Astronomy, Physics and Geophysics), Sandro D’Odorico (X-shooter P.I. at ESO) and Jens ViggoClausen (Director of Copenhagen Observatory). (see Page 71)
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                  T HE FLAMES-UVES P IPELINE    IN THIS PAPER       WE DESCRIBE FEATURES ASSOCIATED WITH THE DATA REDUCTION OF                                   UVES       WHEN OPERATED IN    FIBRE MODE,         THE REQUIRED CALIBRATIONS, THE DATA PROCESSING STEPS AND THE QUALITY CHECKS PER-    FORMED BY THE PIPELINE.              WE    ALSO SUMMARISE SOME RESULTS.
                                       A NDREA M ODIGLIANI 1 , G IACOMO M ULAS 2 , I GNAZIO P ORCEDDU 2 ,
                                           B URKHARD W OLFF 1 , F RANCESCO D AMIANI 3 , K LAUS B ANSE 1                                                                                      1EUROPEAN                                                                                           SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY, GERMANY                                                                         2INAF - OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMICO DI CAGLIARI, ITALY                                                                         3INAF - OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMICO DI PALERMO, ITALY    F                  LAMES, the Fibre Large Array         pipeline to interactively reduce data at their      during the extraction of each fibre spectrum.                  Multi-Element Spectrograph, is       home institutes. To achieve such demanding              The user may request all-flat frames at                  the multi-object, intermediate       goals, a pipeline must be robust, reliable and      night to get very accurate flat-field corrected                  and high resolution spectro-         able to work in an unattended, fast and flex-       science frames. These are obtained by illu-                  graph mounted at the Nasmyth         ible way.                                           minating the fibres with the light reflected    A platform of UT2 of the Very Large                                                                    by a Nasmyth screen. If particularly accurate                                                                    R EQUIRED       CALIBRATIONS           wavelength calibrations are required, obser-    www.eso.org/instruments/flames). Among its    Telescope (VLT, see Pasquini et al. 2003, or                                                       Several calibrations are necessary to reduce        vations are done in SimCal mode, with    components is the link to the UVES Red             FLAMES-UVES science data. Some of                   seven fibres allocated to objects and sky and    Arm fed by eight fibres with a nominal res-        them are common to UVES data obtained in            the SimCal fibre fed by a ThAr lamp.    olution power of R=47,000. The UVES red            Slit Mode such as biases, necessary to eval-    arm also has a fibre link, the SimCal fibre, to    uate the read-out of the detector at zero inte-                   D ATA   REDUCTION STEPS    a calibration unit.                                gration time, as well as darks to estimate the      For the FLAMES-UVES data reduction         To solve the specific problems associat-      detector read-out arising from the isotropic        (Mulas et. al. 2002.) the following steps are    ed with the FLAMES-UVES data reduction,            thermal background emission from the                required:    a new data reduction software (DRS) has            instrument.                                             1. A master bias and a master dark are    been developed in a collaborative effort                As the UVES instrument setup may               created and subtracted from the other raw    between ESO and the Ital-FLAMES consor-            have a drift of up to a few pixels, a set of Slit   frames.    tium. The software is offered to the user          Flat Fields in echelle mode is taken to cor-            2. The location of the SimCal fibre and a
    shared/web/vlt/vlt-instrument-pipelines.html) as    community        (www.eso.org/projects/dfs/dfs-    rect PSFs for varying pixel-to-pixel efficien-      selected list of ThAr lines are determined                                                       cy. To be able to evaluate inter-order back-        with the help of a physical model of the    part of a MIDAS context and extends the            ground and to cover the entire fibre Y span,        instrument on the format check frame. A    UVES pipeline functionalities (Ballester et        three sets of three slit Flat Fields each, taken    guess-line table and a guess-order table are    al. 2000).                                         at three different Y positions, are used.           generated.         Pipelines are crucial in supporting oper-          Other calibrations are specific to the             3. Using the single fibre flat field frame    ations of the VLT instruments. They are used       fibre mode. A format check frame is                 a more precise guess-order table is created.    mainly in three modes: 1) Paranal Science          obtained by illuminating the SimCal fibre           Such a table is used to bootstrap the fibre-    Operations (PSO) uses them as a quick-look         with a ThAr lamp. A single fibre flat field is      order tracing and the frame itself to extract    and quality control tool to monitor the            taken by exposing the SimCal fibre with a           the ThAr spectra carried from the SimCal    instrument status almost in real-time and to       continuum source. These two frames are              fibre in science observations taken in    detect if a calibration or an observation          used to bootstrap the wavelength calibration        SimCal-Mode.    needs to be repeated. PSO monitors the             and the order and fibre trace definition,               4. From each set of slit Flat Fields a    Quality Control (QC) parameters which are          respectively.                                       Master Slit Flat field is derived to lower the    logged by the online environment. 2) The                A frame obtained while illuminating all        noise level.    Data Flow Operation’s department (DFO) in          the fibres with a ThAr lamp is taken to find            5. The order-fibre definition is made on    Garching provides permanent and in-depth           a wavelength calibration solution and a             the odd and even fibre flat field spectra and    knowledge of the instrument status. QC             frame taken when illuminating all fibres            is refined on the all fibre flat field spectra    parameters are extracted from the data,            with a continuum source (all-flat) is needed        starting from the guess-order table deter-    stored in a database and made available via        to compute different fibre throughputs.             mined previously. This generates a raw    the Web (www.eso.org/qc) to PSO and the                 A set composed of two exposures illumi-        order-fibre table which will be refined to    user community. From this information it is        nating odd-numbered (odd-flat) and even-            correct for fibre shifts.    possible to control, predict, and often            numbered (even-flat) fibres respectively is             6. The slit flat fields positions and exten-    improve the performance of the instruments         also taken to have a set of uncontaminated          sions are measured in order to define the

    www.eso.org/qc). Additionally, DFO creates
    (QC articles can be found under                    fibre flat fields for accurate cross dispersion     minimal set which fully covers the maxi-                                                       Point Spread Functions (PSFs) evaluation.           mum Y span. The slit flat field frames are    calibration products to reduce Service Mode        These are used to assess and correct the non-       then equalised in flux and cleaned.    science observations. 3) Users may use a           negligible contamination of adjacent fibres             7. As the extraction is very sensitive to
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                                                                       Figure 1: (Left:) Trending of the number of selected lines in format check                                                                       frames with 580 nm central wavelength recorded during the science verifi-                                                                       cation phase and the first FLAMES Service Mode period. Results for the                                                                       lower CCD are plotted as filled circles, for the upper CCD as crosses. The                                                                       green horizontal lines indicate reference values. (Right:) The lower part of                                                                       the plot shows Hβ observed on the fibre next to the one fed by a ThAr lamp                                                                       (rescaled by a factor 1000, shifted, at the top). The spectral contamination                                                                       coming from the adjacent fibre is of the order of 0.001.mismatches in the assumed fibre positions,         frame. Standard or optimal extraction is per-     which are logged both in the FITS header offibre shifts are determined and corrected          formed.                                           the pipeline products and by the online envi-during data reduction.                                 13. Using standard extraction, the adja-      ronment in ASCII files. The FLAMES-     8. Odd and even Flat Fields are back-         cent fibres’ contribution to the flux centred     UVES pipeline generates QC parameters forground subtracted, divided by the slit Flat        over one fibre is obtained using an integra-      each reduction step (see Wolff et al. 2004).Fields to get their PSFs and normalised to         tion over the same interval of the fibre PSFs.          During master bias generation the read-simplify fibre shifting.                           The solution of the resulting linear system       out-noise of the master and of one raw frame     9. The all-fibre Flat Field is (standard or   gives the disentangled spectra.                   are measured to verify the overall CCD sta-optimally) extracted, the resulting spectra            14. Using optimal extraction the whole        bility. The pipeline also determines the aver-are stored as relative normalisation factors       fibre pattern is fitted by a linear combination   age value of the master and any residualfor the subsequent reduced science spectra         of all fibre PSFs. The solution of the result-    slope along X and Y to spot potential globalso that the fibre positions and transmittances     ing linear system gives the disentangled          and local problems on the CCD. Duringin science frames can be measured later on.        spectra. Next, a kappa-sigma clipping is per-     master slit flat field generation the number     10. During wavelength calibration each        formed to identify and reject bad-pixels.         of frames co-added is recorded.fibre ThAr spectrum is extracted and ThAr          Thus, the system solution has to be iterated            The spectral format instrument stabilitylines are detected above the background.           until convergence is achieved. Optimal            is monitored on format check frames. UsingThey are then located and identified using a       extraction provides a computationally more        a reference format check frame and cross-previous guess-solution and a line table is        expensive but more accurate solution than         correlating the guess-table solutionsgenerated containing independent solutions         standard extraction.                              obtained on the actual and reference frame,for all fibres.                                                                                      it is possible to measure shifts of the spectral     11. The science frame is extracted. A             The results of the extraction are the         format. As an example, left panel of Fig. 1correlation function between the science           deconvolved spectra in pixel-order space          shows the number of selected lines in formatframe and a synthetic frame composed of            (both raw and throughput normalised) along        check frames during science verification andGaussian shaped fibres is computed as a            with their variances and bad pixel masks.         the first FLAMES Service Mode period. Onfunction of the cross dispersion shifts of the     The right panel of Figure 1 shows that the        two occasions, there have been shifts of thesimulated fibres. Its maximum yields to the        residual contamination from adjacent fibres       spectral format in cross-dispersion directionmeasured shift of the fibres on the science        is only of ≈ 0.001 after data reduction.          of up to ten pixels. Such shifts made a prop-frame with respect to their positions on the       Finally, the extracted spectra are wavelength     er data reduction using daytime calibrationall fibre flat field frame.                        calibrated and merged.                            impossible. But they could be detected easi-     12. The single fibre PSFs are shifted                                                           ly using format check results because theaccordingly, and re-multiplied by the slitFF                             Q UALITY C HECKS            number of selected lines decreased dramati-frames. In this way one mimics calibrations        One of the main tasks for a pipeline is to pro-   cally. During the single-fibre order tracingtaken simultaneously with the science              duce Quality Control (QC) parameters,             step the pipeline checks that the single fibre
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                                                                                          Figure 2: The upper plot shows the reduced                                                                                          spectra of seven giants in ω Cen taken in March                                                                                          2003 with the UVES fibre around the Hα line.                                                                                          The plot on the left shows the Diffuse                                                                                          Interstellar Band spectrum which appears to be                                                                                          shifted with respect to the “nominal” position.     input frames are well and uniformly illumi-      between the science frame and the odd-even      brations and science observations since first     nated. The order-fibre traces detection step     frames.                                         commissioning, during Science Verifi-     checks that all fibres are traced for each                                        R ESULTS       cations (Primas, 2003) and then to support     detected order. This is necessary to generate    We give here only a few examples of results     operations for more than 20 months.     proper wavelength calibration solutions to       obtained reducing FLAMES-UVES data. In          Additionally, although this is just an “extra”,     calibrate the extracted science data. It meas-   the top panel of Fig. 2 we show an example      FLAMES-UVES pipeline reduced data may     ures cross order shifts between the all fibre    of the merged spectra obtained for seven        be used by users to do science.     flat field and the odd and even fibre flat       giants of the ω Cen globular cluster.     fields.                                              The bottom plot in Fig. 2 shows the                                A CKNOWLEDGEMENTS         The wavelength calibration step meas-        Diffuse Interstellar Band (DIB) known to be     We are thankful to all who contributed a lot to                                                                                                      improve the clarity of the present paper.     ures the spectral power and the residual dif-    present at about 661.4 nm. The shown spec-     ference between the line wavelength values       trum was taken toward ω Cen during the     from a reference table and the corresponding     FLAMES GTO run by the INAF - Cagliari           R EFERENCES                                                                                                      Ballester P. et al. 2000, ESO Messenger 101, 31     values obtained from each fibre solution.        Astronomical Observatory FLAMES team.           Mulas et al. 2002, “Automatic Data reduction in     Good residuals are characterised by an RMS       The DIB is shifted with respect to the “nom-        support of the FLAMES-UVES VLT facili-     around 0.0004 nm. Typical values of the          inal” position, although not according to the       ty”, SPIE 4844, 310     resolving power are around 48,000. The           ω Cen radial velocity.                          Pasquini L. et al. 2003, ESO Messenger 111, 1                                                                                                      Primas F. 2003, ESO Messenger 112, 3     intensity of a list of ThAr lines is measured        In conclusion, the FLAMES-UVES              Wolff et al. 2004, “Quality control for UVES-fibre     in order to monitor the ThAr lamp health.        pipeline has been demonstrated to be a very         at the VLT-Kueyen Telescope”, SPIE, 5493,     Science data reduction monitors the Y shifts     useful tool to reduce FLAMES-UVES cali-             574
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        O BSER VING D URING B RIGHT T IME :                 T IPS AND T RICKSIN THIS PAPER WE PRESENT AND DISCUSS THE EFFECTS OF SCATTERED MOONLIGHT ON OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS,THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE MOONLIT NIGHT SKY MODELLING AND THE IMPLICATIONS THIS HAS ON THE SERVICEMODE OBSERVATIONS AND THE MAXIMISATION OF SCIENTIFIC OUTCOME.                                                                                                                 F ERDINANDO PATAT                                                                                                USER SUPPORT DEPT. - ESO, DMD
                                                   Figure 1: Image
E                 VEN THOUGH      it is certainly                 one of the most fascinating       taken by the ESO                                                   Mini All-Sky Cloud                 celestial objects, the moon is    Observation Tool                 indeed a disturbing compan-       (MASCOT) on 19-                 ion when one is to push           09-2004, when theground-based telescopes and instruments to         moon was at 16their limits, since it causes a significant        degrees above the                                                   horizon and theincrease in the sky brightness, at least in the    fractional lunar illu-UV and optical domains (see Fig. 1 for a real      mination (FLI) wasexample). This is why such observations are        0.2. The greyscale isusually carried out during dark time, when         logarithmic and the                                                   bright circular struc-the sky brightness reaches its minimum val-        ture visible in theues. In general, the effect of an enhanced         upper right cornernight sky emission translates into an              of the image is aincreased background photon shot noise,            reflection within thewhich in turn, degrades the signal-to-noise        camera optics.one can reach in the science exposures. Forexample, in the most extreme case of fullmoon, the night sky in the B-band is typical-ly four magnitudes brighter than during darktime. For any given exposure time, this caus-es the signal-to-noise ratio of backgrounddominated images to decrease by more than                           A S PECTRUM OF THE              value one measures during dark time (see fora factor of six with respect to the same expo-                      M OONLIT N IGHT S KY            example Patat 2003).sure obtained in dark time. Of course, not all     An example of the moon effects on the night           Another interesting feature is theastronomical observations need dark condi-         sky is shown in Fig. 2, where we have plot-      appearance of absorption lines, especially intions and, depending on the apparent lumi-         ted a low-resolution spectrum taken with         the bluer part of the spectrum. One can innosity of the targets, they can be successful-     FORS1 on the first of September 2004. On         fact easily identify the hydrogen Balmerly carried out with a moderate contribution        that night, the moon was almost full and, at     lines (Hα, Hβ, Hγ and so on), the so-calledby the moon. In some extreme cases, like           the time of the observation, it was shining at   G- band (430 nm), Mg I (517, 518 nm) andhigh-resolution spectroscopy of bright stars,      an elevation of about 55 degrees above the       the prominent H&K CaII lines (393, 397the observations can be safely performed           horizon and at an angular distance of 30         nm) at the red edge of the Balmer jump. Ofeven with full moon.                               degrees from the direction pointed by UT2-       course, all these spectral features and the     In an era when Service Mode appears to        Kueyen, at an elevation of 65 degrees. For       stellar continuum are an imprint of the solarbe the most efficient way of operating large       comparison we have also plotted a night sky      spectrum, which is reflected by the moontelescopes, it is clear that having a tool for     spectrum obtained at Paranal in dark time        and scattered into the line of sight by Earth’ssetting the moon constraints in an optimal         (see Patat 2003). Several interesting aspects    atmosphere. To illustrate this effect, in Fig. 2way would increase the chances that a given        emerge from this comparison. First of all,       we have overplotted the model spectrum forprogramme is effectively executed. For             the moonlit sky spectrum is dominated by a       the sun (Kurucz, 1993). What one canthese reasons, the quantitative study of the       rather blue continuum, which peaks at about      immediately notice is that the moonlit nightmoon impact on astronomical observations           450 nm, right at the centre of the B pass-       sky spectrum is definitely bluer than theis an important task, which most large             band. In the specific example shown in Fig.      solar spectrum, for which it is in factground-based observatories are starting to         2, the night sky is about 25 times (i.e. 3.5     (B–V)=0.65, and the difference is particular-pursue.                                            magnitudes) brighter than in dark time in        ly marked at wavelengths shorter than     In this paper we will present the effects     this wavelength range. For V, R and I this       400 nm. Finally, as one goes into the red, theof moonlight, the basic ingredients that con-      difference reduces to 2.9, 2.4 and 1.3 magni-    contribution by the solar continuumtribute to the physical problem, the current       tudes respectively. The synthetic (B–V)          becomes less and less relevant and, at wave-status of modelling and we will finally dis-       colour of the moonlit night sky turns out to     lengths longer than 900 nm, the emissioncuss the future perspectives.                      be about 0.4, while (B–V)=1.0 is the typical     bands produced by the atmospheric OH are
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                                                                                           the prominent source of night sky radiation. At                                                                                           even longer wavelengths, in the near-IR, they                                                                                           then completely dominate the night sky emis-                                                                                           sion, even in the presence of full moon. The                                                                                           wavelength dependence on the moonlit night sky                                                                                           spectrum is in fact dictated by two different                                                                                           ingredients: the input source spectrum, that we                                                                                           have just seen, and the physical characteristics of                                                                                           the Earth’s atmosphere, which is the topic of the                                                                                           next section.                                                                                                         ATMOSPHERIC E XTINCTION                                                                                           The physical processes that take place in the                                                                                           scattering of moonlight are exactly the same that                                                                                           are at work during daytime, when the sun illumi-                                                                                           nates the atmosphere. The amount of radiation                                                                                           reflected at a given wavelength and in a given                                                                                           direction depends on the physical properties of                                                                                           the scattering elements. In the case of Earth’s                                                                                           atmosphere, these are mainly identified as mole-                                                                                           cules of air, water and Ozone (O3) and, to a                                                                                           smaller extent, the so-called aerosols, which                                                                                           include dust, salt particles and water droplets.                                                                                           These are of course responsible also for the                                                                                           atmospheric extinction, which is just another                                                                                           manifestation of the same phenomenon. In fact,                                                                                           on the one hand the scattering brings the incom-     Figure 2: Comparison between the night sky spectrum during dark time (red line,     Patat 2003) and bright time (blue line). The latter was obtained with FORS1 on        ing photons out of the line of sight, while on the     September 1, 2004 using the low dispersion grism 150I and no order sorter filter.     other it averts photons originally arriving out of     Due to the very blue continuum, the spectral region at wavelengths redder than        the line of sight into the observer’s direction.     650 nm is probably contaminated by the grism second order. Both spectra have              Therefore, in order to understand the diffu-     been normalized to the continuum of the first one at 500 nm. For comparison, the     model spectrum of a solar-type star is also plotted (black line). For presentation,                                                                                           sion of moonlight at a given astronomical site,     this has been normalized to the moonlit night sky spectrum at 500 nm. The upper       one first needs to study the atmospheric extinc-     plot shows the standard BVRI Johnson-Cousins passbands.                               tion as a function of wavelength. This can be                                                                                           easily done taking spectra of bright stars at dif-                                                                                           ferent airmasses. An example for the case of                                                                                           Paranal is shown in Fig. 3, where we have plot-                                                                                           ted the extinction coefficient κ(λ) computed                                                                                           from FORS1 archival data. At wavelengths                                                                                           bluer than 500 nm the extinction shows a very                                                                                           steep increase, which is due to the well-known                                                                                           λ–4 Rayleigh scattering by the Air molecules and                                                                                           which is the responsible for the blue colour of                                                                                           the daytime sky. At longer wavelengths (500-                                                                                           650 nm), the extinction is dominated by the scat-                                                                                           tering produced by aerosols, which shows a                                                                                           much flatter behaviour (λ–a, with a=0.5–0.9).                                                                                           Finally, water vapour is the dominant source of                                                                                           absorption for λ > 700 nm, accompanied also by                                                                                           some O2 bands between 650 and 1000 nm.                                                                                           These features strongly change with time and                                                                                           site and for this reason are pretty difficult to                                                                                           model (see for example Hayes & Latham 1975).                                                                                           Given the wavelength dependency of the κ(λ)                                                                                           function, and as in the case of the daylight, the                                                                                           moonlit night sky is bluer than the input light                                                                                           source. Therefore, the effect of moonlight is                                                                                           stronger in the blue, both because of the input                                                                                           source spectrum and the higher scattering effi-                                                                                           ciency. Below 475 nm, the increase in the extinc-                                                                                           tion coefficient is compensated by the decrease                                                                                           of the solar flux (see Fig. 2) and this causes the                                                                                           observed spectrum to remain rather flat. Finally,     Figure 3: Atmospheric extinction at Paranal estimated from FORS1 observations     of the spectrophotometric standard star EG274 (red line). For comparison, the         due to the increased thickness of the atmosphere,     UBVRI broadband measurements (filled circles, Patat 2003) and a standard atmos-       the amount of scattered light is expected to be in     phere model including Air molecules, Ozone and Aerosols (dashed line, Hayes &         general higher at higher airmasses, causing the     Latham 1975) are also plotted.                                                        sky to become brighter towards the horizon. This
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                                                                                                   brightness is conspicuous and this gave us                                                                                                   the possibility of directly measuring its                                                                                                   effect and comparing it with the KS model                                                                                                   in the other passbands (see Patat 2003). To                                                                                                   estimate the fraction of sky brightness gen-                                                                                                   erated by scattered moonlight, one simply                                                                                                   needs to subtract the dark time estimates to                                                                                                   the observed fluxes for each passband. The                                                                                                   results of this operation are presented in the                                                                                                   lower panel of Fig. 4. As expected, the                                                                                                   largest deviations are seen in B, where the                                                                                                   sky brightness can increase by about 3 mag-                                                                                                   nitudes at 10 days after new moon, while in                                                                                                   I, at roughly the same moon age, this devia-                                                                                                   tion just reaches about 1.2 magnitudes. It is                                                                                                   interesting to note that most exposure time                                                                                                   calculators for modern instruments make use                                                                                                   of the function published by Walker (1987)                                                                                                   to compute the expected sky brightness as a                                                                                                   function of moon age. As already noticed by                                                                                                   Krisciunas (1990), this gives rather opti-                                                                                                   mistic estimates, real data being most of the                                                                                                   time noticeably brighter. This is clearly visi-                                                                                                   ble in Fig. 4, where we have overplotted                                                                                                   Walker’s function for the V passband on our                                                                                                   data: already at six days past new moon the                                                                                                   observed V data (green squares) show maxi-                                                                                                   mum deviations of the order of one magni-                                                                                                   tude. These results are fully compatible with                                                                                                   those presented by Krisciunas (1990).Figure 4: Lower panel: observed sky brightness as a function of moon age for B, V, R and I         Clearly, a one-parameter description (i.e.(Patat 2003). The solid curve traces the data published by Walker (1987) for the V passband,       moon phase) is not enough to predict withwhile the upper scale shows the fractional lunar illumination. Upper panel: comparisonbetween observed and predicted moon contribution (Krisciunas & Schaefer 1991). Surface             sufficient accuracy the sky brightness. Inbrightness is expressed in surface brightness units (1 sbu = 10–8 W m–2 µm–1 sr–1).                this respect, the KS model is much more                                                                                                   promising, since it takes into account all rel-is in fact clearly visible in the image present-   cient κ(λ), the apparent magnitude of the       evant astronomical circumstances, some ofed in Fig. 1.                                      moon (which is usually parameterised with       which, admittedly, are known only when the                                                   the Fractional Lunar Illumination, or FLI),     time the target is going to be observed is             M OONLIGHT M ODELLING                 its zenith distance, the angular separation     known. This limits the applicability to aOf course, when one is to predict the sky          between the moon and the target and the         “nowcast” by the observer rather than a fore-brightness enhancement produced by the             zenith distance of the target itself. Another   cast by the user, an important issue whichpresence of the moon at a given position in        fundamental ingredient is the function that     we will come back to at the end of the paper.the sky, besides the atmospheric extinction,       describes the dependence of scattering effi-         In the upper panel of Fig. 4 we haveseveral other parameters have to be taken          ciency from the scattering angle, which         compared our results with the KS model pre-into account. First of all, one would have to      practically coincides with the moon-target      dictions, including B, V, R and I data. Weknow the moon’s albedo as a function of            angular separation. The KS model includes       emphasise that we have used average valueswavelength, in order to correctly compute          both Rayleigh and Mie scattering expres-        for the extinction coefficients and dark timethe input spectrum at the top of the atmos-        sions for this function and it has been cali-   sky brightness of Paranal and this certainlyphere. Then, since the scattering efficiency       brated using daytime sky brightness meas-       has some impact on the computed values.is generally a function of wavelength and          urements. It is important to notice that this   The unaccounted presence of thin cirrusscattering angle, one would have to charac-        function shows a minimum at 90 degrees,         clouds can also cause significant deviations.terize these functions for the different mole-     which is therefore the angular distance at      On the other hand, this is the typical config-cules and particulates present in the atmos-       which the contribution is expected to reach     uration under which the procedure would bephere. For example, Air molecules produce a        its minimum. As we will see below, this dis-    implemented in an exposure time calculator,Rayleigh scattering, while aerosols (which         tance is actually decreased by the effects of   and hence it gives a realistic evaluation ofare responsible of phenomena like the aure-        airmass. The model accuracy in the V pass-      the model practical accuracy. Figure 4 showsole) rather produce a Mie scattering (see for      band was tested by the authors, who report-     that, even if maximum deviations as large asexample the classical textbook by v. d. Hulst      ed root mean square deviations as large as      0.4 magnitude are present, the model gives a1957).                                             23% in a brightness range that spans over 20    reasonable reproduction of the data in the     An approximate approach, which to our         times the typical value observed during dark    brightness range covered by our observa-knowledge is the only one available in the         time. These can be attributed to the model      tions. This is actually less than half the oneliterature, is that proposed by Krisciunas &       approximations but also to fluctuations in      encompassed by the V-band data used bySchaefer (1991, hereafter KS) for the V pass-      the atmospheric conditions (aerosols, thin      KS, which reach about 8300 sbu. For com-band and its generalization to the whole           cirrus clouds).                                 parison, the typical dark time sky brightnessUBVRI photometric system (Schaefer                      Even though FORS1 is typically a dark      in V is about 370 sbu (Patat 2003). Another1998). In the KS treatment, the expected sky       time instrument, some data are obtained         feature that can be noticed is that the modelbrightness depends in the extinction coeffi-       when the moon contribution to the sky           predicts the moonlit sky to be redder than
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     Figure 5: Example                                                                                 essential to the efficiency of Service Mode     isophotal alt-az                                                                                  observing. However, experience has shown     map for the expect-                                                                               that users often tend to request a moon-tar-     ed moonlight con-                                                                                 get separation larger than needed. This,     tribution. The     dashed white lines                                                                                                       besides reducing the observability window,     trace the loci at                                                                                 does not necessarily guarantee that the sky     constant angular                                                                                  background is minimized. In fact, as we     distance from the                                                                                 have seen in the previous section, under cer-     moon, while the                                                                                   tain circumstances a separation of 70     two dotted red lines     indicate the                                                                                      degrees is better than one of 120 degrees.     extreme apparent                                                                                      In the long run, it may be possible to     lunar paths during a                                                                              directly incorporate the sky brightness at the     full Saros cycle.                                                                                 target position as a constraint. This will                                                                                                       require a well calibrated model for the scat-                                                                                                       tered moonlight allowing the night time                                                                                                       operations astronomers to estimate in an                                                                                                       accurate and straightforward manner the                                                                                                       expected sky brightness. To this end, it will                                                                                                       be necessary to develop and test more     observed, since the B data points are system-   smaller than 0.1 mag arcsec–2 on the whole        sophisticated models and to obtain extensive     atically brighter than the model, while for R   sky when the full moon is more than five          datasets sampling the parameter space well.     and I the opposite is true.                     degrees below the horizon. This reduces to        As far as the models are concerned,         Due to the large number of input param-     one degree when FLI=0.5.                          Krisciunas & Schaefer proposed a series of     eters involved in the KS model, the overall         The main conclusion is that there are         improvements on their own model in order     effects of moonlight are better understood      regions of the sky where the moon contami-        to increase its predictive power, already in     with the use of isophotal maps, one example     nation can be minimized, and this has             their original work. As a matter of fact,     of which is presented in Fig. 5. The calcula-   important consequences in the optimisation        extensions and refinements of the KS model     tions were done in the B passband, using the    of Service Mode observations of pro-              are currently in progress (K. Nordsieck, pri-     broadband extinction coefficients measured      grammes that can be executed in grey or           vate communication). Regarding the experi-     on Paranal (Patat 2003), for FLI=0.5 (half      bright time.                                      mental side, besides the V data published by     moon) and moon elevation 20 degrees. The                                                          Krisciunas & Schaefer and the first BVRI     alt-az map shows the isophotal contours            T OW ARDS      A   N EW P ERSPECTIVE           data set presented by Patat (2003), which     (solid white lines), the moon-target angular    As far as moon illumination is concerned,         were collected only as a by-product of the     separation (dashed white lines) and the         astronomical programmes are generally             night sky survey, to our knowledge no other     region spanned by the moon’s apparent           classified as suitable for dark or bright time.   systematic observing campaigns have been     paths during the 18 years Saros cycle com-      In the case of ESO, the programmes are            carried out. Collecting a large database con-     puted for Paranal (dotted red curves). As one   actually grouped into three classes, accord-      taining measurements of sky brightness     can see the minimum surface brightness (0.6     ing to the user required FLI: dark (FLI<0.4),     obtained through multiple filters and sam-     mag arcsec–2) is attained at about 80 degrees   grey (0.4<FLI<0.7) and bright (FLI>0.7).          pling as wide a parameter space as possible     from the moon, on the great circle passing      Taking into account that the time when            is a considerable effort, which may perhaps     through zenith and the moon itself. Actually,   FLI<0.4 and the moon is below the horizon         be best undertaken by coordinating dedicat-     computing several models for different          is also considered as dark time, grey and         ed small-sized telescopes. Nevertheless, the     moon positions and different passbands, it is   bright fractions account for 11% and 32% of       outcome of such a project, resulting in an     easy to verify that while the minimum lies      the total observing time respectively.            improved ability to predict the actual     always on that great circle, its angular dis-   Therefore, there is a substantial amount of       observing conditions, can be regarded as a     tance from the moon is 90 degrees when the      time in which the moon contribution is sig-       necessary step in maximizing the efficiency     moon is close to the horizon (see for exam-     nificant and that, for the same reason, is nor-   of the precious observing time at current and     ple Fig. 1), while it tends to decrease for     mally used for IR observations, which are         future large telescopes.     higher moon elevations, reaching about 60       essentially not affected by the moon pres-     degrees when the moon is at zenith. The         ence. In fact, the considerations we have              The author is grateful to A. Wicenec for pro-     opposite happens to the minimum surface         been developing here are relevant to optical      viding him with the MASCOT image presented in     brightness, which steadily grows with moon      instruments only.                                 Fig. 1, to E. Depagne and E. Jehin for obtaining     elevation, reaching its maximum when the             At present, ESO requests Service Mode        the moonlit night sky spectrum shown in Fig. 2                                                                                                       and to K. Krisciunas and B. Schaefer, for the dis-     moon culminates. Of course, the exact value     users to specify the maximum acceptable           cussion about the implementation of their model.     of minimum surface brightness and the           FLI and the minimum acceptable angular     isophotal shape depends on the passband; in     distance to the moon at the time of defining      R EFERENCES     the case of the example reported in Fig. 5,     their observation blocks. While these two         Hayes, D.S. & Latham, D. W., 1975, ApJ, 197,     the minimum surface brightness enhance-         parameters alone do not suffice to accurate-           593     ment is 0.4 mag arcsec–2, reached when the      ly predict the sky brightness at the target       Krisciunas, K., 1990, PASP, 102, 1052                                                                                                       Krisciunas, K. & Schaefer, B. E., 1991, PASP 103,     moon rises or sets, while this value grows to   position as we have discussed, they do pro-                                                                                                            1033     about 1.3 mag arcsec–2 when the moon is at      vide a simple set of constraints whose fulfil-    Kurucz, R.L., 1993, Kurucz CD-ROM No. 13     zenith. Finally, to evaluate the effects pro-   ment can be predicted in advance and still        Patat, F., 2003, A&A, 400, 1183     duced by scattered light when the moon is       allow the user to have a fair amount of con-      Schaefer, B. E., 1998, Sky & Telescope, May     below the horizon, we have included the         trol on the sky brightness conditions under            1998, p.57                                                                                                       v. d. Hulst, H.C., 1957, Light Scattering by Small     moon twilight, following the prescriptions      which the observations will be executed.               Particles, John Wiley & Sons, New York     given by Schaefer (1998). According to the      Furthermore, they do not severely constrain       Walker, A., 1987, N.O.A.O. Newsletter, No. 10,     model, the B sky brightness enhancement is      the short-term scheduling flexibility that is          16
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  T HE S KY D ISTRIBUTION                                                OF         VLT O BSER VATIONSTHE   SKY IS NOT ALL THE SAME.                             OBSERVERS HAVE FAVORITE REGIONS WHERE MOST TELESCOPE TIME IS SPENTWHILE OTHERS ARE APPARENTLY IGNORED. TO QUANTIFY THIS PREDILECTION WE CONSTRUCTED AN ALL-SKY DIS-TRIBUTION OF VLT POINTINGS AND FOUND THE EXISTENCE OF A WELL DEFINED UNPOPULAR REGION, A ~20ºBAND ABOVE AND BELOW THE GALACTIC PLANE, WHERE THE VLT RARELY SPENDS ANY TIME.
                                                                                  J OÃO A LVES           AND     M ARCO L OMBARDI
                                                                                                                               VISAS, ESOI         t comes as no surprise that observers   these months is very low, allowing almost all     neering activities, this optimization can only         have favorite target regions in the     programs applying for time at these RAs,          go so far when the demand for time is as         sky. A simple classification of         and considered at least useful by the OPC, to     nonuniform as in Figure 2. As a conse-         observers as extragalactic, galactic,   be scheduled.                                     quence, a genuine scheduling opportunity         or solar system observers implies           While an accurate knowledge of the dis-       exists for observers ready to find targets inimmediately a clear division of regions of       tribution of favorite sky regions helps the       the less visited areas of the sky. Observers:interest. Even within each of these classes of   observatory in optimizing short and long          check your catalogs and you might be in forobservers one can expect preferences             term scheduling of observations and engi-         a treat.towards well known targets, or targetsinvolving multi-observatory internationalprojects. This can be clearly seen in Figure 1where we present an all-sky map of VLTpointings for Service Mode runs during 2years (Periods 68 to 71), in an EquatorialAitoff equal-area projection. Greyscaleintensity in this map is proportional toobserving time and does not represent skycoverage, which is much less than at firstsuggested in this representation. As expect-ed, the distribution is far from uniform.There are several interesting features in thismap worth a more thorough analysis but per-haps the most striking of all is the welldefined unpopular region, roughly charac-terized as a ~20º band above and below theGalactic plane, where the VLT rarely spends                                                 Figure 1: All-sky map of VLT pointings for Service Mode runs during 2 years (Periods 68 toany time. A possible reason for this “void” is                                                 71) in an Equatorial Aitoff equal-area projection. Greyscale intensity is proportional to observ-that extragalactic observers do not venture      ing time. Sky coverage is much less than suggested in this representation. The Galactic planetoo close to the Galaxy (interstellar dust       and several popular targets are indicated. Note the unpopular voids above and below theextinction fear comes to mind), while galac-     Galactic plane.tic observers prefer to stay close to thegalactic plane (note in Figure 1 the string ofobservations along the Galactic plane, espe-                                                                Figure 2: Distribution of observing                                                                                                           time (percentage of total) as a func-cially towards the inner Galaxy). We present                                                             tion of Right Ascension. Data are thein Figure 2 the same data as in Figure 1 but                                                                              same as in Figure 1.binned into Right Ascension bins of 2h(about a month per bin; October~0h bin,April~12h bin).                           O PPOR TUNITYFor the telescope scheduler, favorite skyregions mean higher demand for observationtime at certain parts of the year, i.e.,increased competition for specific RightAscensions. For example, there is only alimited number of photometric dark nightsin April (a particularly popular month)which is on average 10 times less than thetotal requested by observers. A direct conse-quence of this is that only the top OPCranked programs can make it to the tele-scopes during April’s dark time. On theother hand, the opposite is true for Januaryand August. The time request for targets in
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                A P ROGRESS R EPOR T                                                                ON           ALMA                                                       T OM W ILSON , C ARLOS D E B REUCK                         AND     M AR TIN Z W AAN                                                                                                    EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY
                                                                   Figure 1: The sign
     T                     he last article about ALMA in                                                                introducing ALMA at                     the Messenger was by the                 the access road to the                     Director General, in the June                  ALMA Operations                     2003 issue. In the present                Support Facility (OSF)                     article we give an update of              and Array Operations                                                                          Site (AOS).     activities since that time. An important event     was the Community Day meeting in     Garching on 24 September, which is sum-     marized on page 68 of this issue.         The actual construction of the ALMA     facilities in Chile has now begun. To give an     impression of what the ALMA sites current-     ly look like, we present here some pictures     taken by J. Eschwey, J. Mella and C. De     Breuck (ESO). A first priority is the con-     struction of the access road from the Chilean     highway 23 to the Operations Support     Facility (OSF). A sign introducing ALMA     has been set up (see Fig. 1). Because of     ongoing construction activity and medical     risks of high altitude, all visits must have     prior approval from the ALMA project     office (Tel: +56-55-448-409/410/416).         At the future site of the OSF at an alti-     tude of 2900m, there is now a camp for con-     struction workers (Fig. 2). Some optical     astronomers may recognize the containers,     which are indeed the ones that previously     were used at Paranal. Currently, approxi-     mately 50 people work at the OSF. In the     future, the OSF will be the main site from     where ALMA will be operated. Figure 3     shows a proposed design for the future OSF     building, which will also house laboratories     and a large assembly hall where antenna     integration and major repairs can be done.         One of the major activities in 2004 has     been the construction of a full width road     (Fig. 4) connecting the OSF to the 5000m     high Llano de Chajnantor, where the ALMA     telescopes will be located. This road is 12        Figure 2: A camp for construction workers at the OSF site at an altitude of 2900m.     metres wide because it will be used for the     transport of the antennas from the OSF to     the ALMA site. The road passes through an     area between 3500 and 3800m altitude,     dominated by huge cacti (Echinopsis     Atacamensis), which can reach heights of up     to 9m (Fig. 5). To protect the local fauna     and sites of archaeological importance, the     blasting work for road construction is being             Figure 3:                                                              Birds eye     coordinated with local authorities and con-         view over the     sultants.                                                proposed         The actual site of the telescopes is called    design for the     the Array Operations Site (AOS). Figure 6              future OSF                                                         building. The     shows a sketch of the planned building of               large tele-     which construction begins in 2005. Among           scope assem-     other items, the AOS will house the ALMA              bly hall can     correlator. The number of personnel at the         be seen in the                                                                  back.
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Figure 4: Construction of the 12-m wide road connecting the OSF to Llano de Chajnantor, the   Figure 5: An Echinopsis Atacamensis cantelescope site at 5000 m.                                                                     reach a height of 9 m.
                        Figure 6: Sketch of the
                   planned building at the Array                               Operations Site.
AOS will be kept to a minimum to reduce
the risks of working at high altitude.    The ALMA astronomers in Chile will beworking in a turno system, much like the LaSilla and Paranal observatories. While not atthe OSF, they will be at the Santiago CentralOffice.
    ALMA work is also progressing in
Europe. At the Rutherford-AppletonLaboratory, UK, the first pre-productioncryostat is now complete. It is shown inFig. 7 where one can clearly distinguish theten openings for the complete set of ALMAreceiver bands. The four openings shownwith black mounting rings will be used forthe first receiver bands in the baseline plan.A description of two of these bands is givenin the article by G. H. Tan and others onpage 18 of this issue.
    For further information we refer the
reader to the newly set up quarterly
able electronically from http://www.eso.org/
European ALMA newsletter, which is avail-
projects/alma/newsletter/. Information on how
to subscribe to email announcements of thisnewsletter is given on this web page.
    Figure 7: View from the top of the first pre-
   production cryostat at RAL, UK. It shows 10        openings for the complete set of ALMA receiver bands. The four openings shown with  black mounting rings will be used for the first            receiver bands in the baseline plan.
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     T HE E UROPEAN R ECEIVERS                                                              FOR               ALMA     TO   A LARGE EXTENT THE SCIENTIFIC CAPABILITIES OF THE        ATACAMA LARGE MILLIMETER ARRAY (ALMA) WILL     DEPEND ON THE RECEIVERS MOUNTED ON EACH OF THE                 64 ANTENNAS. IN THE LAST YEAR, SUBSTANTIAL     PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE IN THE DESIGN OF THESE RECEIVERS AND CURRENTLY A TRANSITION TOWARDS     PRODUCTION IS UNDERWAY. TWO OUT OF THE FOUR INITIAL BASELINE FREQUENCY BANDS FUNDED UNDER THE BI-     LATERAL PROJECT BETWEEN EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA ARE A EUROPEAN RESPONSIBILITY. THIS EUROPEAN     CONTRIBUTION WILL BE FOR THE SHORTEST WAVELENGTH ALMA BANDS DESIGNATED 7 AND 9, COVERING THE     FREQUENCY RANGES 275 GHZ TO 373 GHZ AND 602 GHZ TO 720 GHZ.                                         T                                                                                               ALMA will initially be equipped with     G.H. TAN 1 ,                                                         he Atacama Large Millimeter                                                         Array (ALMA) is an interna-      four out of the total of ten possible frequen-     B.D. J ACKSON 2,4 ,                                 tional astronomy facility.       cy bands. The two highest baseline frequen-                                                                                          cy bands, making ALMA a true sub-mil-                                                         ALMA is an equal partner-     B. L AZAREFF 3 ,                                    ship between Europe and          limeter instrument, are a European responsi-                                                                                          bility. These sub-millimeter receiver bands     J. A DEMA 2,5 ,                      North America, in cooperation with the                                          Republic of Chile, and is funded in North       make full use of the high altitude location of     A.M. B ARYSHEV 2,5 ,                 America by the U.S. National Science            the ALMA instrument where the disturbing                                          Foundation (NSF) in cooperation with the        influence of the atmosphere is minimal. The     R. H ESPER 2,5 ,                     National Research Council of Canada             exceptional receiver performance at Bands 7     T.M. K LAPWIJK 6 ,                   (NRC), and in Europe by the European                                          Southern Observatory (ESO) and Spain.                                                                                          and 9 in terms of sensitivity are a prime jus-                                                                                          tification for locating the ALMA instrument     M. K ROUG 6 ,                        ALMA construction and operations are led        at this high altitude.                                          on behalf of North America by the National           The ALMA Band 7 receiver cartridge,     S. M AHIEU 3 ,                       Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO),             covering the frequency range 275 GHz to     D. M AIER 3 ,                        which is managed by Associated                                          Universities, Inc. (AUI), and on behalf of                                                                                          373 GHz, is developed and produced by                                                                                          Institut de Radio Astronomie Millimétrique     K. S CHUSTER 3 ,                     Europe by ESO.                                  (IRAM) in France, while the Band 9 receiv-                                                                                          er cartridge, covering the frequency range     K. W IELINGA 7 ,                                               ALMA will be a single instrument com-                                          posed of 64 high-precision antennas located     620 GHz to 702 GHz, is developed and pro-     T. Z IJLSTRA 6                       in the II Region of Chile, in the District of   duced by a Dutch consortium led by the                                                                                          Nederlandse Onderzoeksschool voor                                          San Pedro de Atacama, at the Chajnantor     1EUROPEAN                            altiplano, 5,000 metres above sea level.        Astronomie (NOVA).                 SOUTHERN                 ALMA’s primary function will be to observe     OBSERVATORY                          and image with unprecedented clarity the            ALMA R ECEIVER          SUB - SYSTEM     2NETHERLANDS RESEARCH                enigmatic cold regions of the Universe,         The ALMA receivers are located at the inter-                                                                                          face to the antenna secondary focal plane,     SCHOOL FOR ASTRONOMY                 which are optically dark, yet shine brightly                                                                                          inside the receiver cabin at each antenna.                                          in the millimetre portion of the electromag-     (NOVA), LEIDEN, THE                  netic spectrum.                                 ALMA will observe over the frequency     NETHERLANDS     3INSTITUT DE RADIO ASTRONOMIE

     MILLIMÉTRIQUE (IRAM),                       Table 1: ALMA
                                               frequency bands     GRENOBLE, FRANCE                            and associated     4SRON NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR            noise performance.
     SPACE RESEARCH, GRONINGEN,
     THE NETHERLANDS     5KAPTEYN INSTITUTE, UNIVERSITY     OF GRONINGEN, THE     NETHERLANDS     6KAVLI INSTITUTE OF
     NANOSCIENCE, DELFT     UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY,     THE NETHERLANDS     7MECON ENGINEERING BV,

     DOETINCHEM, THE NETHERLANDS
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Figure 1: Top side view of the ALMA front end assembly.                             Figure 2: Bottom side view of the ALMA front end assembly.region from approximately 30 GHz to 950          interfaces is the fact that different cartridges   and 9 cartridges, was issued by ESO inGHz. For technical reasons this frequency        can be developed and built by different            August 2002. At the request of the Jointcoverage has been split into 10 bands that       groups among the ALMA participants with-           ALMA Office the original development pro-are shown in Table 1. There will be two          out the risk of incompatibility between            posals were amended to include a pre-pro-identical receiver channels for each band,       them.                                              duction run of 8 units. The aim of thisobserving the full polarization state of the          Because interferometric observations at       approach was to gain more experience withreceived radiation, in order to maximize the     (sub-)millimetre wavelengths are extremely         series production early on in the project andsystem’s sensitivity, and to allow polariza-     sensitive to changes in the amount of water        expedite the transition from development totion-sensitive observations to be performed.     vapour in the earth’s atmosphere, causing a        series production. Contracts with both    ALMA will observe in only one band at        variation in electrical path length, every         IRAM and NOVA for the development and aany given time. In the baseline construction     antenna will be equipped with a water              pre-production series were placed covering aproject, only the four frequency ranges of       vapour radiometer (WVR), which is essen-           contract period running from the start ofhighest scientific priority, designated Bands    tially a separate, dedicated receiver tuned to     2003 until early 2006.3, 6, 7, and 9, will be implemented.             the frequency of a water vapour absorption             Spread out over the first half of 2004    At the extremely high frequencies of         line at about 183 GHz. The WVR will be an          individual Preliminary Design ReviewsALMA, current technology provides direct         uncooled receiver and will take atmospheric        were held for all four ALMA cartridges,amplification of the received radiation only     data continuously, while the astronomical          including Bands 7 and 9. Currently bothin the lowest two bands, where a few radio       observations at other frequencies are under-       groups are working towards the productionastronomy groups have developed state of         way. The WVR will enable these observa-            and delivery of the pre-production car-the art HEMT amplifiers. The remainder of        tions to be corrected for the influence of         tridges. Delivery of the first pre-productionthe front-ends will use SIS (superconductor-     water vapour in the lines of sight between         units is imminent and scheduled for earlyinsulator-superconductor) junctions, either      each antenna and the observed source.              2005, well in time to be integrated with theNiobium or Niobium-Titanium-Nitrogen                                                                rest of the front end assembly at the ALMAbased, to mix the received signal to an inter-             P ROGRAMMATIC           OVER VIEW        front end integration centres.mediate frequency (IF) in the range of 4 to      The early project development, including               Critical Design Reviews (CDR) for both12 GHz, where it can be readily amplified. A     the design and development Phase 1, is sum-        cartridge bands are planned shortly after thegreat challenge for ALMA is to obtain good       marized in a previous Messenger article            delivery of these first pre-production units.control of the processes needed to reach         (Kurz et al., 2002).                               The CDR will formally conclude the designgood performance that will also be reliable          The 10-year construction phase of the          phase of these cartridges and release the pro-and suitable for series fabrication.             project (Phase 2) began in 2002 with               duction design. Delivery of the remaining    The complete front end unit will have a      approval by the ESO Council on behalf of its       seven pre-production units of the Band 7 anddiameter of 1 m, be about 1-m high and have      10 member states, and the National Science         9 cartridges is distributed over 2005 anda mass of about 750 kg. Figures 1 and 2          Board in the U.S. The ESO/NSF Bilateral            early 2006.show respectively top and bottom side views      Agreement was signed in February 2003.                 Starting in 2005, preparations will alsoof the front end assembly. The cryostat will     Spain participates in Phase 2 of ALMA              be made by ESO leading to contracts forbe cooled down to 4 Kelvin by a closed-          through an ESO-Spain Agreement signed in           series production. This series productioncycle cryo-cooler driven by a compressor.        January 2003. The total estimated cost for         contract covers the delivery of the remainingThe individual frequency bands will be           Phase 2 of the bilateral project is 552.5 mil-     56 units to equip all 64 ALMA antennas withmade in the form of cartridges that will be      lion (year 2000 US$), to be shared equally         these unique receiver cartridges.inserted in a large common cryostat. The         between Europe and North America.cartridge concept allows for great flexibility       After approval of ALMA Phase 2 by the                  ALMA B AND 7           CAR TRIDGEin operation of the array. Another advantage     ESO Council, a Call for Tender for develop-        Band 7 of ALMA covers the signal frequen-of the cartridge layout with well-defined        ment and prototyping, including the Band 7         cy (RF) range 275 GHz to 373 GHz. Briefly
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      Figure 3: A (very) sim-     plified block diagram of        the Band 7 cartridge.
                                                                                     Figure 4: CAD rendering of the cold optics. The purple object is
                                                                                     the incoming signal beam, undergoing two refocusing reflections                                                                                     on offset elliptical mirrors, and a polarization separation realized                                                                                     by the grid. The central support piece has been removed for                                                                                     clarity.     stated, the role of the Band 7 cartridge is to     ular layers thick between two layers of          quency multipliers and amplifiers; the final     accept the cosmic signal that has been col-        superconducting Niobium. Such a device           stage, a tripler, is located within the cryo-     lected by the antenna and concentrated at its      combines the two desirable properties of         genic enclosure and operates at 80K. The     Cassegrain focus, transpose that signal to a       having a non-linear I-V characteristic on a      LO system is supplied within the ALMA     lower frequency range (intermediate fre-           scale of order one mV, well matched to the       project by the National Radio Astronomy     quency, IF), and, after suitable amplifica-        energy of the incoming photons, and of per-      Observatory in the U.S.     tion, deliver the IF to the rest of the signal     forming the down conversion with very low             All the cryogenically cooled compo-     processing chain.                                  noise. The SIS junction operates at a temper-    nents are mounted in/on and cooled by a                                                        ature of 4K. The SIS junctions for the Band      cylindrical structure (the so-called blank car-         A short tour of the block diagram              7 mixers, together with superconducting          tridge), supplied within the ALMA project     (Fig. 3). Optics: The optics of the cartridge      impedance matching circuits, are fabricated      by our colleagues of Rutherford Appleton     couples the f/D=8 beam supplied by the tel-        by IRAM’s SIS Group (see Fig. 6). For an         Laboratory in the UK.     escope to the two mixers. The optics com-          “ordinary” (DSB) mixer, operating at an LO            Several design challenges had to be met     prises a first offset elliptical mirror M3, then   frequency of, say, 320 GHz, there are two        in the design and prototyping of the Band 7     a wire grid that separates the two linear          RF frequencies that produce the same beat        cartridge. The first one is common to all SIS     polarizations (the grid acts as a near-perfect     frequency, say 6 GHz, in the IF band, one in     mixers: due to the capacitance of the S-I-S     mirror when the E-field is parallel to the         the upper side band, at 326 GHz, and the         sandwich (typically 80fF), the junction’s     conducting wires, and is virtually transpar-       other in the lower side band, at 314 GHz. A      impedance is highly reactive, while it must     ent to the orthogonal polarization). Each of       sideband-separating mixer provides two           be matched to the real source impedance     the two orthogonally polarized beams is            separate IF outputs, each one carrying the       over the RF band; Band 7 has the largest rel-     refocused by twin elliptical mirrors M4H           conversion product from just one of the two      ative bandwidth (fmax/fmin = 1.356) of all     and M4V onto the apertures of the horns of         RF side bands. This is accomplished by           ALMA bands implemented with SIS mixers.     the two mixers (see also Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).       splitting the input signal, with appropriate     Another major challenge is the actual fabri-         Long wavelength optics: For millimetre         phase shifts, before feeding two identical       cation of the junctions. The junction area     and sub-millimetre systems, where λ is typ-        DSB mixers, and recombining their IF sig-        must be within 10% of its nominal value of     ically three orders of magnitude larger than       nals with again appropriate phase shifts.        1 µm2, corresponding to linear tolerances of     in the optical domain, while the systems           This is detailed in Fig. 7 and its caption.      0.05 µm. This is made possible by electron     themselves are of comparable dimensions,               IF amplification: Four low-noise ampli-      beam lithography. As already stated, the     ray optics is not a valid starting point for       fiers (one for each combination of polariza-     thickness of the insulating layer of the junc-     design. In fact, the mirrors of the Band 7 car-    tion and sideband) amplify the outputs of the    tion is only a few molecular layers, and is     tridge are always in the close vicinity of the     2SB mixers by approximately 35 dB. These         especially critical because of the exponential     beam’s focal point. Instead Gaussian beam          amplifiers are supplied within the ALMA          dependence of the junction’s resistance on     optics (originally developed in the 60’s for       project by Centro Astronomico de Yebes in        its thickness. The pair of DSB mixers that     laser beams) is the basic design tool.             Spain. Outside the vacuum enclosure, the IF      enter the fabrication of the sideband separat-         Sideband separating (2SB) mixers:              signal is further amplified by another 35 dB     ing (2SB) mixers must be well matched in     Their function is to convert a slice of the RF     by room-temperature amplifiers.                  amplitude and phase to maintain the proper-     band to a fixed IF band: 4 – 8 GHz. This is            LO system: The local oscillator signal is    ties of the 2SB scheme. The optical assem-     done by making the RF signal beat with the         tuneable in the range 283 – 365GHz. This is      bly must be aligned with the telescope     local oscillator (LO) in a non-linear element:     obtained from a microwave oscillator oper-       optics, without any adjustment, requiring     the SIS junction, a sandwich of an insulating      ating in the range from 15,7 GHz to 20,3         tight fabrication tolerances; this has led to     layer of Aluminium oxide only a few molec-         GHz, followed by a chain of solid-state fre-     the fabrication of the optical assembly (see
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                                                                                                                           Figure 6: A SEM                                                                                                                           picture of the Band 7                                                                                                                           SIS junction with RFFigure 5: Photo of the cold optics assembly,                                                                               tuning circuits.with the two 2SB mixers.Fig. 4, 5) by machining from just three metal     which form the “eyes” of the receiver, the         ment (Trx = 175 K across 80% of the band)blocks, with suitable heat treatment for sta-     local oscillator that “pumps” the mixers at        can now be met, as is seen in Figure 9.bilization.                                       the operating frequency, and the cryogenic         Figure 10 includes pictures of the Band 9     Results achieved with one of the 2SB         “intermediate frequency” (IF) amplifier            mixer, including its two critical mechanicalmixers produced so far are shown on Fig. 8.       chains that are needed to amplify the mixer’s      components – a corrugated horn antennaSimilar results are obtained when the mixer       weak output signal before it leaves the cryo-      (from Radiometer Physics GmbH, inis integrated in the cartridge. As can be seen,   stat.                                              Germany) and a waveguide device mountthe noise specifications that were set at the          The superconductor-insulator-supercon-        (produced by a local company using high-outset of the project several years ago (and      ductor (SIS) mixers used in the ALMA Band          precision machining techniques). Note thathad never been realized at that time) are met     9 cartridge (the “eyes” of the system) are theor exceeded.                                      product of a 15-year collaboration between                                                  the National Institute for Space Research (in         ALMA B AND 9          CAR TRIDGE         Dutch: Stichting Ruimteonderzoek inThe ALMA Band 9 cartridges are state-of-          Nederland (SRON)) and the SIS junctionthe-art heterodyne receivers that cover the       group at Delft University of Technology602 GHz to 720 GHz atmospheric window             (formerly at the University of Groningen).with a unique combination of high sensitivi-      In particular, the Band 9 mixers are descen-ty and a broad instantaneous bandwidth (8         dents of the design of 600-700 GHz mixersGHz per side-band of this double side-band        that were developed by SRON and thereceiver). The Band 9 receivers are the high-     University of Groningen for use at the Jamesest-frequency receivers in the baseline plan      Clerk Maxwell Telescope, in Hawaiiof the joint European – North American            (Baryshev et al., 2001). More recently,ALMA project. As such, the observatory’s          advances in mixer design and SIS junctionmaximum spatial resolution will be obtained       fabrication have yielded substantialwith these receivers (as the maximum spatial      improvements in mixer performance, suchresolution scales with the ratio of the tele-     that the ALMA project’s sensitivity require-scope separation to the operating wave-length). Furthermore, when combined with                                                          Figure 7: A pictorial explanation of the side-lower-frequency observations, the higher                  band separation mechanism. Top: a Fresneltemperature scales that high-frequency                   diagram illustrating the frequency and phasemolecular line observations probe will be                    relationships between the two signal side-important to allow the observatory to probe                bands and the LO frequency. The key point                                                                is that the LSB is lagging behind the LO;warm, dense gas close to protostars and                                                               therefore, a phase lag applied to the LSBgalactic nuclei. Similarly, continuum obser-               increases the phase difference between thevations are needed over a wide frequency                  LO and the LSB, while the converse appliesrange in order to fully characterize the emis-            to the USB. Bottom: The same phase lag ofsion of dust, especially for nearby sources,                    π/2 applied to the RF results in opposite                                                                   phase offsets after mixing with the LO.whose emission spectra peak in the                       Another phase lag, applied at the IF frequen-60–200 µm range.                                         cy, results in zero net phase for the LSB, and                                                              in a phase lag of π for the USB. When the   C RITICAL C OMPONENTS IN THE                              left-hand signal path is combined with the                                                                right-hand path, the USB signals cancel,              B AND 9 C AR TRIDGE                           while the LSB signals add up. In the actualIn order to achieve the desired combination                     mixer, two different summations are per-of high sensitivity, full 602 GHz to 720 GHz                formed at the output, providing simultane-frequency coverage, and a broad instanta-                ously the USB and LSB on separate outputs;neous bandwidth, state-of-the-art technolo-                  the diagram shown has been simplified to                                                            focus the explanation on the production ofgies are needed in three areas: the mixers                                                the LSB output.
   Tan G.H. et al., The European Receivers for ALMA                                                                 © ESO - December 2004           21     Figure 8: Results achieved with one of the first 2SB mixer assemblies            Figure 9: 600 GHz – 720 GHz SIS mixer noise performance.     produced. Note: the horizontal scale applies to the LO frequency;     therefore, the RF signal range extends an extra 8 GHz on either side.     The red line is the ALMA specification for receiver noise.
     the relatively short wavelength of 650 GHz        and high image quality, the design of this           Figure 12 shows a cut-out view of the     radiation (~ 0,5 mm) results in these compo-      system has been further complicated by the      cryogenic portion of the cartridge design     nents having critical dimensions of               limited volume available (the cartridge is      (with the fibre-glass cylinders that separate     ~100 µm, which requires machining toler-          only 17 cm in diameter), and the need to        the cartridge’s four temperature stages     ances of ~ 5 µm.                                  manufacture and assemble 64 of these            removed from the left-hand image to allow         The local oscillators and IF amplifiers in    assemblies at the rate of one per month, or     the internal components to be seen). The     the Band 9 cartridge are being developed          faster. This has pushed the development of a    warm local oscillator (a high-power mil-     and produced by partners in the ALMA proj-        design in which no alignment is needed (or      limetre-wave source) and the cartridge’s bias     ect. In particular, the local oscillator (LO)     possible). Instead, high-precision CNC          electronics will be mounted in a structure     chains are being developed at the National        machining is used to machine four of the        that bolts to the outside of the 300 K stage of     Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO),               system’s five mirrors into a single metal       this assembly (this structure is not seen in     based upon state-of-the-art millimetre-wave       block (in a single machining step, to ensure    this figure). Inside the cartridge, waveguides     power amplifiers from NRAO and solid-             that they are correctly aligned with respect    run from the 300 K plate to the 90 K temper-     state frequency multipliers (from Virginia        to each other). The fifth mirror is then        ature level to feed the high-power millime-     Diodes, Inc., in the United States). The low-     machined into a second part and the absolute    tre-wave LO signal (at 100 – 120 GHz) to a     noise 4 – 12 GHz cryogenic amplifiers that        accuracy of a well-controlled CNC machine       cryogenic frequency multiplier on the 90 K     are being used in the Band 9 cartridge are        is used to ensure that the two mirror blocks    stage that produces the 614 – 708 GHz LO     being developed by the Centro Astronomico         can be assembled with sufficient accuracy       power that is needed to pump the SIS mix-     de Yebes, in Spain (Lopez-Fernandez et al.        that the desired optical alignment and imag-    ers. The local oscillator power produced by     2001).                                            ing quality is achieved by machining toler-     the multiplier is coupled via an optical beam         On top of the need for these unique           ances alone. This “alignment-by-machining-      to the optics assembly on the cartridge’s 4 K     development items, the development of the         accuracy” philosophy is also applied to the     stage. Within this optical assembly, the LO     Band 9 cartridge has been further complicat-      mounting of two LO-combining beam split-        beam is optically combined with the signal     ed by the ALMA project’s unique need to           ters and a polarization-splitting grid in the   beam from the telescope and the combina-     produce, operate, and maintain 64 state-of-       space between the two mirror blocks.            tion is then focussed into the SIS mixer’s     the-art cartridges for each frequency band.           Preliminary verification of this design     horn-antenna. The 4 – 12 GHz IF output     This has required eliminating moving parts        principle was provided by manufacturing         from the mixer passes through a 4 – 12 GHz     (such as the mechanical tuners that have tra-     and testing a two-mirror prototype of the 4 K   isolator (from Passive Microwave     ditionally been used in solid-state local         mirror assembly (Baryshev et al., 2004),        Technologies) before being amplified in a     oscillator chains and SIS mixers) to improve      while recent measurements of the first full     low-noise amplifier that is mounted on the     the system’s reliability, and simplifying the     4K optical assembly have provided further       bottom side of the 4K stage. The IF signal is     manufacturing and assembly of the cartridge       design verification. Figure 11 shows a pic-     then coupled out of the cartridge and further     to as great an extent as possible (including      ture of the first 4 K optical assembly. In      amplified in room-temperature amplifiers     taking advantage of commercial manufac-           addition to the two mirror blocks, the polar-   that are located in the mechanical assembly     turing capabilities where possible).              ization-splitting grid and the LO combining     that also contains the warm LO components                                                       beam splitters can also be seen, together       and bias electronics.        4K O PTICS A SSEMBLY D ESIGN                   with absorbing beam-dumps that are used to           The assembly of the first complete Band                   AND D EVELOPMENT                    absorb stray light in the system.               9 cartridge has started with the integration of     A key element of this “design for manufac-                                                        the 4 K opto-mechanical structure on a pro-     turing” has been in the design of the cooled                  C AR TRIDGE D ESIGN AND             totype of the cartridge body to allow a first     (down to 4 Kelvin) optical assembly that                     D EVELOPMENT O VER VIEW              cool down of the optics assembly. Further     will combine the astronomical signal from         The assembly of the first complete Band 9       integration of the cartridge is now proceed-     the telescope with the local oscillator signals   cartridge has started, and Figure 12 shows      ing, including the other temperature levels     (two) and focus the combined beam into the        pictures of the integrated 4K opto-mechani-     and the inter-stage wiring harness is now     cartridge’s two mixers. Beyond the “usual”        cal structure mounted on a prototype of the     proceeding. In parallel with this cartridge     requirements for low optical coupling losses      cartridge body.                                 manufacturing and assembly effort, the
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Figure 10: The ALMA Band 9 mixer: (left) an assembled mixer, (right) the two critical components of the mixer – the corrugated horn and thewaveguide device mount in which the SIS mixer chip is mounted.
                                                                          Figure 12: 3-D drawing of the mechanical design of the Band 9
                                                                          cartridge.
                                                                          development of test equipment is proceeding, with testing of the
                                                                          first cartridge expected to start this fall.                                                                          R EFERENCES                                                                           A. M. Baryshev, H. van de Stadt, H. Schaeffer, R. Hesper, T. Zijlstra, M.                                                                              Zuiddam, W. Wild, and L. de Jong, “Development of a 0.6 THz SIS                                                                              receiver for ALMA,” in Proc. 12th Int. Symp. on Space THz                                                                              Technology, I. Mehdi, Ed. San Diego, CA: CIT, 2001, pp. 581-590.                                                                          A. Baryshev, R. Hesper, K. Wielinga, G. Gerlofsma, and M. Carter,                                                                              “Design and verification of ALMA Band 9 receiver optics,” to appear                                                                              in Proc. of the 15th Int. Symp. on Space THz Technology,                                                                              Northampton, Massachusetts, USA, April 27-29, 2004.                                                                          R. Kurz et al., 2002, ESO Messenger 107, 7                                                                          I. Lopez-Fernandez, J. D. Gallego Puyol, A. B. Cancio, and F. Colomer,                                                                              “New trends in cryogenic HEMT amplifiers for radio astronomy,” pre-                                                                              sented at the Int. Science and Technology Meeting on the Square                                                                              Kilometer Array, Berkeley, CA, July 9-13, 2001.

Figure 11: (top) The Band 9 4K optics assembly, (bottom) a disassem-
bled view of the optics assembly in which the machined mirrors can beseen, as can the grids, beam splitters, and absorbing beam dumps.  Tan G.H. et al., The European Receivers for ALMA                                                                  © ESO - December 2004              23Reports from Observers                                      O BSER VING D ISTANT T YPE I A                                   S UPERNOVAE WITH THE ESO VLT                         THE DISCOVERY OF THE ACCELERATING UNIVERSE THROUGH OBSERVATIONS OF DISTANT TYPE IA SUPERNOVAE                         (SNE IA) WAS ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES OF THE PAST DECADE. THE ACCELERATION                         IS APPARENTLY DRIVEN BY A MYSTERIOUS “DARK” ENERGY WHICH OVERCOMES THE GRAVITATIONAL PULL OF                         MATTER. ONE OF THE BEST WAYS OF CONSTRAINING THE NATURE OF THE DARK ENERGY IS TO BUILD A LARGER,                         BETTER-OBSERVED SAMPLE OF DISTANT SNE IA OVER A WIDE RANGE OF REDSHIFTS. THE SUPERNOVA                         COSMOLOGY PROJECT (SCP) HAS BEEN USING ESO AND OTHER TELESCOPES TO DO JUST THAT AND, IN THIS                         ARTICLE, WE GIVE AN OVERVIEW OF THE DATA WE HAVE COLLECTED THUS FAR AND WE PRESENT SOME PRELIM-                         INARY RESULTS.

                                                                                                   C HRIS L IDMAN (ESO)
                                                                                  FOR THE SUPERNOVA COSMOLOGY PROJECT1                         T                                       OWARDS     THE    END   OF   THE     “phantom energy” theories, in which it is                    We use these data to extend observations of                                         1990’S, two international col-     less than –1. Recent results, which combine                  SNe Ia to redshifts greater than one, to meas-                                         laborations independently used     high-quality HST data of distant SNe Ia                      ure the expansion history of the Universe                                         the apparent brightness of dis-    (Knop et al. 2003, Riess et al. 2004) with the               from deceleration to acceleration, to con-                                         tant2 Type Ia supernovae (SNe      data from galaxy redshift surveys and the                    strain the dark energy equation of state, and                         Ia) to discover that the rate of the Universe’s    CMB, show that it is close to –1. Is w equal                 to assess the importance of SN Ia evolution                         expansion, contrary to what was then the           to –1 and is it a constant? The answer to this               and extinction from dust. This program has                         common wisdom, is currently accelerating,          question will fundamentally change the way                   made extensive use of ESO facilities and                         and to infer that a mysterious form of ener-       we see our Universe.                                         included spectroscopic confirmation and                         gy – now called the dark energy – dominates            As a tool to measure cosmological dis-                   follow-up imaging with FORS1 and FORS2                         the Universe (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et     tances, SNe Ia are unique. Their peak lumi-                  and infra-red (IR) J-band imaging with                         al. 1999; for reviews, see Leibundgut 2001         nosities are very uniform, which means that                  ISAAC.                         and Perlmutter and Schmidt 2003). Since            an accurate measure of the distance can be                       In this article we give an overview of                         this discovery, measurements of the Cosmic         obtained from the apparent brightness, and                   how SNe Ia are discovered, we discuss the                         Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropy,             they are also intrinsically very bright, so                  follow-up observations that we have done                         statistical analysis of galaxy redshift sur-       they can be observed over enormous dis-                      with the ESO VLT and we present some pre-                         veys, and measurements of the number den-          tances. In terms of redshift, SNe Ia with red-               liminary results. These results will appear in                         sity of massive galaxy clusters have shown         shifts as high z~1.5 are now observed. This                  a series of papers, which, at the time of writ-                         that the Universe is flat and that matter,         corresponds to a time when the Universe                      ing, have either been submitted or are in                         including dark matter, makes up about a            was about one-third of its current age4.                     preparation (Lidman et al. 2004; Nobili et al.                         quarter of the critical energy density. When           Although the Universe is now accelerat-                  in preparation; Garavini et al. in prepara-                         these results are combined with the results        ing, this was not always the case. Up until                  tion).                         from distant SNe Ia (Fig. 1), we infer that        about 5 billion years ago, the Universe was                         about 75% of Universe is made up of dark           matter dominated and decelerating. The                                      S EARCH        AND     D ISCOVERY                         energy.                                            change between deceleration and accelera-                    Starting in 2000 and ending in 2002, the                              This is a remarkable result, and an           tion occurred around z=0.5. By observing                     SCP performed 8 separate high-redshift                         extraordinary number of diverse theories           SNe Ia over a wide range of redshifts, one                   supernova searches involving the CFHT12k                         have been proposed to explain the nature of        can get a picture of the expansion history of                camera on CFHT, the MOSAICII camera on                         the dark energy and the reason why it now          the Universe from just a few billion years                   the CTIO Blanco telescope and Suprime-                         dominates our Universe. For both matter and        after the big bang to today, and this includes               Cam on Subaru. In general, each of the                         dark energy, the equation of state3 relates the    the epochs of deceleration and acceleration.                 searches aimed at discovering SNe Ia at dif-                         pressure to the energy density via                     In 2000 and following a successful pilot                 ferent redshifts and, hence, the search areas                                      p = w(z) ρ,                           program that discovered a SN Ia at z=1.2                     and the search depths vary from one search                         where p is the pressure, ρ is the energy den-      (Aldering 1998), the SCP embarked on a                       to the next. For example, the 2002 CTIO                         sity, z is the redshift and w(z) is the equation   program to discover and follow a large num-                  search exclusively targeted SNe Ia at z~0.5,                         of state parameter. For non-relativistic mat-      ber of SNe Ia over a wide range of redshifts.                and thus searched a relatively large area of                         ter, w is zero; for photons, it is 1/3; and for                                                                            1Members   of the SCP are listed at the end of this article                         dark energy, it is negative. Candidates for                         dark energy include Einstein’s cosmological        2In the context of this article, we use distant to refer to supernovae that have redshifts z > 0.1 and nearby to refer                         constant, in which w is exactly –1, quintes-       to supernovae that have redshifts z ≤ 0.1                                                                             3The equation is written in natural units, in which the speed of light is 1 and unitless                                                                             4For a Hubble constant of H = 72 km/s/Mpc, the current age of the Universe is about 14 billion years.                         sence, in which it is variable and greater than                         –1, and other more exotic theories, such as                                       o
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                                                                                           Figure 1: An example of how studies of SNe Ia                                                                                           (cyan), CMB anisotropies (green) and the massive                                                                                           galaxy clusters (orange) restrict regions in the ΩΜ and                                                                                           ΩΛ plane, which are respectively, the energy densities                                                                                           in matter and dark energy as a fraction of the critical                                                                                           energy density. The three sets of studies overlap at                                                                                           (ΩΜ, ΩΛ)≈(0.25,0.75), which is commonly referred to                                                                                           as the concordance ΛCDM model.                                                                                                     S PECTROSCOPIC C ONFIRMATION                                                                                                   Candidate SNe Ia are distributed to teams                                                                                                   working at the Gemini, Keck, Paranal, and                                                                                                   Subaru Observatories for spectroscopic con-                                                                                                   firmation. The distribution is handled cen-                                                                                                   trally and is done according to the priority of                                                                                                   the candidates, the results from the analysis                                                                                                   of data that were taken during previous                                                                                                   nights, the capability and availability of                                                                                                   instruments and the weather conditions at                                                                                                   the individual observatories.                                                                                                        The goal of the spectroscopic follow-up                                                                                                   is to determine the SN type and to obtain the                                                                                                   redshift. The spectroscopy is critical. Only                                                                                                   spectrally confirmed SNe Ia are followed                                                                                                   during subsequent months.                                                                                                        Between 2000 and 2002, the SCP used                                                                                                   FORS1 and FORS2 on the VLT to observe                                                                                                   39 SN Ia candidates. In general, we used                                                                                                   FORS1 with the 300V grism to observe can-                                                                                                   didates that were thought to be at z~0.5 and                                                                                                   FORS2 with the 300I grism and its red sen-                                                                                                   sitive CCD to observe candidates that were                                                                                                   thought to be at z~1. Since some key SN Ia                                                                                                   spectral features are redshifted to very red                                                                                                   wavelengths, where night sky lines are                                                                                                   bright and variable and where detector fring-the sky. Others, such as the Fall 2002 Subaru    was followed one, two and three months            ing can be problematic, we have developedsearch, exclusively targeted SNe Ia with         later by similar observations on the same         specialised techniques to reduce systematicz > 1, and thus covered a relatively small       fields. In this way, the search images of one     error to a negligible level and to reach thearea to a much greater depth.                    month become the reference images of a            Poisson noise limit. To achieve this, we    The standard high-redshift supernova         later month, and, since images of the search      employ the IR technique of combining sev-search (Perlmutter et al. 1995) generally        fields are taken several times in any one         eral spectra dithered along the slit (someconsists of 2 to 3 nights of imaging to take     month, one automatically gets a photometric       taken over different nights) to form a skyreference images, followed 3 to 4 weeks          time series without having to schedule fol-       spectrum which is then scaled and subtract-later by an additional 2 to 3 nights of imag-    low-up observations separately, as one must       ed from the data on a wavelength by wave-ing to take search images. Timing is critical    do in a standard search. This rolling search is   length basis. This technique works best ifto the success of the search. If the time span   now in use for the supernovae search in the       there is little instrument flexure, which is thebetween reference and search runs is too         CFHT Legacy Survey.                               case in both FORS1 and FORS2. Details ofsmall, the SN will not have brightened suffi-        The search data are immediately               the technique are given in Lidman et al.ciently to be detected. Alternatively, if the    processed to find objects that have bright-       (2004).time span is too great, many of the superno-     ened and the most promising SN Ia candi-               At high redshifts (z > 0.4), the broad Si IIva will be past maximum and these are less       dates are given an internal SCP name and a        feature at ~6150Å, which is one of the defin-useful for the purpose of doing cosmology.       priority. The priority is based on a number of    ing signatures of the SN Ia class, is outside    In 2000 and 2001 the searches were           factors: the significance of the detection, the   the wavelength range covered by the spec-standard ones; however, the searches in          brightness of the candidate, the quality of       tra. Therefore, we use other features, such as2002 were a variation on the standard theme.     the subtraction and the percentage increase       the Si II feature at ~4000Å and the SulfurFor example, the 2002 search with the            in the brightness together with the distance      “W” feature at ~5500Å to spectrally identifyCFHT12k camera on CFHT was a “rolling”           from the center of the apparent host, In any      SN Ia. The spectra of candidates are alsosearch, where images were taken once every       one search, several dozen good candidates         matched against a library of nearby superno-few nights during a two week period. This        are usually found.                                va spectra of all types and ages. The spectra
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                                                                                                           of two spectrally confirmed SN Ia are shown                                                                                                           in Figure 2. In both cases, the Si II feature at                                                                                                           ~4000Å can be clearly identified.                                                                                                                In those searches that specifically target-                                                                                                           ed SNe Ia at z~0.5 for spectroscopic confir-                                                                                                           mation, the yield is very high – 13 out of 16                                                                                                           candidates were spectrally classified as SN                                                                                                           Ia. In those searches that specifically target-                                                                                                           ed SNe Ia at z > 1.0 for spectroscopic confir-                                                                                                           mation, the yield is lower. In part, this is due                                                                                                           to experimental design. Each candidate was                                                                                                           first observed for one hour. Candidates that                                                                                                           were found to have z < 1 were no longer                                                                                                           observed. In some of these cases, a superno-                                                                                                           va might have been identified if we had cho-                                                                                                           sen to integrate longer. Alternatively, if the                                                                                                           candidate showed evidence for broad super-                                                                                                           nova features or if the redshift from host                                                                                                           galaxy lines (in particular [O II]) placed the                                                                                                           host at z > 1, the candidates were re-                                                                                                           observed during later nights. This strategy                                                                                                           enabled us to confirm several z > 1 SNe Ia,                                                                                                           obtain their redshifts and schedule them for                                                                                                           successful follow-up observations with                                                                                                           ISAAC and HST.                                                                                                                For SNe Ia at z > 1, a secure classifica-                                                                                                           tion relies on identifying the Si II feature at                                                                                                           ~4000Å. However, this feature is not always                                                                                                           present in SN Ia. At early phases or in slight-                                                                                                           ly over-luminous SN Ia, such as SN 1991T,                                                                                                           this feature is either weak or absent. Other,                                                                                                           redder features, such as Fe II at ~4900Å are                                                                                                           shifted to the near-IR. Although SN Ia spec-                                                                                                           tra show Fe II features short-ward of the                                                                                                           broad Ca II feature at ~3900Å that can be                                                                                                           used to aid the classification, the lack of                                                                                                           good quality UV spectra for nearby super-                                                                                                           novae of all types means that these features                                                                                                           cannot be reliably used alone. At these high                                                                                                           redshifts, an additional source of difficulty                                                                                                           often appears. Given the typical signal-to-                                                                                                           noise ratio that one can achieve in a couple                                                                                                           of hours with FORS2, one can sometimes                                                                                                           match the spectra equally well with SNe Ia                                                                                                           at two different redshifts. Fortunately, host                                                                                                           galaxy lines, such as [O II] or the H and K of                                                                                                           Ca II, or sometimes all three, are usually                                                                                                           present, as is the case for SN 2002ks                                                                                                           (Fig. 2).
                                                                                                                C OMPARING THE S PECTRA OF
                                                                                                                N EARBY AND D ISTANT SN E I A                                                                                                           Despite the widespread use of SNe Ia as a                                                                                                           distance indicator, our understanding of                                                                                                           these objects is still rather poor. It is thought                                                                                                           that the progenitor is a carbon-oxygen white                                                                                                           dwarf that undergoes a nuclear explosion.                                                                                                           Given the vast span in time and distance                                                                                                           over which SNe Ia can be observed, the     Figure 2: Spectra of SN 2001go and SN 2002ks - from Lidman et al. (2004). In the upper half           Universe has undergone significant change.     of each figure, the unbinned spectrum of the candidate is plotted in the observer’s frame and         Could distant SNe Ia be different from their     is uncorrected for host galaxy light. Night sky subtraction residuals are marked with the letters     nearer cousins? The spectra of SNe Ia are     “NS” and telluric absorption features are marked with the symbol ⊕. Features from the host            probably the best place to look for signs of     galaxy are also marked. In the lower half of each figure, contamination from the host is                                                                                                           evolution.     removed and the spectrum is rebinned, typically by 20 Å. This spectrum is plotted in black and     it is plotted in both the rest frame (lower axis) and the observer’s frame (upper axis). For com-         Nearby SNe Ia are broadly divided into     parison, the best fitting nearby SN Ia is plotted in blue. In both supernovae, the Si II feature at   three sub-types: normal SNe Ia; sub-lumi-     4000 Å, which is visble only in SNe Ia, can be clearly seen.                                          nous SNe Ia, such as SN 1991bg or SN
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1997cn, which, in the B-band, are approxi-mately 2 magnitudes fainter than normalSNe Ia; and SN 1991T-like SNe Ia, such asSN 1999aa, which are slightly brighter thannormal SNe Ia and have broader B-bandlight curves. The spectra of sub-luminousSNe Ia and 91T-like SNe at maximum lightare very distinct from the spectra of normalSNe Ia. In sub-luminous SNe Ia, absorptionfeatures are deeper and expansion velocitiesare lower, whereas, in 91T-like SNe Ia,absorption features are shallower and expan-sion velocities are higher.    We are currently comparing the integrat-ed depths (similar to equivalent widths) ofsome of the very broad features in SN Iaspectra with the aim of searching for differ-ences in the spectra of nearby and distantSNe Ia, and we show an example of such acomparison in Figure 3. On average, the dis-tant SNe Ia lie within the band defined bynormal SNe Ia. Sub-luminous, 91bg-likeSNe Ia generally lie above the band, and                                                  Figure 3: The equivalent width of the the broad absorption feature at 4800 Å,91T-like supernova lie below it. Distant SNe      which, at maximum light, is due to Fe II, plotted against SN epoch (plotted asIa are neither clearly over-luminous nor sub-     the day since maximum B-band light) – from Garavini et al. (in preparation).luminous.                                         Distant SNe Ia, with an average redshift of z ~ 0.4, are individually plotted as    In Figure 4, we plot the velocity of the      large red symbols and nearby normal SNe Ia are plotted as a band. The blackminimum in the broad Ca II absorption fea-        line in the middle of the band represents the mean trend and the shaded band                                                  represents the dispersion (one standard deviation). Sub-luminous, 91bg-liketure at ~3900Å against light-curve phase for      SNe Ia generally lie above the band, and 91T-like supernova lie below it.a sample of nearby and distant SNe Ia. Thedistant SNe Ia, which have a median redshiftof z ~ 0.5, and the nearby SNe Ia have simi-lar expansion velocities. Distant SNe Ia areclearly not sub-luminous.          T HE H UBBLE D IAGRAM -      O PTICAL AND IR F OLLOW - UPThe magnitude-redshift relation (Hubblediagram) is a relation between magnitude(distance) and redshift (expansion), so theposition of a single SN Ia on the Hubble dia-gram measures the integrated history ofexpansion from the redshift at which the SNIa was observed to the present day. Byobserving SNe Ia over a range of redshifts,one is measuring the history of acceleration,which depends directly on the relativeamounts of matter and dark energy. Hence,universes with different amounts of matterand dark energy trace different curves in theHubble diagram. Examples are shown inFigures 6 and 8.    The accuracy at which cosmologicalparameters can be derived depends on anumber of factors, such as the redshift inter-val over which SNe Ia are observed, the                                                  Figure 4: The velocity of the broad Ca II absorption feature at 3900 Å plottedaccuracy of the derived peak magnitudes,                                                  against SN epoch (plotted as the day since maximum B-band light) – fromsystematic errors in the analysis and, obvi-      Garavini et al. (in preparation). Distant SNe Ia, with redshifts ranging fromously, the number of observed SNe Ia. It also     z=0.212 to z=0.912, are individually plotted as large red symbols and nearbydepends on how many cosmological param-           normal SNe Ia are plotted as a blue band. The black line in the middle of theeters one is trying to fit, and if one includes   band represents the mean trend and the shaded area represents the dispersion                                                  (one standard deviation). Sub-luminous, 91bg-like SNe Ia are plotted with smallconstraints from other experiments.               blue symbols. Distant SNe Ia are clearly not sub-luminous.    SNe Ia are not perfect standard candles,but they are very good ones. The dispersionin the peak absolute B-band magnitude is~0.4 magnitudes. However, the absoluteluminosity is correlated with the shape of the
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                                                                                                          Figure 5: The rest-frame I-band light curve (in                                                                                                          units of normalised flux) of SN 2000fr (a SN Ia                                                                                                          at z=0.543) – from Nobili et al. (in preparation).                                                                                                          Given the redshift of the SN, the observations                                                                                                          were done with ISAAC in the IR J-band. As in                                                                                                          SN 1999Q (a SN Ia at z=0.46; Reiss et al. 2000),                                                                                                          there is a second maximum about 30 rest-                                                                                                          frame days after the first maximum. The timing                                                                                                          and the relative amplitude of the two maxima in                                                                                                          SN 2000fr can be used to show that SN 2000fr                                                                                                          is not under-luminous. As a comparison, the I-                                                                                                          band light curve of the best fitting nearby SNe                                                                                                          (SN 1992bc) is plotted as the solid curve. The                                                                                                          vertical scale is the only parameter in the fit.                                                                                                          The time of I-band maximum is fixed by                                                                                                          assuming that the delay between the rest-                                                                                                          frame B- and I-band maxima are the same for                                                                                                          SNe 1992bc and 2000fr. In nearby SNe, the dif-                                                                                                          ference between the two maxima is of the                                                                                                          order of 1 day (the I-band mximum ocurrs first)                                                                                                          with a dispersion of 2 days.
         Figure 6: The rest-frame I-band Hubble dia-
         gram, with nearby SNe Ia plotted in blue and         SN 2002fr (z=0.543) plotted in red – from         Nobili et al. (in preparation). The inner error         bars represent measurement errors and the         outer error bars include 0.14 magnitudes of         intrinsic dispersion, which is comparable to         the dispersion in the B-band. Three models         are plotted: a flat universe without dark ener-         gy (dashed line); the same universe with the         addition of gray dust with RV =9.5 (dotted         line); and the concordance model (solid line).     light curve. SNe Ia with broader light curves     curve shape. The light curve shape is then          was. However, dust also reddens, so one can     are also brighter. When the correlation is        used to correct the peak brightness and this,       use the colour as a check for reddening. See     taken into account, the dispersion without        together with the spectrally determined red-        Knop et al. (2003) for a detailed study of the     extinction correction reduces to 0.17 magni-      shift, is plotted on the Hubble diagram.            dust effects that can be measured in the opti-     tudes (Hamuy et al. 1996). This corresponds            If it were not for dust, then this would be    cal bands with the HST.     to a distance error of 9%.                        all that one would need to do. Unfortunately,           For SNe Ia at z ~ 1.2, observations in IR         The aim of the optical photometry is to       galaxies are full of it, and it can make SNe Ia     J-band, which corresponds to the rest-frame     sample the SN Ia light curve in the rest-         fainter than they actually are. This would          V-band, are vital for testing for the presence     frame B-band with at least five measure-          bias luminosity distances to higher values          of dust. Together with observations in the     ments, ideally starting before maximum, to        and one would derive a cosmology in which           optical, one can compare the rest frame B–V     determine the peak brightness and the light       the acceleration was greater than it actually       colour of the distant SNe Ia with the colours
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of nearby SNe Ia and hence test for extinc-tion by dust, which would otherwise be dif-ficult to constrain for such distant SNe Iafrom optical observations alone.     At lower redshifts, z ~ 0.5, the IR J-bandcorresponds to the rest-frame I-band. Bycomparing rest-frame B–I colours of nearbyand distant SNe Ia (Reiss et al. 2000; Nobiliet al, in preparation) or by plotting SNe Ia onthe rest-frame I-band Hubble diagram, it isalso possible to assess the importance ofextinction by dust.     We have used FORS1 and FORS2 to fol-low 23 SNe Ia at optical wavelengths (most-ly R and I) and ISAAC to follow 8 SNe Ia (3at z ~ 0.5 and 5 at z > 1) in the J-band.Although much of the data are still being          Figure 7: ISAAC observations of the distant SN Ia, SN 2001gn. On the left, we show an image                                                   with the supernova; in the middle, we show the reference image, which was taken 2 years later.analysed - we need to wait at least one year       The image on the right is the difference of the two and shows the supernova with a signal toto take images after the SN has faded from         noise ratio of ~12. Each image is the result of 10 hours of integration in good conditions. Theview - we can present some preliminary             image quality in the left hand image is 0.4) and the magnitude of SN 2001gn at this epoch wasresults.                                           around J=23.6.
     S ECONDARY        I- BAND MAXIMUM
    IN A DISTANT       SN I A DETECTEDNormal SN Ia have a secondary I-band max-imum that occurs about 25 days after thefirst maximum. In under-luminous SNe, thesecondary maximum is fainter and appearsearlier, and, in very sub-luminous SNe Ia,like SN 1991bg and SN 1997cn, it is com-pletely absent (Reiss et al. 2000; Nobili et al.in preparation). The position and the relativeamplitude of the second maximum are com-pletely unaffected by dust, so they can beused as an independent indicator of theintrinsic luminosity of the supernova.     In Figure 5, we plot the rest frame I-band light-curve (observed with ISAAC inthe J-band) of SN 2000fr, a spectrally con-firmed SN Ia at z = 0.543. The second max-imum is clearly detected about 30 rest framedays after the first maximum. The presence,location and relative amplitude of the secondmaximum in SN 2000fr suggest that it is avery normal SN Ia.     With only three data points, one cannotfit all the parameters that are needed to fitthe light curve and to determine preciselythe I-band maximum. For this, a minimumof five parameters are needed (Nobili et al.in preparation). However, with reasonableassumptions (see Figure 5), one can use theI-band light curves of nearby SNe Ia to getan estimate of the peak I-band magnitude ofSN 2000fr. In Figure 5, we compare the lightcurve of SN 2000fr with SN 1992bc, a near-by SN Ia, and we use this to estimate thepeak I-band magnitude of SN 2000fr. Theonly free parameter in the fit is the verticalscale. The time of I-band maximum is fixedby using B- and I-band data of both SNe.           Figure 8: The differential B-band Hubble diagram with SNe Ia from Knop et al. (2003) and from     In Figure 6, we plot the peak I-band          a very preliminary and partial analysis of some of the data that were collected by the SCP inmagnitude of SN 2000fr on the I-band               2001. In this diagram, an empty universe is a horizontal line at zero. A flat universe consisting                                                   entirely of dark energy and a flat universe consisting entirely of matter are represented by theHubble diagram together with a sample of           blue and green lines respectively. The red line represents the concordance model in which the28 nearby SNe Ia. The location of SN 2000fr        universe was decelerating until z~0.5 and has accelarated ever since. The ISAAC observed SNin the I-band Hubble diagram is fully consis-      Ia at z=1.06 favours the latter model, as do other recent observations (Tonry et al. 2003; Riesstent with the concordance model.                   et al. 2004), which have extended the Hubble diagram to even higher redshifts
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                    ISAAC      OBSER VATIONS                                                       plot (see Riess et al. 2004 for additional SNe     lengths. Although imaging such SNe Ia                              OF Z >1 SN E I A                                                       Ia at these redshifts), we expect to add seven     should still be feasible with a LGS, low res-     At z ~ 1.2, the rest frame U- and B-bands         additional z > 1 SNe Ia once all the final ref-    olution IR spectroscopy will be very chal-     shift to optical I- and z- bands and the rest     erence images have been taken and                  lenging.     frame V-band shifts to the IR J-band. From        analysed.                                              In the meantime, the redshift limit for     the optical photometry, one derives the max-                                                         optical ground-based spectrographs can still                                                                                                          be pushed higher by making a more judi-     imum B-band magnitude, the light curve                                 P USHING TO EVEN                                                                                                          cious choice of which candidates to observe.     shape, which is used to correct the peak                               HIGHER REDSHIFTS     magnitude, and, together with the IR data,                                                           One of the most promising ways to select                                                       With current instrumentation, we have     the rest frame B–V colour. The corrected B-                                                          high redshift candidates is to target areas                                                       shown that it is possible to spectrally con-     band maximum is plotted on the Hubble dia-                                                           that have already been observed at several                                                       firm and follow SNe Ia at z ~ 1 from the     gram and the B–V colour is used to verify                                                            wavelengths. The most promising high-red-                                                       ground. Can we realistically use ground-     that the supernova is unreddened and                                                                 shift candidates can then be selected from                                                       based telescopes to observe even more dis-     undimmed by dust.                                                                                    the host redshifts that are derived from the                                                       tant SNe Ia and measure the expansion of          IR observations of SNe Ia at z ~ 1 from                                                         broad-band photometric data. By using                                                       the universe at even higher redshifts, or are     the ground are challenging. Typically, these                                                         reduction techniques that are commonly                                                       we restricted to using telescopes that are in     supernovae have J ~ 23.5 and, with ISAAC                                                             used to process IR data, there is no funda-                                                       space?     on the VLT, we integrate for 10 hours to                                                             mental reason why one cannot spectrally                                                           For our ISAAC data, the most critical     reach a S/N ratio of about 20 when the IR                                                            confirm a SNe Ia at z ~ 1.5 from the ground.                                                       factor is the image quality. If the image qual-     seeing is 0.5). In most cases, these observa-     ity in our ISAAC data would have been     tions have to be repeated one year later, so      much worse than 0.5), then observing z ~ 1                                                                                                                           T HE S UPERNOVA     that a reference image without the superno-       SNe with the required S/N ratio would not                                                                                                                C OSMOLOGY P ROJECT (SCP)     va is available for doing photometry with                                                            The SCP is an international collaboration                                                       have been feasible, even in service mode. If     image subtraction techniques. Good seeing                                                            whose members include S. Perlmutter (P.I.),                                                       the image quality could be improved to 0.2     is critical. The observations would not have                                                         G. Aldering, R. Amanullah, P. Antilogus, P.                                                       to 0.3 arc seconds, then it becomes possible     been feasible if the seeing was much worse                                                           Astier, G. Blanc, M. S. Burns, A. Conley, S.                                                       to observe SNe Ia at at z ~ 1.5 and possibly     than 0.5). In Fig. 7, we show ISAAC J-band                                                           E. Deustua, M. Doi, R. Ellis, S. Fabbro, V.                                                       beyond with sufficiently good S/N ratios     images of SN 2001gn, a SN Ia at z = 1.12.                                                            Fadeyev, G. Folatelli, G. Garavini, R.                                                       over several epochs.     The S/N ratio in the difference image is                                                             Gibbons, G. Goldhaber, A. Goobar, D. E.                                                           In a few years now, HAWK-I – the     about 12.                                                                                            Groom, D. A. Howell, I. Hook, N.                                                       planned wide-field near-IR imager with the          In Fig. 8, we plot SNe Ia from Knop et                                                          Kashikawa, A. G. Kim, R. A. Knop, B. C.                                                       possible provision of doing partial adaptive     al. (2003) on the differential Hubble diagram                                                        Lee, J. Mendez, T. Morokuma, K. Motohara,                                                       optics (AO) correction over the entire field     and we add one z > 1 SN Ia – SN 2001hb –                                                             S. Nobili, P. E. Nugent, R. Pain, V. Prasad,                                                       of view – will become available. With its     as an example. SN 2001hb, which was also                                                             R. Quimby, J. Raux, N. Regnault, P. Ruiz-                                                       higher throughput, wider field-of-view and     observed with ISAAC, has normal rest-                                                                Lapuente, G. Sainton, B. E. Schaefer, K.                                                       better image quality it will become possible     frame B–V colours, so it is unlikely that it is                                                      Schahmaneche, E. Smith, A. L. Spadafora,                                                       to image several z ~ 1.5 SNe Ia simultane-     significantly reddened. The host galaxy of                                                           V. Stanishev, R. C. Thomas, N. A. Walton, L.                                                       ously.     SN 2001hb is very faint. Indeed, in very                                                             Wang, W. M. Wood-Vasey, N. Yasuda and                                                           Indeed, instruments that provide partial     deep images with the ACS camera on HST,                                                              the author of these lines.                                                       or full AO correction will play a role in     we do not detect the host galaxy.                 future distant SN Ia studies. With NAOS-           R EFERENCES          The red line in Figure 8 is the concor-      CONICA, it is already feasible to image a          Aldering, G 1998 IAU 7046.     dance model (25% matter and 75% dark              SN Ia at z ~ 1.5 and to take a low S/N spec-       Allen, A. W. et al. 2002, MNRAS, 334, L11     energy). In this model, SNe Ia initially          trum if one is fortunate enough to have a          Hamuy, M., et al. 1996, AJ, 112, 2398     become fainter with respect to the empty                                                             Knop, R. A., et al. 2003, ApJ, 598, 102                                                       suitably bright natural guide star (NGS) that                                                                                                          Lidman, C., et al. 2004, A&A in press     universe (the horizontal black line in Fig. 8).   is a also nearby. Such a fortunate coinci-         Liebundgut, B. 2001, ARA&A, 39, 67     At z ~ 0.5, the relative difference reaches a     dence is unlikely, as such bright stars are        Perlmutter, S. et al. 1995, ApJ, 440, L41     maximum and, by z ~ 1.5, SNe Ia are rela-         usually avoided in supernova searches. With        Perlmutter, S. et al. 1999, ApJ, 517, 565     tively brighter – SNe Ia are still becoming       a laser guide star (LGS), one can use consid-      Perlmutter, S. & Schmidt, B. 2003, in     fainter with increasing redshift, but relative    erably fainter stars (a natural star is still          Supernovae and Gamma Ray Bursts, ed. K.     to the empty universe, they become brighter.      needed to correct for tip and tilt) and hence          Weiler (Berlin: Springer)                                                                                                          Riess, A. G., et al. 1998, AJ, 116, 1009     This is a characteristic signature of dark        increase the area over which very distant          Riess, A. G., et al. 2000, ApJ, 536, 62     energy and it is the reason why well              SNe Ia can be observed. However, the qual-         Riess, A. G., et al. 2004, ApJ, 607, 665     observed SNe Ia at z > 1 are so valuable.         ity of the AO correction with a LGS is gen-        Spergel, D. N., et al. 2003, ApJS, 148, 175     Although there is only one z > 1 SN Ia in this    erally poorer, especially at shorter IR wave-      Tonry, J. L., et al. 2003, ApJ, 594, 1                                     ESO Views of Earth-Approaching Asteroid Toutatis. Composite, false-colour image showing asteroid (4179)                                     Toutatis moving in front of background stars, as seen from Paranal (red trail) and La Silla (green trail). The two                                     photos used for this combination were obtained nearly simultaneously in the morning of September 29, at                                     02:30 hrs UT, when the asteroid was passing through the constellation of Triangulum Australe ("The Southern                                     Triangle"). The offset between the two trails corresponds to the difference of the lines-of-sight from the two tel-                                     escopes, 513 km apart, towards the object. Two 1-min images were taken almost simultaneously with the FORS-                                     1 instrument on Kueyen, the second 8.2m VLT Unit Telescope on Paranal, and on the WFI camera installed on                                     the ESO/MPI 2.2m telescope at La Silla. The WFI image was obtained though an R broad-band filter; on the VLT,                                     a narrow band [O II] interference filter was used to attenuate the light of the bright asteroid. The images were then                                     scaled and processed in order to compensate for the different characteristics of the two instruments (scale, ori-                                     entation, distortion, sensitivity). The VLT image is displayed in red, the WFI image in green. As the stars are com-                                     mon to both images, they appear yellowish. (ESO PR Photo 28e/04)
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                      S UPERNOVAE S HED L IGHT                                                                                     ON                          G AMMA -R AY B URSTSWE HAVE BELIEVED FOR DECADES THAT SUPERNOVAE WERE THE MOST MAGNIFICENT AND ENERGETIC PHENOM-ENA OCCURRING IN THE UNIVERSE AFTER THE BIG BANG. TODAY WE KNOW THAT THIS IS ONLY A PART OF THESTORY. ASTRONOMERS HAVE DISCOVERED THAT COMPARABLE AMOUNTS OF ENERGY (OR EVEN MORE) ARERELEASED, IN A FEW SECONDS, BY GAMMA-RAY BURSTS. RECENTLY IT WAS DETERMINED THAT THESE TWOCLASSES OF EVENTS HAVE A DEEP CONNECTION. IN THIS ARTICLE WE REPORT THE OBSERVATIONS OF SUPER-NOVAE ASSOCIATED WITH GAMMA-RAY BURSTS CARRIED OUT AT ESO BY OUR GROUP. WE ALSO BRIEFLY REVIEWTHE STATUS OF THE SUPERNOVA/GAMMA-RAY BURST CONNECTION AND HIGHLIGHT THE OPEN QUESTIONS.                                                                                      EM ASSIMO D ELLA VALLE 1 , D ANIELE                                                                    NTIRELY NEW AREAS of astronomical research sprouted                                                                                                      out of the US political decisions arising from the SputnikM ALESANI 2 , G UIDO C HINCARINI 3,4 , L UIGI                                                         crisis. The race to space was primarily designed to                                                                                                      reduce the “missile gap” evidenced by the crisis, but alsoS TELLA 5 , G IANPIERO TAGLIAFERRI 4 , L UCIO                                                         to develop a space-based monitoring of the SovietA NGELO A NTONELLI 5 , S ERGIO C AMPANA 4 ,                                           nuclear program, that had resumed extensive testing in the atmos-                                                                                      phere. In addition, the need to counter the low-morale effects of theS TEFANO C OVINO 4 , FABRIZIO F IORE 5 , N EIL                                        crisis and regain international prestige led to increased support for                                                                                      publicly exciting scientific investigations and explorations of space.G EHRELS 6 , K EVIN H URLEY 7 , L EONARDO J.                                          The birth of extrasolar high-energy astrophysics (Giacconi et al. 1962)P ELLIZZA 8 , F ILIPPO M ARIA Z ERBI 4 , L ORELLA                                     is certainly among the most important outcomes of this new political                                                                                      environment. Another exciting fruit of those times was the serendipi-A NGELINI 6 , L UCIANO B URDERI 5 , D AVE                                             tous discovery of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). The first report about                                                                                      their cosmic origin came from the Vela satellites (Klebesadel, StrongB URROWS 9 , M ILVIA C APALBI 10 , PATRIZIA                                           & Olson 1973), launched to monitor compliance with the nuclear par-C ARAVEO 11 , E NRICO C OSTA 5 , G IANCARLO                                           tial test ban treaty. We now know that GRBs are sudden and powerful                                                                                      flashes of gamma-ray radiation, which occur randomly in the sky atC USUMANO 12 , P HILIPPE F ILLIATRE 8 , D INO                                         the rate of about one per day (as observed by the BATSE instrument).                                                                                      The distribution of the durations at MeV energies ranges from 10–3s toF UGAZZA 4 , R OBER TO G ILMOZZI 13 , PAOLO                                           about 103s and is clearly bimodal (Kouveliotou et al. 1993). TheG IOMMI 10 , PAOLO G OLDONI 8 , G IAN L UCA                                           bimodality is also apparent from the spectral properties: long bursts                                                                                      (T > 2 s) tend to be softer than the short ones (Fig. 1). Klebesadel et al.I SRAEL 5 , E LENA M ASON 13 , K EITH M ASON 14 ,                                     (1973) pointed out the lack of evidence for a connection betweenA NDREA M ELANDRI 5 , S ANDRO M EREGHETTI 11 ,                                        GRBs with supernovae (SNe), as proposed by Colgate (1968), never-                                                                                      theless they concluded that “...the lack of correlation between gamma-I. F ELIX M IRABEL 8,13 , E MILIO M OLINARI 4 ,                                       ray bursts and reported supernovae does not conclusively argue                                                                                      against such an association...”. This was perhaps the very beginningA LBER TO M ORETTI 4 , J OHN N OUSEK 9 , PAUL                                         of the galactic/extragalactic controversy on the origin of GRBs. IndeedO’B RIEN 15 , J ULIAN O SBORNE 16 , R OSALBAP ERNA 17 , M ATTEO P ERRI 10 , L UIGI P IRO 5 ,                                                                                                                                                          Credits: D. Lazzati
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                                                                                      Figure 1: Distribution of GRBs in the plane spectral hardness vs dura-
1Multiwavelength   Italian Swift Team with International Co-Investigators.                                                                                      tion (T90 is the time within which 90% of the counts are collected). Two                                                                                      classes of events emerge, called respectively “long” and “short” GRBs.
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     the distance scale of GRBs remained a mys-                                                                           Figure 2: Light curve     tery for 25 years. By the mid-1980s the gen-                                                                         of the afterglow of     eral belief was that GRBs originate from                                                                             GRB 021211; blue                                                                                                                          diamonds represent     neutron stars harbored in the Milky Way.                                                                                                                          our data, while red     But this idea received a surprising blow in                                                                          circles are taken from     the middle of the 1990s, after the observa-                                                                          the literature (see Della     tions of the Compton Gamma-ray                                                                                       Valle et al. 2003 for a     Observatory: “...the positions of over 1000                                                                          list of references). The                                                                                                                          dotted, dot-dashed     gamma-ray bursts detected with the BATSE                                                                             and dashed lines rep-     experiment onboard the Compton Gamma-                                                                                resent the afterglow,     ray Observatory are uniformly and random-                                                                            host, and SN contribu-     ly distributed in the sky with no significant                                                                        tion respectively. The                                                                                                                          solid line is the sum of     concentration to the Galactic plane or to the                                                                                                                          the three components.     Galactic center” (Paczynski 1995). Howe-     ver the observed isotropic distribution of     GRBs was not considered the ultimate evi-     dence in favor of an extragalactic origin     (Lamb 1995). A public debate of these issues     took place in April 1995 in the main audito-     rium of the Smithsonian Natural History     Museum in Washington: Bodhan Paczynski     argued that GRB go off at cosmological dis-                                                           Figure 3: Spectrum of the     tances, whereas Donald Lamb contended                 bump of GRB 021211 (red     that GRBs originate from neutron stars in an              line) compared with the     extended halo around the Galaxy.                        spectra of the type-Ia SN                                                           1991bg and of the type Ic                                                           SN 1994I. The broad deep             T HE SN/GRB          ASSOCIATION                                                             is due to the blend of the     Thanks to observations with BeppoSAX, the             Ca H+K edges, a common     Italian-Dutch satellite for X-ray astronomy            feature among SNe. From     (e.g. Boella et al. 1997), the X-ray and opti-             Della Valle et al. (2003).     cal afterglows of GRBs could be discovered     (Costa et al. 1997; van Paradijs et al. 1997),     leading to a revolution in the study of these     enigmatic astrophysical phenomena. The     optical counterparts, in particular, yielded     the redshift of GRBs, thus establishing that     most of them originate at cosmological dis-     tances. It took only a handful GRBs to find     the first at a redshift z > 4: indeed, with an     average z ≅ 1, GRBs are amongst the most     remote cosmological objects we know of.          The quarter-century dispute on the GRB     distance and energetic scale was finally set-      considered suggestive, rather than represen-    (Yepun), during the period 2003 January–     tled. GRBs were thus seen to involve the           tative, of the existence of a general SN/GRB    March. Figure 2 shows the results of our     release of huge amounts of energy, compara-        connection. ii) The light curves of many        observations, together with those available     ble to the binding energy of a neutron star        afterglows show rebrightenings which have       in the literature. A rebrightening is apparent,     (≤ 1053 ergs). Therefore, independent of any       been interpreted as emerging supernovae         starting ~15 days after the burst and reach-     specific model, it appeared likely that GRBs       outshining the afterglow several days after     ing the maximum (R~24.5) during the first     (at least the long-duration ones, that is, those   the GRB event (e.g. Bloom et al. 1999).         week of January. For comparison, the host     lasting more than 2 s), could be associated        However, other explanations, such as dust       galaxy has a magnitude R = 25.22 ± 0.10, as     with the collapse of massive stars (Woosley        echos, thermal re-emission of the afterglow,    measured in our late-time images. We     1993). Currently several lines of evidence         or thermal radiation from a preexisting SN      obtained a spectrum of the afterglow + host     support this scenario. i) SN 1998bw was the        remnant could not be ruled out. Only spec-      with FORS 2 (grism 150I) on Jan 8 (27 days     first SN discovered spatially and temporally       troscopic observations during the rebright-     after the GRB), during the rebrightening     coincident with a GRB (GRB 980425;                 ening phase could remove the ambiguity.         phase. The resolution was about 20 Å, and     Galama et al. 1998). Unexpectedly, SN              Indeed spectroscopic features of SNe are        the integration time was 4 h. Fig. 3 shows     1998bw was discovered not at cosmological          unique,       being      characterized    by    our spectrum in the rest frame of the GRB     distances, but in the nearby galaxy ESO            FWHM ~100 Å.                                    (red solid line), smoothed with a median fil-     184-G82 at z = 0.0085. This implied that                                                           ter and cleaned from the nebular emission     GRB 980425 was underenegetic by 4 orders                    SN 2002 lt /GRB 021211                 line [O II] 3727 Å (observed at 7473 Å, thus     of magnitudes with respect to typical “cos-        One of the first opportunities to carry out     implying a redshift z = 1.006). The spectrum     mological GRBs”. Moreover, the absence of          spectroscopic observations during a GRB         of the bump is characterized by broad low-     a conspicuous GRB afterglow contrasted             afterglow rebrightening arrived in late 2002    amplitude undulations blueward and red-     with the associated SN, which was extreme-         (Della Valle et al. 2003). GRB 021211 was       ward of a broad absorption, the minimum of     ly energetic, had expansion velocities a fac-      detected by the HETE–2 satellite, allowing      which is measured at ~3770 Å (in the rest     tor 3–4 larger than those of normal Ib/c SNe       the localization of its optical afterglow. We   frame of the GRB), whereas its blue wing     and was characterized by an exceptionally          thus performed late-time follow-up photo-       extends up to ~3650 Å. The comparison     high luminosity. This association was thus         metric observations with the ESO VLT–UT4        with the spectra of SN 1994I, and to some
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                                                                   Figure 4: Light curves of        among GRBs. Therefore, the link between                                                                   GRB 031203. The solid line       GRBs and SNe was eventually established                                                                   represents the contribution      to be general, likely concerning all “classi-                                                                   due to a 1998bw-like SN                                                                                                    cal”, cosmological GRBs. In this respect                                                                   (Galama et al. 1998) at                                                                   z = 0.1055, brightened by        GRB 980425 was considered a very peculiar                                                                   0.5 mag and reddened with        event, unique among the ~40 GRBs with                                                                   EB–V = 1.1. The dashed           known redshift.                                                                   lines represent the host                                                                   galaxy contribution. From                    M ORE CONNECTIONS :                                                                   Malesani et al. (2004).                  GRB 031203/SN 2003 lw                                                                                                    GRB 031203 was a 30 s burst detected by                                                                                                    the INTEGRAL burst alert system                                                                                                    (Mereghetti et al. 2003) on 2003 Dec 3. Its                                                                                                    precise (2.7() localization was distributed                                                                                                    within only 18 seconds from the beginning                                                                                                    of the burst, the best combination between                                                                                                    accuracy and speed ever reached for a GRB.                                                                                                    At z = 0.1055, it was the second closest burst                                                                                                    after GRB 980425. At this low redshift, the                                                                                                    burst energy was extremely low, of the order                                                                                                    of 1049 erg, well below the “standard” reser-                                                                                                    voir ~2 1051 erg of normal GRBs (Frail et al.                                                                                                    2001). Only GRB 980425 and XRF 020903extent also of SN 1991bg and SN 1984L (the        not only with the more powerful events            were less energetic. In this case, a very faintlatter not plotted in Fig. 3) strongly supports   known as “hypernovae”. We note however            NIR afterglow could be discovered, ordersthe identification of the broad absorption        that the recently studied SN 2002ap               of magnitude dimmer than usual GRB after-with a blend of the Ca II H and K lines; the      (Mazzali et al. 2002) shared some of the          glows (Malesani et al. 2004).blueshifts corresponding to the minimum of        properties of hypernovae (high expansion              We observed this event with the VLTthe absorption and to the edge of the blue        velocity, large kinetic energy), but was not      and NTT telescopes on a number of epochs,wing imply velocities v ~ 14,400 km/s and         significantly brighter than normal type-Ic        to seek the signatures of a SN (Tagliaferri etv ~ 23,000 km/s, respectively. The exact          SNe. Even if its pre-maximum spectra              al. 2003). Our observations are plotted inepoch when the SN exploded depends cru-           showed significantly broader lines than           Fig. 4. A few days after the GRB, a rebright-cially on its rising time to maximum light.       those measured in our case, this difference       ening is apparent in all optical bands. TheSN 1994I, SN 1998bw, and SN 1999ex (the           was vanishing at later stages, so that it may     rebrightening amounts to ~30% of the totalbest documented examples of type-Ic SNe)          not be easy to distinguish between the two        flux (which is dominated by the hostreached their B-band maximum ~12, 16, and         SN types.                                         galaxy), and is coincident with the center of18 days after the explosion. In Fig. 2 we             We finally stress that even if GRBs are       the host galaxy to within 0.1) (~200 pc). Forhave added the light curve of SN 1994I            indeed mainly associated with normal type-        comparison, we plot in Fig. 4 the VRI light(dereddened by AV = 2 mag) to the afterglow       Ic SNe, the discovery of overluminous type-       curves of SN 1998bw (solid lines; fromand host contributions, after applying the        Ic events (like SN 1998bw) associated with        Galama et al. 1998), placed at z = 0.1055 andappropriate K-correction (solid line). As can     GRBs is favored by observations, since the        dereddened with EB–V ~ 1.1. Interpolation ofbe seen, this model reproduces well the           SN can more easily dominate the afterglow         the UBVRI data was performed in order toshape of the observed light curve. A null         component.                                        estimate the fluxes of SN 1998bw at the fre-time delay between the GRB and the SN                                                               quencies corresponding to the observedexplosions is required by our photometric                   T HE “S MOKING G UN ”:                  bands. Even after correcting for cosmologi-data, even if a delay of a few days is also              GRB 030329/SN 2003 dh                      cal time dilation, the light curve of SNacceptable given the uncertainties in the         The peculiarity of the SN 1998bw/GRB              2003lw is broader than that of SN 1998bw,measurements.                                     980425 association (very faint gamma-ray          and requires an additional stretching factor     It is interesting to note that SN 1994I,     emission, unusual afterglow properties,           of ≈ 0.9 to match the R and I bands. The R-the spectrum of which provides the best           overluminous associated SN) and the objec-        band maximum is reached in ~18 (comov-match with the observations, is a typical         tive difficulties to collect data for SN 2002lt   ing) days after the GRB. Assuming a lighttype-Ic event rather than an exceptional          at z = 1 (4 h to get one single spectrum) pre-    curve shape similar to SN 1998bw, which1998bw-like object, as the one proposed for       vented us from generalizing on the existence      had a rise time of 16 days in the V band, ourassociation with GRB 980425 and other             of a SN/GRB connection (although both             data suggest an explosion time nearly simul-well-studied examples (GRB 030329:                cases were clearly suggestive).                   taneous with the GRB. However, given thatStanek et al. 2003; Hjorth et al. 2003; GRB            The breakthrough in the study of the         SN 2003lw was not strictly identical to SN031203: Malesani et al. 2004). The peak           GRB/SN association arrived with the bright        1998bw, and as we lack optical data in themagnitude of SN 1994I was MV ~ –18, a not         GRB 030329. This burst, discovered by the         days immediately following the GRB, a lagunusual value among type-Ic SNe, to be            HETE-2 satellite, was found at a redshift         of a few days cannot be ruled out. Type-Iccompared with the extraordinary brightness        z = 0.1685, relatively close-by, therefore        SNe usually reach V-band maximum inMV ~ –19.2 reached by SN 1998bw or                allowing detailed photometric and spectro-        ~12–20 days, the brightest events showing aMV ~ –19.7 achieved by SN 2003lw (associ-         scopic studies. SN features were singled out      slower evolution.ated with GRB 980425 and GRB 031203,              in great detail by several groups, among              A precise determination of the absoluterespectively). If the SN associated with          which the GRACE collaboration (Hjorth et          magnitude of the SN is made difficult by theGRB 021211 indeed shared the properties of        al. 2003). The associated SN (SN 2003dh)          uncertain extinction. Based on the BalmerSN 1994I, this would open the interesting         looked strikingly similar to SN 1998bw.           ratios of the host galaxy we derive the aver-possibility that GRBs may be associated           However, the gamma-ray and afterglow              age combined Galactic and host extinctionwith normally-energetic type-Ic SNe, and          properties of this GRB were not unusual           to be EB–V ~ 1.1. Given the good spatial coin-   Della Valle M. et al., Supernovae shed light on GRBs                                                             © ESO - December 2004             33     cidence of the SN with the center of the host,   GRBs in the Universe.                            Or can some of them be produced by differ-     such a value is a good estimate for the SN           The parent galaxy of GRB 031203 has          ent phenomena (e.g. echos)? To date, only     extinction. With the assumed reddening, SN       been studied in detail by Chincarini et al.      for GRB 021211/SN 2002lt (Della Valle et     2003lw appears brighter than SN 1998bw by        (2004) and Prochaska et al. (2004). These        al. 2003) has a spectroscopic confirmation     0.5 mag in the V, R, and I bands. The            authors found that the GRB host is a star        been obtained. On the other hand, it is puz-     absolute magnitudes of SN 2003lw are             forming galaxy with a fairly high (relative to   zling that Garnavich et al. (2003) and Fynbo     hence MV = –19.75 ± 0.15, MR = –19.90 ±          the local Universe) star formation, of the       et al. (2004) did not find clear SN features in     0.08, and MI = –19.80 ± 0.12.                    order of 10 MA/yr/L*. This independently         the bumps of GRB 011121 and XRF 030723          Figure 5 shows the spectra of the           corroborates the existence of a link with the    respectively; 4. Is the lack of an optical     rebrightening on 2003 Dec. 20 and Dec. 30        death of massive stars.                          bump indicative of the lack of a supernova?     (14 and 23 rest-frame days after the GRB),                                                        Or rather do GRBs have a heterogeneous     after subtracting the spectrum taken on 2004             ...T HERE IS AN EXPANDING                class of progenitors including SNe of differ-     Mar. 1 (81 rest-frame days after the GRB).              FRONTIER OF IGNORANCE ... 2               ent magnitudes at maximum and merging     This assumes that the latter spectrum con-       All these facts provide robust empirical         between compact objects; 5. What causes     tains only a negligible contribution from the    grounds to the idea that some types of core-     some small fraction of SNe Ib/c to produce     SN, which is confirmed by the photometry.        collapse SNe are the progenitors of long-        observable GRBs, while the majority do     The spectra of SN 2003lw are remarkably          duration GRBs. On the other hand, the exis-      not?     similar to those of SN 1998bw obtained at        tence of a SN/GRB association poses                   With an expected rate of discovery     comparable epochs (shown as dotted lines in      intriguing questions which have not yet been     of about 1 event/week (observable from     Fig. 8). Both SNe show very broad absorp-        answered: 1. What kind of SNe are connect-       Paranal), the Swift satellite (Gehrels et al.     tion features, indicating large expansion        ed with long-duration GRBs and XRFs?             2004) will allow the GRB community to     velocities, thus we classified SN 2003lw as a    Evidence based on the associations between       obtain in the next 2 to 3 years an accurate     hypernova. The broad peaks near 5300 Å           SN 1998bw/GRB 980425, SN 2003dh/GRB              spectroscopic classification for dozens of     and 6600 Å are the emission components of        030329, and SN 2003lw/GRB 031203                 SNe associated with GRBs and to provide     P-Cyg profiles due to the blending of sever-     would indicate that the parent SN population     conclusive answers to several of the above     al lines. There is evolution between the two     of GRBs is formed by the bright tail of          questions.     epochs: the bluer bump is observed at longer     hypernovae, that is peculiar type-Ib/c SNe     wavelengths in the second spectrum, and is       which are characterized by high/intermedi-       R EFERENCES     slightly narrower. Moreover, the shape of the    ate luminosity peaks (MB ~ –19.5 to –17)         Bloom, J.S., Kulkarni, S.R., Djorgovski, S.G., et                                                                                                            al. 1999, Nature, 401, 453     redder peak is different in the two epochs.      and high expansion velocity of the ejecta                                                                                                       Boella, G., Butler, R.C., Perola, G.C., et al. 1997,     Both peaks appear at redder wavelengths          (~30,000 km/s). However, there is growing             A&AS, 122, 299     than in SN 1998bw. GRB 031203 was quite          evidence that standard Ib/c SNe or dim           Colgate, S. 1968, Can. J. Phys., 46, 476     similar to GRB 980425, albeit more power-        hypernovae (like SN 2002ap) can also be          Costa, E., Frontera, F., Heise, J., et al. 1997,     ful. Both events consisted in a single, under-   connected with GRBs and possibly with X-              Nature, 387, 783                                                                                                       Chincarini, G., Covino, S., Tagliaferri, G., et al.     energetic pulse. Their afterglows were very      Ray flashes (Fynbo et al. 2004). Even type            2004, A&A, submitted     faint or absent in the optical, and showed a     IIn SNe cannot be excluded (Garnavich et al.     Della Valle, M., Malesani, D., Benetti, S., et al.     very slow decline in the X-rays. Last, they      2003). The possibility that GRBs/XRFs are             2003, A&A, 406, L33     were both accompanied by a powerful              connected with standard-type Ib/c SNe, and       Frail, D.A., Kulkarni S.R., Sari R., et al. 2001,                                                                                                            ApJ, 562, L55     hypernova. Therefore, GRB 980425 can no          perhaps with some other class of core-col-                                                                                                       Fynbo, J.P.U., Sollerman, J., Hjorth, J., et al. 2004,     longer be considered as a peculiar, atypical     lapse SNe, would have dramatic implica-               ApJ, 609, 962     case. Both bursts were so faint, that they       tions for the rate of occurrence of GRBs and     Galama, T.J., Vreeswijk, P.M., van Paradijs, J., et     would have been easily missed at cosmolog-       their energy budget; 2.Which is the relation-         al. 1998, Nature, 395, 670     ical distances. Since the volume they sample     ship between the SN magnitudes at maxi-          Garnavich, P.M., Stanek, K.Z., Wyrzykowski, L.                                                                                                            et al. 2003, ApJ, 582, 924     is 105 to 106 times smaller than that probed     mum light and the gamma-ray energy               Gehrels, N., Chincarini, G., Giommi, P., et al.     by classical, distant GRBs with 〈z〉 ≈ 1, the     budget? Taking at face values the associa-            2004, ApJ, 611, 1005     rate of these events could be dramatically       tions SN 1998bw/GRB 980425, SN                   Giacconi, R., Gursky, H., Paolini, F., & Rossi,     larger, perhaps they are the most common         2002lt/GRB 021211, SN 2003dh/GRB                      B.B. 1962, PRL, 9, 439                                                                                                       Hjorth, J., Sollerman, J., Moller, P., et al. 2003,                                                                           030329, SN 2003lw/                                                                                                            Nature, 423, 847                                                                           GRB 031203, it looks        Klebesadel, R.W., Strong, I.B., & Olson, R.A.                                                                           like bright SNe might be         1973, ApJ, 182, L85                                                                           associated to faint GRBs    Kouveliotou, C., Meegan, C.A., Fishman, G.J., et                                                                           and viceversa; 3. Are the        al. 1993, ApJ, 413, L101                                                                                                       Lamb, D.Q. 1995, PASP, 107, 1152                                                                           “red bumps” always rep-     Malesani, D., Tagliaferri, G., Covino, S., et al.                                                                           resentative of the signa-        2004, ApJ, 609, L5                                                                           tures of incipient SNe?     Mazzali, P.A. et al. 2002, ApJ, 572, L61                                                                                                       Mereghetti, S., Götz, D., Tiengo, A., et al. 2003,                                                                                                            A&A, 411, L29                                                                                                       Paczynski, B. 1995, PASP, 107, 1167                                                                                                       Prochaska, J.X., Bloom, J.S., Chen, H.-W., et al.                                                                                                            2004, ApJ, 611, 200                                                                     Figure 5: Spectra of              Stanek K.Z., Matheson T., Garnavich P.M., et al.                                                                     SN 2003lw, 3 days                      2003, ApJ, 591, L17                                                                     before (Dec 20) and 7             Tagliaferri, G., Covino, S., Fugazza, D., et al.                                                                     days after (Dec 30) its                2004, IAUC 8308                                                                     V-band maximum                    van Paradijs, J., Groot, P.J., Galama, T., et al.                                                                     light. Dotted lines                    1997, Nature, 386, 686                                                                     show the spectra of               Woosley, S. 1993, ApJ, 405, 273                                                                     SN 1998bw taken at                                                                     similar epochs. From                                                                                                             2From   R. Feynman, Six Easy Pieces, Chapter 1.                                                                     Malesani et al. (2004).
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 GRB A FTERGLOWS : I LLUMINATING                                                                                                              THE     S TAR -F ORMING U NIVERSE 1GAMMA-RAY BURST (GRB) AFTERGLOWS ARE                                          DISTANT POWERHOUSES THAT CAN BE EXTREMELY BRIGHT.THEREFORE, THEY CAN BE USED AS A TOOL TO                                      STUDY INTERVENING MATTER ALONG THE LINE OF SIGHT, INEXACTLY THE SAME WAY THAT QUASARS HAVE BEEN USED FOR DECADES, WITH TWO IMPORTANT DIFFERENCES:FIRST, GRB AFTERGLOWS FADE AWAY, THEREBY IN TIME OPENING UP THEIR LINES OF SIGHT FOR DEEP SEARCH-ES FOR THE COUNTERPARTS OF THE ABSORPTION SYSTEMS. SECONDLY, A SUBCLASS OF GRBS IS RELATED TOTHE DEATHS OF MASSIVE STARS, AND HENCE THEIR AFTERGLOWS PROVIDE SIGHTLINES DIRECTLY INTO THE VERYCORES OF STAR-FORMING REGIONS, ILLUMINATING THE LINE OF SIGHT ALL THE WAY DOWN TO THEIR IMMEDIATESURROUNDINGS.                          PAUL V REESWIJK 1 , PALLE M ØLLER 1 , C ÉDRIC L EDOUX 1 , S ARA E LLISON 2 ,                         N ICOLA M ASETTI 3 , J OHAN F YNBO 4 , P ÁLL J AKOBSSON 4 & J ENS H JOR TH 4                                                        1ESO; 2U.      VICTORIA, CANADA; 3IASFC BOLOGNA, ITALY; 4U. COPENHAGEN, DENMARKS               EVEN YEARS    after the discovery                 Figure 1: Top: Redshift his-                of the first afterglow in 1997,                          togram of all GRBs for                several dozen have been dis-                     which the distance could be                covered by an active and grow-                        determined up to August                                                                             2004; a total of 36.                ing community. The distances,                        Bottom: The collection ofor redshifts, range from z = 0.0085 to z = 4.5,                           available R-band lightwith a mean redshift of 1.4. The left panel of                         curves of the GRBs withFig. 1 shows the redshift distribution until                     redshifts. The colour coding                                                                  of the different redshift binsAugust 2004. Afterglows can be spectacu-                            matches that of the corre-larly bright at early times: the afterglow of                             sponding light curves,GRB 990123 (i.e. the burst that happened on                         showing that the afterglow23rd of January 1999) was detected by the                        brightness does not dependROTSE robotic telescope at 50s after the                            very much on the redshift.                                                                     Back-extrapolation of theburst at 9th magnitude (Akerlof et al. 1999).                      late-time afterglows showsFor a source whose distance was determined                                that all were probablyto be at z = 1.6, this is quite amazing. One                    brighter than 18th magnitudecomparison to visualise this brightness is the                       after 10 minutes. With the                                                                latest satellite missions suchfollowing: if this burst would have happened                               as Swift (launched inin the Andromeda galaxy, still some three                               November 2004), it willmillion light years away, for a short moment                     become possible to catch ait would have been as bright as the full                            large sample of afterglowsmoon. The right panel in Fig. 1 shows the                             at early times, when they                                                                                   are still bright.light curve of GRB 990123 and those of allother afterglows whose redshifts have beendetermined.    Although the afterglow can be extreme-ly bright, it fades away rapidly. Observationsof GRBs therefore require fast response andquick decision making, and there is nochance to return to get the “missing observa-tion”. After it has faded, there is then plentyof time to explore the clear, undisturbedview of its place of birth. Deep observationsperformed several months after the GRBhave shown that for almost every afterglowa host galaxy is detected at the afterglowposition. The host-galaxy magnitudes rangefrom roughly V = 22 to V = 30. GRB hostsshow prominent emission lines, they aresub-luminous, under-massive and blue (e.g.
1Most of the observations that we use to illustrate this article were obtained by the GRB Afterglow Collaboration at ESO (GRACE);
see the Messenger article by Kaper et al. 2002 and the GRACE webpage: http://www.gammaraybursts.org/grace/index.php.
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        Figure 2: The afterglow                                                                                 Detection of the counterparts of these       (or optical transient - OT)                                                                         absorption-line systems is extremely inter-          of GRB 020405 and its                                                                            esting, as it allows identification of the type        environment, as imaged                                                                             of galaxy in which the absorption takes      in the R-band by the VLT.                                                                                                           place, and determination of its internal char-     The VLT/FORS1 afterglow            spectrum (with the slit                                                                        acteristics. However, the counterpart identi-     shown on the image) con-                                                                              fication is made very difficult by the glare of      tains two absorption sys-                                                                            the bright QSO, which greatly complicates          tems: one at z = 0.691,                                                                          detection of faint systems close to the line-           the redshift of the host       galaxy, and a foreground                                                                            of-sight. After decades of QSO absorption-              system at z = 0.472.                                                                         line studies, counterparts of only a handful     Objects “1” and “2” show                                                                              of high-redshift DLAs have been identified.         emisssion lines that are                                                                          At lower redshifts, the searches have been            measured to be at the                                                                                                           more successful with the counterparts being              same redshift as the             foreground absorber:                                                                          brighter: about a dozen z < 1 DLA galaxy        z = 0.472. Therefore, the                                                                          counterparts have been discovered, with one         likely counterpart of the                                                                         as close as 1.2) from the line-of-sight.             absorption system is                                                                          However, the inner 1) is practically impossi-         object “1”, at an impact            parameter of about 2)                                                                          ble to probe, so the possibility remains that           (12kpc). From Masetti,                                                                          some counterparts are hiding very close to          Palazzi, Pian & GRACE                                                                            the QSO sightline.                             (2003)                                                                             In order to use GRB afterglows for the                                                                                                           same purpose, one has to be extremely quick                                                                                                           to obtain a useful high-resolution spectrum                                                                                                           (see Fig. 1). With a QSO of constant bright-                                                                                                           ness one can integrate at leisure, obtaining a                                                                                                           spectrum with the desired signal-to-noise.       Le Floc’h et al. 2003), and their morphology      these systems can be complemented with            However, the transient nature of GRB after-       is sometimes very disturbed. But in a few         studies in emission, to obtain a more com-        glows harbours an advantage as well: as the       cases, a very large star-formation rate (hun-     plete picture of the processes governing star     afterglow fades away, its line of sight is       dreds of MA per year) has been inferred           formation.                                        opened up for deep searches for the counter-       from radio and/or sub-mm observations (e.g.                                                         parts of the absorption-line systems discov-       Frail et al. 2002). Overall, the emission             THE COUNTERPARTS OF FORE-                     ered in the spectrum. Although the back-       properties of most GRB host galaxies seem         GROUND ABSORPTION-LINE SYSTEMS                    ground host galaxy may still present some       to be very similar to those of a population of    To use a bright background source to trace        contamination, its brightness is negligible       young starburst galaxies (Christensen et al.      matter along the line of sight is a well-         compared to that of a QSO. And if needed, it       2004).                                            known technique in astronomy. The prime           may be separated from the counterparts of           Apart from their distance, the most           analog is that of the study of foreground         the foreground absorbers through the use       important thing that we have learned from         absorption-line systems along QSO lines of        of narrow-band filters, as outlined in       GRB afterglow studies so far, is the follow-      sight (see the Messenger article by Max           Vreeswijk, Møller & Fynbo (2003), allow-       ing clue to their origin. For at least two        Pettini, 2003, which includes a very nice         ing detection of the absorber even when it is       GRBs that were relatively nearby (GRB             illustration of the technique of absorption-      located exactly along the line of sight.       980425 and GRB 030329 - see the labels in         line spectroscopy). Through high-resolution           The accumulated redshift path covered       Fig. 1), the GRB afterglow lightcurve and         spectroscopy of distant QSOs, one can probe       by GRB afterglows is still fairly small, so it       spectrum are very similar to a supernova of       inside the absorption systems, and determine      is not surprising that none of the rare fore-       type Ic (Galama et al. 1998, Hjorth et al.        detailed characteristics such as the metallic-    ground DLAs have been detected so far.       2003), i.e. a core-collapse explosion of a        ity, dust and H2 content, and kinematics.         However, several lower column density       massive star at the end of its lifetime, after    Moreover, the physical conditions of the gas,     metal absorbers (or Lyman limit systems)       having shed its hydrogen and helium layers.       such as density, temperature, and the local       have been detected, of which a couple of       So apparently, at least some GRBs are pro-        UV flux can be measured. Our knowledge of         counterparts have been identified: the       duced in a special type of supernova event,       the chemical evolution of the universe has        z = 0.47 system along the line of sight       and therefore their progenitors are massive       also greatly improved through such QSO            toward GRB 020405 (Masetti et al. 2003,       stars.                                            absorption-line studies.                          see Fig. 2), and the foreground system at           As GRB afterglows are bright and dis-              Several types of foreground absorbers        z = 0.84 toward GRB 030429 (Jakobsson et       tant, they can be used to perform detailed        are distinguished based on their neutral          al. 2004). Both absorbers are located at a       studies of any matter that is located along       hydrogen (H I) column density. In order of        small impact parameter (i.e. the projected       the line of sight, which will reveal itself       increasing column density: the Ly-α forest,       distance of the absorber to the line of sight at       through absorption lines in the spectrum of       Lyman-limit systems (LLSs) and damped             the absorber redshift): 12kpc for galaxy “1”       the afterglow. The systems that can be            Ly-α absorbers (DLAs). The DLAs, with             of Fig. 2 in the 020405 sightline, and only       explored in this way range from the immedi-       N(H I) > 2 1020 atoms cm–2, have received         9 kpc (1.2)) for the 030429 foreground       ate environment of the GRB explosion (e.g.        considerable attention among the absorp-          absorber. This is lower than the typical range       the stellar wind from the massive progenitor      tion-line systems, as they contain most of        of impact parameters measured for metal       star) and the star-forming region in which it     the neutral gas in the early universe, from       absorbers at similar redshifts along QSO       exploded, to more distant systems, either         which the stars that we see around us today       lines of sight. For example, Guillemin &       inside the host galaxy, or at lower redshift in   must have formed. Therefore, DLAs play an         Bergeron (1997) find an impact parameter       the inter-galactic medium. Once the after-        important role in the study of the global star-   range of 2–23) (12–127 kpc), for a few       glow has faded, the absorption properties of      formation evolution of the universe.              dozen Mg II counterparts at 0.15 < z < 1.3.
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    A possible explanation for this differ-       M ASSIVE     STAR - FORMING REGIONS                                                                                                     of the host galaxy, even though the resolu-ence is exemplified in Fig. 2. If the absorb-                 INSIDE THE HOST GALAXY                                                                                                     tion of the spectrum is fairly low. First, aing galaxies are members of pairs or groups,      As GRB afterglows are caused by the deaths         heavily damped Ly-α line (shown in greenthen a companion to a QSO absorber further        of massive stars, they lead us directly to         in the figure) is detected at the redshift of theaway from the line-of-sight is much easier to     regions of massive-star formation. Star for-       GRB: z=3.37. The redshift of the GRB can-identify than the absorber itself. In the case    mation is an important ingredient in our           not be higher, as in that case Ly-α forestof GRB 020405, the two objects “1” and “2”        understanding of galaxy evolution, and has         lines (shown in blue) would also be visiblehave the same redshift as that of the absorp-     therefore been extensively studied, mostly         to the right of the Ly-α line, which is not thetion system. Hence, object “1”, at a impact       through emission properties of star forming        case. A fit to the DLA line (see the figureparameter of about 2) (12kpc) is the proba-       regions in the ultra-violet, optical, infra-red,   inset) implies a neutral hydrogen (HI) col-ble counterpart of the absorption system.         sub-mm and radio wavelengths. GRB after-           umn density of log N(H I)=21.90±0.07. TheNote that even if “1” would have been on          glow spectroscopy will now in addition             H I column density of the z=3.37 DLA intop of the afterglow, its redshift would still    allow measurements of the internal propor-         GRB 030323 is larger than that of any inter-have been obtained. Placing a bright quasar       ties of star-forming regions, in the same way      vening DLA observed along a QSO line ofat the position of the GRB afterglow              as for the foreground absorbers. The combi-        sight. In fact, several other GRB afterglows(marked “OT” in Fig. 2) would render “1”          nation of both absorption and emission prop-       have shown evidence for a DLA at the GRBvery difficult to detect, and could result in     erties will provide additional insight in the      redshift (all of which have been discoveredthe obvious identification of “2” (at 6), or      understanding of the process of star forma-        by the GRACE collaboration). All the GRBs36 kpc) as the absorber, i.e. as a small galaxy   tion.                                              for which the neutral hydrogen columnwith an extended halo of absorbing gas. The                                                          could be measured (7 so far) are shown inimplication is that some of the counterparts          Our study of the afterglow of GRB              Fig. 4. Most of the GRB absorbers have veryof absorbers toward QSOs may have been            030323 is a nice example of what can be            high values for the H I column compared tomisidentified. Rapid spectroscopic follow-        done with GRB afterglows. VLT/FORS2                the QSO distribution, but two are below theup observations of GRBs and later studies of      spectroscopy of the GRB 030323 afterglow           DLA definition. The sample is still too smalltheir host sightlines will uniquely resolve       (see Fig. 3), obtained by the GRACE collab-        to allow any firm conclusions, but it doesthis question.                                    oration, show several interesting properties       show that there is a wide spread in the GRBFigure 3: This VLT/FORS2 spectrum of the afterglow of GRB 030323 shows the imprint on the afterglow flux of numerous metal-absorptionfeatures in the red part, a strong damped Ly-α line (green), and the Ly-α forest (blue). The metal lines and the DLA are both caused by absorp-tion in the interstellar medium of the GRB host galaxy, at z = 3.37. From a fit to the damping wings of Ly-α (see the inset) we measure a neutralhydrogen (H I) column density of log N(H I) = 21.9. As can be seen in Fig. 4, this column is larger than seen in any QSO-DLA. In the Ly-α trough,we also detect Ly-α in emission, which corresponds to a host-galaxy star-formation rate of about 1 MA per year. Interestingly, fine-structure linesof Si II (indicated with the ∗) are also detected, which have never been clearly seen in QSO-DLAs. This could imply that these lines are producedvery close to the site of the GRB explosion. From Vreeswijk, Ellison, Ledoux & GRACE (2004)
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     Figure 4: Histogram of the column densities of DLA systems meas-                        Figure 5: Comparison of the metallicities of a sample of     ured through the damping wings of Ly-α discovered in the spectrum of                    QSO-DLAs (open circles) with the two GRBs for which a     a background QSO (compilation taken from Curran et al. 2002). The                         metallicity has been determined (solid triangles): GRBs     blue histogram shows measurements in GRBs for which the redshift                        000926 and 030323 (this paper). The two GRB hosts are     was large enough to detect Ly-α. Out of 7 GRBs, 5 show neutral hydro-                 located at the metal-rich end of the QSO-DLA distribution.     gen column densities above the DLA definition of 2 1020 atoms cm–2                              From Vreeswijk, Ellison, Ledoux & GRACE (2004)     (log N(H I)=20.3). The host of GRB 030323 contains a column density     larger than in any observed (GRB- or QSO-) DLA system. From     Vreeswijk, Ellison, Ledoux & GRACE (2004)     H I column density distribution. It will be      ing medium or the ambient photon-flux              Intervening systems (unrelated to the QSO),     interesting to see how this plot will develop    intensity. If we assume that the Si II* levels     local systems (in the environment surround-     as the sample of GRB afterglow H I meas-         in the case of 030323 are caused by colli-         ing the QSO host galaxy or galaxy cluster),     urements increases, as it will tell us about     sions (and neglecting direct excitation), we       and intrinsic systems (created close to the     the distribution of H I gas in high-redshift     estimate that the volume density is 100-           central engine of the QSO). The GRB anal-     galaxies and their star-forming regions.         10,000 cm–3, which is much higher than the         ogy to QSOs would then suggest that maybe          Several metal-absorption lines are          density inferred for QSO-DLAs. Combined            there could also be spectroscopic signatures     detected redward of Ly-α (shown in red in        with the column density, we can then esti-         of the third kind in GRB spectra. Such sig-     Fig. 3). Even though most are saturated, we      mate the size of the Si II* absorption region      natures of the progenitor itself could then     are able to obtain the abundance of iron and     to be 0.5–50pc. However, the population of         provide detailed information on events prior     sulphur with respect to hydrogen:                these levels may well have been caused by          to the actual burst of gamma rays. If, for     [Fe/H]=–1.5 and [S/H]=–1.3, where                the ionising radiation from the GRB after-         example, the progenitor would have been in     [X/H]=log (X/H)–log (X/H)A, with X and H         glow. A larger sample of GRB spectra, taken        active wind phases at earlier times, then     denoting the element and hydrogen abun-          at different epochs, will be able to discrimi-     those winds could still be present as expand-     dance, respectively. So far metallicities have   nate between these two possibilities, and          ing shells at the time when the spectrum was     been determined this way for only two GRB        constrain either the volume density, or the        obtained, and would tell us of the past histo-     afterglows: GRBs 030323 and 000926. Both         strength of the ionising GRB flux in the sur-      ry of the star leading up to its collapse.     are shown in Fig. 5, and are again compared      roundings of the GRB.                                  In the low resolution spectrum of GRB     to a sample of intervening QSO-DLAs. The             Only the lucky combination of a GRB            021004 obtained with the Nordic Optical     GRB values seem to end up in the upper           occuring in this galaxy, and our ability to        Telescope (NOT) on La Palma (Møller et al.     regime of the QSO-DLA metallicity distri-        rapidly follow it up via the very efficient        2002), spectral signatures were seen which     bution, but the sample is still very small.      ESO ToO (Target-of-Opportunity) pro-               in a very curious way resembled intrinsic     Higher values for GRB-DLAs is what one           gramme of GRACE, which is superbly sup-            absorption systems seen in QSO spectra.     would expect, as GRBs probe star-forming         ported by the Paranal and La Silla observa-        One particular resemblance was the fact that     regions, where the metallicity should be         tories, allowed us to study it in detail. Figure   some of the absorbers had relative velocities     larger than along random sight lines through     6 shows a Hubble Space Telescope (HST)             which exactly shifted one line of the strong-     foreground galaxies, as probed by the QSOs.      image of the field of the host, which is meas-     ly absorbing CIV-doublet into the other line          Possibly the most surprising fact in the    ured to be around V = 28. With convention-         of the same doublet. This is known as “line-     spectrum of 030323, is the discovery of fine-    al techniques one would have very little to        locking” and had until then only been     structure lines of singly-ionised Silicon:       say about this galaxy: basically its Ly-α star-    observed in quasar spectra. The line-locking     Si II*. These lines have never been clearly      formation rate and its color, nothing more.        phenomenon is thought to arise from radia-     detected in QSO-DLAs, which suggests that        This shows the enormous power of GRB               tive acceleration of a wind. This observation     either the lines have an origin related to the   afterglows as a tool to study high-redshift        therefore strongly supports the suggestion     GRB, or it could be due to the very high col-    star-forming galaxies.                             that progenitor winds may indeed be part of     umn density observed. The population of                                                             the “family” of GRB absorption systems.     fine-structure levels can be caused by colli-                      S TELLAR WIND FROM               The same GRB was observed with the VLT     sions between several particles in the inter-                   THE   GRB PROGENITOR                using the UVES spectrograph and at the     stellar medium, direct photo-excitation by       Absorption systems along QSO lines of              much higher resolution of UVES the GRB     infra-red photons, or fluorescence, and thus     sight can roughly be divided into three dif-       021004 spectrum is a veritable treasure-     depends either on the density of the absorb-     ferent types according to their origin:            trove of information revealing a whole series
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Figure 6: HST imaging in the F606W filter of the field of GRB 030323, obtained by the GOSH collaboration. On the left panel the 50)u50) fieldsurrounding the burst is shown, whose location is indicated by the cross hair. The right panel zooms in on the central region, where the greencircle indicates the position of the early afterglow. The object next to it, with a magnitude of roughly V = 28, is the probable host galaxy of GRB030323. From Vreeswijk, Ellison, Ledoux & GRACE (2004)of absorption systems displaying ejection         This will allow extremely rapid follow-up         high-quality spectroscopy of GRB after-velocities from zero to more than 3,000 km/s      observations from the ground, and tele-           glows of a large sample of Swift bursts,(Castro-Tirado et al. 2004).                      scopes of all sizes will play a role.             which will provide unique clues to the                                                       Many robotic telescope projects have         nature of foreground absorption systems and                  T HE BRIGHT FUTURE              popped up over the past several years, to         the process of star formation in high-redshift               OF  GRB AFTERGLOWS                 chase GRB afterglows at very early times.         galaxies.The future of GRB afterglows literally looks      Several clones of the successful ROTSE tel-bright. Figure 1 shows that in time the after-    escope, which detected the 9th magnitudeglow brightness fades very rapidly, and that      flash of the afterglow of GRB 990123, have        R EFERENCESmost afterglows to date have been discov-         been spread around the world. At ESO’s La         Akerlof, Balsano, Barthelmy et al. 1999, Nature,                                                                                                         398, 400ered around 20th magnitude. This is because,      Silla, both REM (Chincarini et al. 2003) and                                                                                                    Boër, Klotz, Atteia et al. 2003, ESO Messenger,so far, the discovering satellite missions        TAROT (Boer et al. 2003) are ready to chase                                                                                                         113, 45such as BeppoSAX, had a delay of at least a       Swift triggers in both the optical and near-      Castro-Tirado, Møller, García-Segura & GRACEcouple of hours between detection of the          infrared. The imaging data taken by this               2004, Science, submittedburst, and determination of the GRB error         suite of robots will be unprecedented, and        Chincarini, Zerbi, Antonelli et al. 2003, ESObox. So the afterglows are usually faint at       important to constrain the early light-curve           Messenger, 113, 40discovery, and before a spectrum can be           evolution of GRB afterglows, of which very        Christensen, Hjorth & Gorosabel 2004, A&A,taken, another couple of magnitudes are lost.     little is known at the moment.                         425, 913, astro-ph/0407066For example, the spectra of GRB 030323,                However, for the science that we have        Curran, Webb, Murphy et al. 2002, PASA, 19, 455discussed in the previous section, were taken     been discussing in this article, what one         Frail, Bertoldi, Moriarty-Schieven et al. 2002,                                                                                                         ApJ, 565, 829when the afterglow had a visual magnitude         would like is a world-class high-resolution                                                                                                    Galama, Vreeswijk, van Paradijs et al. 1998,of about 21.5. At that magnitude, high-reso-      spectrograph such as UVES at the VLT, to                                                                                                         Nature, 395, 670lution spectroscopy is impossible, but this       observe the afterglow only a few minutes          Guillemin & Bergeron 1997, A&A, 328, 499will change in the near future.                   after the GRB. For this to be possible, an        Jakobsson, Hjorth, Fynbo et al. 2004, A&A, 427,                                                  ESO working group recommended imple-                   785, astro-ph/0407439    The Swift satellite, successfully             mentation of the so-called Rapid-Response         Hjorth, Sollerman, Møller & GRACE 2003,launched on November 20, 2004, is expect-         Mode (RRM) at the VLT, allowing semi-                  Nature, 423, 847ed to cause yet another revolution in the         automatic observations. This mode has been        Kaper, Castro-Tirado, Fruchter & GRACE 2002,field of GRB afterglows. It is designed to        installed for UVES at UT2 starting from                ESO Messenger 109chase roughly 100 bursts per year. For each       Period 73, and will also be available for the     Le Floc’h, Duc, Mirabel et al. 2003, A&A, 400,GRB it will determine a 4( radius error cir-                                                             499                                                  FORSes and ISAAC from Period 74                                                                                                    Masetti, Palazzi, Pian & GRACE 2003, A&A,cle from the gamma-ray emission with its          onward. The typical delay time of the VLT                                                                                                         404, 465Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) after 20s, a 5)       with RRM will be around 5–10 minutes, and         Møller, Fynbo, Hjorth et al. 2002, A&A, 396, L21accuracy with its X-ray Telescope (XRT)           one can see from Fig. 1 that a large fraction     Pettini 2003, ESO Messenger, 111, 13after 70s, and an optical sub-arcsecond           of the afterglows will be brighter than 18th      Vreeswijk, Møller & Fynbo 2003, A&A, 409, L5localisation with its UV/Optical Telescope        magnitude. Therefore, the powerful combi-         Vreeswijk, Ellison, Ledoux & GRACE, 2004,(UVOT) will be distributed after 4 minutes.       nation of VLT, UVES and RRM will allow                 A&A, 419, 972
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              T HE L ARGE P ROGRAMME         “C OSMIC E VOLUTION OF THE IGM”     METAL   ENRICHMENT, CLUSTERING PROPERTIES AND MAIN HEATING PROCESS OF THE INTERGALACTIC MEDIUM     CAN BE PROBED BY ANALYZING THE NUMEROUS LYMAN “FOREST” LINES IN THE SPECTRA OF DISTANT QUASARS     AND THEIR ASSOCIATED, ABSORPTION METAL LINES.   CONSTRAINTS       CAN THEN BE PLACED ON THE SCENARII OF     STRUCTURE FORMATION, THE ORIGIN OF METALS AND HOW THEY HAVE BEEN EXPELLED IN THE INTERGALACTIC     MEDIUM, AND THE SPECTRAL SHAPE OF THE METAGALACTIC UV FLUX.
     J. B ERGERON 1 , P. P ETITJEAN 1,2 ,
                                                      T                                                                       HE HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSE in its formative stages is                                                                       recorded in the ubiquitous intergalactic medium (IGM),     B. A RACIL 3 , C. P ICHON 1 ,                                     which contains almost all of the residual baryonic mate-                                                                       rial from the Big Bang. During the epoch of structure     E. S CANNAPIECO 4 , R. S RIANAND 5 ,                              formation, the IGM became highly inhomogeneous and     P. B OISSÉ 1 , R. F. C ARSWELL 6 ,               acquired peculiar motions under the influence of gravity. It was the                                                      source of gas that accreted, and then cooled to form stars, and was also     H. C HAND 5 , S. C RISTIANI 7 ,                  the sink for the metal-enriched gas and radiation produced by the popu-                                                      lation of primordial objects. Absorption lines in quasar spectra thus trace     A. F ERRARA 8 , M. H AEHNELT 6 ,                 not only the chemical composition of the IGM, but also the density fluc-     A. H UGHES 1 , T.-S. K IM 6 ,                    tuations in the early Universe and the background UV flux.                                                           The IGM is revealed through numerous H I absorption lines in the     C. L EDOUX 9 , P. R ICHTER 10 ,                  spectra of remote quasars, the so-called Lyman-α forest. Numerical sim-                                                      ulations and analytical modelling of a warm (~104 K) photoionised IGM     M. V IEL 6                                       within a cosmological context successfully reproduce many observa-                                                      tional properties of the Lyman-α forest: the column density distribution,                                                      the Doppler parameter distribution, the flux decrement distribution and                                                      the redshift evolution of absorption lines above a certain column densi-     1INSTITUT D’ASTROPHYSIQUE DE     PARIS,          ty threshold. Numerical hydro-simulations of CDM-based hierarchical       FRANCE                                         structure formation have led to a new view of the IGM. In these models,     2LERMA,                                          structures arise from the action of gravity on density perturbations and                OBSERVATOIRE   DE   PARIS,            the Lyman-α forest closely traces the density enhanced structures with       FRANCE                                         geometrical shapes changing from sheets and filaments to more spheri-     3DEPARTMENT OF    ASTRONOMY, UNIVERSITY          cal halos as the column density increases.                                                           The simulations have further demonstrated that the fluctuations of        OF MASSACHUSETTS, USA                         the neutral gas density responsible for the Lyman-α absorption trace the     4KAVLI INSTITUTE FOR THEORETICAL                 fluctuations in the underlying dark matter density field very well on                                                      scales larger than the Jeans length of the gas. In this paradigm, at z ~ 2.5        PHYSICS, UC SANTA BARBARA, USA                most of the baryons are located in somewhat overdense filaments and     5IUCAA, PUNE, INDIA                                                      sheets, producing absorption in the column density range     6INSTITUTE OF ASTRONOMY, CAMBRIDGE,              1013.5 < N(H I) < 1015 cm–2. However, most of the volume is occupied by                                                      underdense regions with typical column densities N(H I) < 1013 cm–2.        UK                                                 Concurrent with the progress in theoretical simulations, observa-     7INAF-OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMICO DI                                                      tions reveal that metal absorption features are associated with a consid-        TRIESTE, ITALY                                erable fraction of the high column density Lyman-α absorbers. The     8SISSA/INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL FOR                  process responsible for the enrichment of the IGM is still only partially                                                      understood.        ADVANCED STUDIES, TRIESTE, ITALY                   Considerable effort has been devoted to detect metal species associ-     9EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY                   ated with low column density Lyman-α systems, since the presence of                                                      metals in the underdense regions of the IGM is a distinguishing test     10INSTITUT FÜR ASTROPHYSIK UND                                                      between proposed pollution mechanisms.        EXTRATERRESTRISCHE FORSCHUNG,                                                                               T HE   DATA                                                      The ESO Large Programme (LP) “Cosmological Evolution of the IGM”        UNIVERSITÄT BONN, GERMANY                     (PI J. Bergeron) has been devised to gather a homogeneous sample of                                                      echelle spectra of 21 QSOs, of which 19 are at zQ < 4.0, with a uniform                                                      spectral coverage, resolution and signal-to-noise ratio suitable for study-                                                      ing the IGM in the redshift range 1.7–4.5. The data were obtained with                                                      the Ultra-violet and Visible Echelle Spectrograph (UVES) mounted on                                                      the ESO KUEYEN 8.2 m telescope at the Paranal observatory. Spectra                                                      were obtained in service mode observations spread over two years, for
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                                                                                                   ations imprinted during the inflationary                                                                                                   phase of the Early Universe can be obtained.                                                                                                   The WMAP team has performed such an                                                                                                   analysis and has found that the power spec-                                                                                                   trum of initial density fluctuations deviates                                                                                                   from the canonical ns = 1 power law and that                                                                                                   a “running” of the spectral index is required.                                                                                                   Based on the results of Kim et al. (2004),                                                                                                   Viel et al. (2004a, 2004b) have refuted this                                                                                                   claim and have shown that the joint analysis                                                                                                   of the Lyman-α forest and CMB data gives                                                                                                   results which are consistent with a Harrison-                                                                                                   Zeldovich (ns = 1) spectrum of initial densi-                                                                                                   ty fluctuations with no evidence for a run-                                                                                                   ning of the spectral index as shown in Fig. 2.
                                                                                                                     M ETALS     IN THE    IGM
                                                                                                   It is believed that the gas in the IGM traces            Figure 1: The 1D and 3D flux power spectrum in the Lyman-α forest.                                                                                                   the spatial structure of the dark matter, its                                                                                                   overdense filaments as well as underdense                                                                                                   voids. In the course of cosmic evolution, this                                                                                                   gas was most likely enriched by winds flow-                                                                                                   ing out from star-forming regions locateda total of 334 h under good seeing conditions         The data analysis (identification of         preferentially in the center of massive halos.(≤ 0.8 arcsec).                                   metal absorption lines and profile fitting)      It is therefore not surprising that C IV    The data were reduced using a version of      has been automated as far as possible to be      absorption is observed to be associatedthe ESO-UVES pipeline upgraded by                 able to perform the same procedures to the       with most of the strong H I lines withB. Aracil to solve problems specific to           observed data as to simulated data construct-    N(H I) > 1014.5 cm–2, as these lines likelyquasar spectra when the object continuum          ed from N-body cosmological simulations.         trace filaments in which the massive haloslevel is low (typically in the Lyman-α forest                                                      are embedded. A crucial question is whetheraround strong absorption lines): 1) incorrect                            P ROBING THE              the gas filling the underdense space delineat-extraction of the object spectrum resulting in                    MATTER DISTRIBUTION              ed by these filaments (the so-called voids)a lower signal-to-noise ratio than that meas-     The distribution of neutral hydrogen traces      also contains metals. Indeed, it is improba-ured on the 2D spectrum or even non-recog-        the underlying matter distribution sufficient-   ble that winds from star-forming regionsnition of the position of the object in a given   ly well that interesting constraints on the      located in the filaments can pollute theorder, 2) error up to 5% on the intensity zero    dark matter power spectrum can be obtained       voids. Therefore, if metals are found in thislevel, 3) non-recognition of some orders in       from the Lyman-α forest. Kim et al. (2004)       gas, they must have been produced bythe red, 4) strong residuals from weak sky        have measured the power spectrum of the          objects more or less uniformly spatially dis-emission lines/absorption bands in the UV         flux distribution in the Lyman-α forest of an    tributed, perhaps in the very early universeafter sky subtraction, 5) possibly, too large     augmented version of the UVES LP sample          (z ~ 15–20).additional noise from the subtraction of the      (Fig. 1).                                             The absorptions arising in the voids areinter-order background when the object con-            Viel et al. (2004a) have used this flux     mostly of low-column densities (typically oftinuum is close to zero (e.g. damped Lyman        power spectrum together with a large suite       the order or less than N(H I) = 1013 cm–2).lines).                                           of hydrodynamical simulations to determine       Given the low typical metallicities ([C/H] <    With this upgraded version of the UVES        the dark matter power spectrum at scales of      –2.5, or 1/300 solar), direct detection of met-data reduction pipeline, the final accuracy of    2–20 (comoving) Mpc – a range of scales          als at such low neutral hydrogen opticalthe sky-background subtraction is better          currently only probed by the Lyman-α for-        depths is impossible and statistical methodsthan 1%. Addition of individual exposures         est. Together with constraints on large scales   must be used instead. Lu et al. (1998) usedwas performed using a sliding window and          from CMB data important information on           the stacking method to increase the signal-weighting the signal by the total errors in       the power spectrum of initial density fluctu-    to-noise ratio and did not find any evidenceeach pixel.    The wavelength calibration was careful-ly checked using the calibration lamp and itis better than δλ/λ ∼ 7u10–7 rms over thefull wavelength range of interest, 305–540and 545–1000 nm. As an example of thequality of the wavelength calibration, wehave found that we could obtain from the LPdata better rest-wavelengths of the C IV dou-blet as compared to the laboratory wave-lengths (Petitjean & Aracil, 2004). Moredetails on the data redution can be found inChand et al. (2004a) and Aracil et al. (in        Figure 2: 1- and 2-σ likelihoods for the rms matter density fluctuation amplitude σ8 and thepreparation). Signal-to-noise ratios of ~ 40      spectral index of primordial density fluctuations ns. The left panel shows the constraints from                                                  WMAP only. The middle panel is for a combined analysis of WMAP data and high resolutionto 80 per pixel and spectral resolutions          Lyman-α forest data with an effective optical depth as assumed by the WMAP team. The right≥ 45,000 are achieved over the wavelength         panel is for a combined analysis of WMAP data and high resolution Lyman-α forest data withrange of interest.                                a Lyman-α effective optical depth suggested by high S/N, high-resolution data.
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       Figure 3: C IV (top                                                                              with strong metal lines as a probable conse-           panel) and O VI                                                                              quence of the IGM enrichment being highly            (bottom panel)                                                                              inhomogeneous.       optical depth ver-                                                                                                             We detect the presence of O VI down to             sus H I optical         depth for z < 2.4                                                                              τHI ~ 0.2, and the correlation between τOVI        (filled circles and                                                                             and τHI is consistent with a constant ratio             solid line) and                                                                            log(O VI/H I) ~ –2.0 (Aracil et al., 2004).         z > 2.4 (triangles                                                                                  We show that O VI absorption in the low-        and dashed line).                                                                                                        est density gas, 0.2 < τHI < 1, is located with-                                                                                                        in ~300 km/s from strong H I lines (see                                                                                                        Fig. 4). This suggests that this O VI phase                                                                                                        may be part of winds flowing away from                                                                                                        overdense regions. There is no O VI absorp-                                                                                                        tion, at τHI < 1, associated with gas located at                                                                                                        velocities larger than ~300 km/s away from                                                                                                        strong absorption lines. Therefore, at the                                                                                                        limit of present surveys, the presence of met-                                                                                                        als in the underdense regions of the IGM, is                                                                                                        still to be demonstrated.                                                                                                                             C LUSTERING OF                                                                                                                       INTERGALACTIC METALS                                                                                                        A second approach constraining the enrich-                                                                                                        ment history of the IGM is to study the spa-                                                                                                        tial clustering of metals. The main sample                                                                                                        used comprises 643 C IV components with     for metals in the range 1013 < N(H I) <          Songaila (1998) to the very high quality data     N ≥ 1012 cm–2 detected over 19 (zQ < 4.0) LP     1014 cm–2. Although uncertainties in the         of the LP (Aracil et al., 2004). We find that     sightlines. This sample was first used to     position of the lines can lead to underesti-     the gas is enriched in carbon and oxygen for      derive the C IV column density distribution     mate the absorption, they concluded that         neutral hydrogen optical depths τHI > 1 but,      function f(N) for two redshift bins, 1.5–2.3     metallicity is smaller than 10–3 solar in this   contrary to previous claims, there is no indi-    and 2.3–3.1 (Pichon et al., 2003). This distri-     gas. Cowie & Songaila (1998) calculated the      cation that C IV absorption is statistically      bution does not evolve with redshift, as     C IV optical depth corresponding to each         associated with gas of τHI < 1 (see Fig. 3). In   found by previous studies and is consistent     pixel of the Lyman-α forest (see Aguirre et      addition, our observations strongly suggest       with a power-law of the form f(N)∝ N–1.8.     al. 2002 for an extensive discussion of the      that the C IV/H I ratio decreases with decre-          We then computed the C IV line-of-sight     method). They showed that the mean C IV          asing τHI with log τCIV = 1.3 log τHI – 3.2,      two-point correlation function in redshift     optical depth correlates with τHI for τHI > 1.   which leads to log (C IV/H I) < –3.3 for          space, using a sample based on 580 compo-         We have applied a slightly modified ver-     τHI < 1. However, we observe that a small         nents with N ≥ 1012 cm–2 (Scannapieco et al.,     sion of the method introduced by Cowie &         fraction of the low density gas is associated     in preparation). This number differs slightly

            Figure 4: Median O VI optical depth versus median H I
            optical depth for pixels located at less than 500 km/s            (upper dashed curve) or less than 300 km/s (upper dot-            ted curve) from strong absorptions (τHI > 4) and for                               Figure 5: C IV correlation function for the whole            pixels located at more than 500 km/s (lower dashed                                 sample (crosses) and excluding systems with            curve) or more than 300 km/s (lower dotted curve) from                             velocity differences smaller than 5000 km/s com-            strong absorptions.                                                                pared to the QSO emission redshift (squares).
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                                                                                                      low N(H I) (< 1015 cm–2), there are many                                                                                                      clear cases of O VI lines with b < 10 km/s,                                                                                                      thus photoionized gas (Bergeron et al., 2002;                                                                                                      Carswell et al., 2002). An example with                                                                                                      b(O VI) = 9.5 km/s is shown in Fig. 7. The                                                                                                      distribution of the O VI Doppler parameter is                                                                                                      presented in Fig. 8 for the currently analyzed                                                                                                      O VI sub-sample. About half of the systems                                                                                                      have b < 14 km/s which implies that radia-                                                                                                      tive ionization is then the dominant process.                                                                                                      Among the remaining systems, most are                                                                                                      weak, thus possibly blends of narrower                                                                                                      lines, but there are also systems with largeFigure 6: Comparison between detected C IV correlation functions (points) and simulated cor-          N(H I). For the latter, the possibility of shockrelations (lines). In each panel the total mass Ms is fixed and the radius Rs (Mpc) is varied over    heating was suggested by Simcoe et al.three representative values.                                                                                                      (2002) and this remains an open issue.                                                                                                           For a given ionizing background flux,                                                                                                      the O VI/N V/C IV ionic ratios (including lim-                                                                                                      its) can be used to estimate the ionization                                                                                                      parameter, thus the gas density and path-from that mentioned above due to further                             I NTERGALACTIC O          VI     length of the absorbers, and the metal abun-refinements in the detection procedure. It         The recent searches for O VI individual            dances, thus constraining the [O/C] abun-should be noted that, as pixel methods are         absorbers aim at probing low-density               dance ratio. We find that the observed ionicnot suited to studying clustering, this analy-     regions of the IGM with gas overdensities of       ratios are best reproduced by a hard ionizingsis can only be carried out on the τCIV ≥ 0.05     ρ/ρ– < 10, where ρ– is the cosmiccomponents that can be well detected by            mean density. These tenuousVoit-profile fitting. The results are shown in     regions of the IGM are pho-Fig. 5: the features present in this correlation   toionized by the metagalacticfunction are independent of optical depth          UV flux and their ionizationand illustrate three important aspects of          level should be higher thanenrichment uncovered by our measure-               those of the regions usuallyments.                                             traced solely by C IV. The goals     At small velocity separations, v ≤ 100        are to derive the ionizationkm/s, the correlation function is relatively       level, metallicity and gas den-flat, suggesting that metals are contained         sity of the IGM O VI phase,primarily within ~1 comoving Mpc h–1 from          constrain the spectral shape ofthe sources, and within potential wells with       the UV ionizing flux, and esti-velocity dispersions ~100 km/s.                    mate the contribution of the     At larger velocity separations, the C IV      high ionization phase to thecorrelation function is steep and similar in       baryon cosmic density Ωb.shape and amplitude to that of the brightest            The O VI λλ1031.9,1037.6Lyman-break galaxies. This is a clear indi-        doublet is more difficult tocation of enrichment from overdense                detect than that of C IV due tosources: either massive galaxies at late           severe contamination by thetimes, or dwarf galaxies at high redshifts.        Lyman forest lines. This leadsFinally, at the largest separations (400 < v <     to a reduction of the usable red-600 km/s) there is a plateau in the correla-       shift path by at least a factor oftion function possibly caused by the internal      two already at z ~ 2.3. Unam-velocity dispersion between C IV systems in        biguous detections can beforming groups and clusters at z ~ 2.5.            made for column densities     The two-slope shape of the C IV correla-      N(O VI) ≥ 1.5 1013 cm–2, ortion function is suggestive of a picture in        τOVI ≥ 0.3 for a Doppler param-which metal bubbles of a typical size (asso-       eter b = 10 km/s.ciated with the small scale clustering) are             The heating source of thegenerated about objects of a typical mass          O VI absorbers can be con-(whose geometrical bias is associated with         strained by their O VI linethe large-scale clustering). In order to           widths. For Doppler parame-explore this connection further, we generat-       ters b(O VI) < 10 [14] km/s, theed a simple model, based on a dark-matter-         derived temperatures are T <only simulation (Pichon et al., 2003).             1 [2] 105 K. In the assumption     We found that the measured correlation        of shock heating, this leads tofunction is consistent with a picture where,       very small O VI ionic ratios,at z = 3, metals are confined within bubbles       O VI/O < 6 10–8 [2 10–2]of Rs ~ 2 Mpc about halos of total mass            (Sutherland & Dopita, 1993),Ms ~5 1011 MA (see Fig. 6). This implies that      and consequently super-solar         Figure 7: Normalized flux versus velocity of Lyman andthe filling factor of the metals is only ~10%      metallicities (Bergeron et al.,     metal lines for the system at z = 2.36385 in Q 0329–385at the detection limit of the survey.              2002). Among the absorbers of         (thick lines) together with the best fit model (thin lines).
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                                                       tain most of the neutral gas mass in the              As the energy of the atomic transitions                                                       Universe and it is believed that they repre-     depend on α, the time evolution of α can be                                                       sent the progenitors of present-day galaxies.    probed by measuring possible small shifts in                                                       The excellent signal-to-noise ratio and high     the absorption line spectra seen toward high                                                       spectral resolution of the LP sample allows      redshift QSOs and comparing them to its                                                       us to study sub-DLAs, 1019< N(H I) < 2 1020      value on Earth.                                                       cm–2, in great detail, a population not yet           This method, applied to a large hetero-                                                       fully investigated. We have recently             geneous sample of QSO absorption lines,                                                       analysed two sub-DLAs at z = 2.2 and             has resulted in the claim for a smaller value                                                       z = 3.1 toward HE 0001-2340 and                  of α in the past, ∆α/α =(–0.574± 0.102) 10–5                                                       Q 0420+388, respectively (Richter et al.,        for 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 3.7 (Murphy et al., 2003 and                                                       2004). A large number of ions are detected,      references therein). Using the LP data,                                                       including O I and N I. Both systems show a       Srianand et al. (2004b) and Chand et al.                                                       large number (>12) of velocity subcompo-         (2004a) have however derived the     Figure 8: Histogram of the O     VI   doublet b   nents spread over several hundred km/s,          more stringent constraint ∆α/α =     values.                                           implying a complex structure of the absorb-      (–0.06±0.06) 10–5 over the redshift range                                                       ing gas.                                         0.4 ≤ z ≤ 2.3. The corresponding 3σ upper                                                            Most interesting are the derived abun-      limit on the time variation of α is                                                       dance trends for the CNO elements. For the       –2.5 10–16 yr–1 ≤ (∆α/α∆t) ≤ +1.2 10–16 yr–1,                                                       sub-DLA toward HE 0001-2340, we find             in the most favored cosmological model                                                       [O/H]=–1.81± 0.07, [N/H]≤ –3.3, and              today. This does not support the previous     spectrum and the derived [O/C] abundance          [N/O] ≤ –1.5 and this absorber is among the      claims of a statistically significant change in     ratio depends on the spectral energy distri-      systems with the lowest ever measured            ∆α/α with cosmic time at z > 0.5.     bution of the UV flux. Even for a hard spec-      [N/α] ratios. This result is consistent with          Recently, we conducted a similar analy-     trum (break at 4 Ryd of about 3), a super-        the idea that primary nitrogen production by     sis on a sample of 15 Si IV doublets selected     solar [O/C] relative abundance is needed in       the very first stars have enriched the inter-    from the LP data, extending the probed red-     some cases which suggests that massive            galactic gas to a level of [N/O] ≈ –1.5.         shift range up to z ~ 3. We obtained a value     stars are a dominant source of metal enrich-      Peculiar overabundances of a number of           ∆α/α= (+0.15±0.43) 10–5 over the redshift     ment of the IGM. The range in metallicity is      species such as Si, Al, and P are found in the   range 1.59 ≤ z ≤ 2.92 which, as at lower red-     large, ~ 10–3 to 10–1 solar, which implies        outermost blue velocity components.              shift, is consistent with no variation of α     very inhomogeneous metal enrichment.              Possibly, the line of sight toward HE 0001-      (Chand et al., 2004b).         The observed ionic ratios can also be         2340 may pass through the gaseous environ-     analyzed using a relation between H I col-        ment of stellar clusters that locally enriched     umn density and gas density, nH, which            their interstellar neighbourhood by superno-     R EFERENCES     assumes hydrostatic equilibrium and pho-          va ejecta.                                       Aguirre, A., Schaye, J., & Theuns, T., 2002, ApJ,     toionization. In this alternative approach, the        The preliminary analyis of the z=3.1             576, 1     observed ionic ratios constrain the spectral      sub-DLA toward Q 0420+388 shows that             Aracil, B., Petitjean, P., Pichon, C., & Bergeron,                                                                                                             J., 2004, A&A, 419, 811     dependence of the ionizing flux for a given       this system consists of two individual groups    Bergeron, J., Aracil, B., Petitjean, P., & Pichon,     [O/C] abundance ratio. For absorbers with         of absorbers, separated by ~100 km/s, that            C., 2002, A&A, 396, L11     N(H I) ≥ 1013.5–10–15 cm–2, the values            appear to have different oxygen abundances       Carswell, B., Schaye, J., & Kim, T.-S., 2002, ApJ,     derived for the gas density by the two meth-      ([O/H] ≈–0.7 and –1.2). The relatively high           587, 43                                                                                                        Chand, H., Srianand, R., Petitjean, P., & Aracil,     ods are within a factor of 2–3, but for small-    overall abundance has led to the detection of         B., 2004a, A&A, 417, 853     er N(H I) this is not the case: the values        a number of interesting ions such as Si I,       Chand, H., Petitjean, P., Srianand, R., & Aracil,     derived from photoionization models are           N i II, and Zn II. A detailed analysis of this        B., 2004b, A&A, in press, astro-ph/0408200     much larger than those using the nH–N(H I)        sub-DLA is in progress.                          Cowie, L. L., & Songaila, A., 1998, Nature, 394,     relation. The latter include cases with or             The abundance variations and large               44                                                                                                        Kim, T.-S., Viel, M., Haehnelt, M. G., Carswell,     without detection of N v and may comprise         velocity spread of individual subcompo-               R. F., & Cristiani, S., 2004, MNRAS, 347,     absorbers of a different nature.                  nents in these two sub-DLAs suggest that              355         We are currently analyzing a O VI sam-        either recent star formation activity and/or     Lu, L., Sargent, W. L. W., Barlow, T. A., & Rauch,     ple with N(O VI) >> N(C IV), no associated        merging of several individual galaxies/pro-           M., 1998, astro-ph/9802189                                                                                                        Murphy, M. T., Webb, J. K., & Flambaum, V. V.,     N V and covering a wide range of N(H I) (an       togalactic structures with different chemical         2003, MNRAS, 345, 609     example is the z = 2.24835 system in              enrichment histories has led to an inhomoge-     Petitjean, P., & Aracil, B., 2004, A&A, 422, 523     Q 0329–385 presented by Bergeron et al.,          neous distribution of heavy elements in the      Pichon, C., Scannapieco, E., Aracil, B., Petitjean,     2002). These absorbers have a high ioniza-        gas.                                                  P., Aubert, D., Bergeron, J., & Colombi, S.,     tion level and we will investigate whether                                                              2003, ApJ 597, L97                                                                                                        Richter, P., Ledoux, C., Petitjean, P., & Bergeron,     any probe the more tenuous regions of the         C ONSTRAINING THE VARIATIONS OF                       J., 2004, A&A, submitted     IGM.                                                THE FINE - STRUCTURE CONSTANT                  Simcoe, R. A., Sargent, W. L. W., & Rauch, M.,                                                       Constraints on the possible time variation of         2002, ApJ, 578, 737                    A BUNDANCE      PATTERNS           the fine-structure constant, α, have been        Srianand, R., Petitjean, P., Chand, H., & Aracil,                                                                                                             B., 2004a, Messenger, 116 , 25                                IN SUB -DLA S          recently reported in a previous issue of the     Srianand, R., Chand, H., Petitjean, P., & Aracil,     Next to the diffuse, photoionised IGM that        Messenger (Srianand et al., 2004a). This has          B., 2004b, PhRvL, 92, 12130     gives rise to the Lyman-α forest, H I-rich        important implications for some new theo-        Sutherland, R. S., & Dopita, M. A., 1993, ApJS,     absorbers represent important objects to          ries of fundamental physics which require             88, 253                                                                                                        Viel, M., Haehnelt, M. G., & Springel, V., 2004a,     study the metal enrichment history of the         the existence of extra spatial dimensions and                                                                                                             MNRAS, 354, 684     Universe. At z > 1, the Damped Lyman-α            allow for a cosmic evolution of their scale      Viel, M., Weller, J., & Haehnelt, M. G., 2004b,     systems (DLAs), N(H I) ≥ 2 1020 cm–2, con-        size.                                                 MNRAS, in press, astro-ph/0407294
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  VLT/FORS2 S PECTROSCOPY IN                                                                                  THE       GOODS-S OUTH F IELDTHE FORS2 INSTRUMENT AT THE ESO VLT HAS BEEN USED TO OBTAIN SPECTRA OF A LARGE SAMPLE OF FAINTGALAXIES IN THE CHANDRA DEEP FIELD SOUTH IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE GREAT OBSERVATORIES ORIGINSDEEP SURVEY (GOODS). A TOTAL OF 303 OBJECTS WITH MAGNITUDE Z850 ≤ 25.5 HAS BEEN OBSERVED,PROVIDING 234 REDSHIFT DETERMINATIONS. THE REDUCED SPECTRA AND THE DERIVED REDSHIFTS ARERELEASED TO THE COMMUNITY (http://www.eso.org/science/goods/). THEY CONSTITUTE AN ESSENTIALCONTRIBUTION TO REACH THE SCIENTIFIC GOALS OF GOODS, PROVIDING THE TIME COORDINATE NEEDED TODELINEATE THE EVOLUTION OF GALAXY MASSES, MORPHOLOGIES, AND STAR FORMATION, CALIBRATING THEPHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFTS THAT CAN BE DERIVED FROM THE IMAGING DATA AT 0.36–8 µm AND ENABLINGDETAILED STUDIES OF THE PHYSICAL DIAGNOSTICS FOR GALAXIES IN THE GOODS FIELD.E. VANZELLA 1 ,
                                 T                                                  HE  GREAT OBSERVATORIES          abundance; absorption lines and break                                                  ORIGINS DEEP SURVEY              amplitudes that are related to the stellarS. C RISTIANI 1 ,                                 (GOODS) is a public,             population ages). Precise redshifts are also                                                  multi-facility project that      indispensable to properly plan for futureM. D ICKINSON 2 ,                                 aims to answer some of the       follow-up at higher dispersion, e.g., toH. K UNTSCHNER 3 ,               most profound questions in cosmology:                                 how did galaxies form and assemble their                                                                                   study galaxy kinematics or detailed spec-                                                                                   tral-line properties.L. A. M OUSTAKAS 4 ,             stellar mass? When was the morphological               The ESO/GOODS spectroscopic pro-                                                                                   gram is designed to observe all galaxies forM. N ONINO 1 , P. R OSATI 5 ,                                 differentiation of galaxies established and                                 how did the Hubble Sequence form? How             which VLT optical spectroscopy is likely toD. S TERN 7 ,                    did AGN form and evolve, and what role do         yield useful data. The program makes full                                                                                   use of the VLT instrument capabilities                                 they play in galaxy evolution? How muchC. C ESARSKY 5 ,                 do galaxies and AGN contribute to the             (FORS2 and VIMOS), matching targets to                                                                                   instrument and disperser combinations inS. E TTORI 5 ,                   extragalactic background light? Is the                                 expansion of the universe dominated by a          order to maximize the effectiveness of theH. C. F ERGUSON 4 ,              cosmological constant? A project of this          observations. The magnitude limits and                                 scope requires large and coordinated efforts      selection bandpasses depend to someR.A.E. F OSBURY 3 ,              from many facilities, pushed to their limits,     degree on the instrumental setup beingM. G IAVALISCO 4 ,               to collect a database of sufficient quality                                 and size for the task at hand. It also requires                                                                                   used. The aim is to reach mag ~24–25 with                                                                                   adequate S/N, with this limiting magnitudeJ. H AASE 3 , A. R ENZINI 5 ,    that the data be readily available to the         being in the B-band for objects observed                                 worldwide community for independent               with the VIMOS LR-Blue grism, in the V-A. R ETTURA 5,6 ,                analysis, verification, and follow-up.            band for those observed in the VIMOS LR-P. S ERRA 3 ,                         The program targets two carefully                                 selected fields, the Hubble Deep Field                                                                                   Red grism, and in the z-band for the objects                                                                                   observed with FORS2. This is not only aAND THE GOODS T EAM              North (HDF-N) and the Chandra Deep                practical limit, however, but is also well                                 Field South (CDF-S), with three NASA              matched to the scientific aims of the                                 Great Observatories (HST, Spitzer and             GOODS program. The ACS i775 imaging1INAF  - OSSERVATORIO            Chandra), ESA’s XMM-Newton, and a                 samples rest-frame optical (B-band) light                                                                                   out to z = 1, where i775 = 25 reaches 1.5 to 2ASTRONOMICO DI TRIESTE, ITALY    wide variety of ground-based facilities. The                                                                                   magnitudes past L*B. This is also the practi-2NATIONAL OPTICAL ASTRONOMY                                 area common to all the observing programs                                 is 320 arcmin2, equally divided between the       cal limit for high-quality, quantitative mor-OBS., TUCSON, ARIZONA            North and South fields. For an overview of        phological measurements from the ACS3ST-ECF, GARCHING, GERMANY       GOODS, see Dickinson et al. (2003),               images (cf. Abraham et al. 1996). Similarly,                                 Renzini et al. (2002) and Giavalisco et al.       i775 = 25 is ~1 mag fainter than the meas-4SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE                                 (2004a). Spectroscopy is essential to reach       ured L* UV for z = 3 Lyman Break GalaxiesINSTITUTE, BALTIMORE, USA        the scientific goals of GOODS. Reliable           (LBGs), and 0.5 mag fainter than that at5EUROPEAN SOUTHERN               redshifts provide the time coordinate need-       z = 4 (Steidel et al. 1999). These are the                                 ed to delineate the evolution of galaxy           limits to which GOODS/SIRTF IRAC dataOBSERVATORY,                     masses, morphologies, clustering, and star        will robustly measure rest-frame near-IR6UNIVERSITÉ PARIS-SUD 11,        formation. They calibrate the photometric         light, and hence constrain the stellar mass.                                 redshifts that can be derived from the imag-ORSAY, FRANCE                    ing data at 0.36–8 µm. Spectroscopy will            THE SELECTION OF THE TARGETS7JET PROPULSION LABORATORY,      measure physical diagnostics for galaxies          FOR THE FORS2 SPECTROSCOPY                                                                                   Objects were selected as candidates forCALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF          in the GOODS field (e.g., emission line                                                                                   FORS2 observations primarily based on the                                 strengths and ratios to trace star formation,TECHNOLOGY, PASADENA, USA        AGN activity, ionization, and chemical            expectation that the detection and measure-
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     ment of their spectral features would benefit     from the high throughput and spectral reso-     lution of FORS2, and its reduced fringing at     red wavelengths, relative to other instrumen-     tal options such as VIMOS. In particular, we     expect that the main spectral emission and     absorption features for galaxies at     0.8 < z < 1.6 would appear at very red opti-     cal wavelengths, out to ~1 µm. Similarly,     very faint Lyman break galaxies at z ≥ 4,     selected as B435, V606, and i775–dropouts from     the GOODS ACS photometry, also benefit     greatly from the red throughput and higher     spectral resolution of FORS2.          In practice, several categories of object     selection criteria were used to ensure a suffi-     ciently high density of target candidates on     the sky to efficiently fill out multi-slit     masks. Using ACS photometry in the AB     magnitude system, these criteria were:          1.    Primary catalog: (i775–z850) > 0.6     and z850 < 24.5. This should ensure redshifts     z ≥ 0.7 for ordinary early-type galaxies     (whose strongest features are expected to be      Figure 1: Typical FORS2 data products for an individual slit of the     absorption lines), and higher redshifts for       multi-object mask. From the top of the figure: the 2-D spectrum of the     intrinsically bluer galaxies likely to have       arc lines used for the wavelength calibration, a 2-D science exposure     emission lines.                                   (1200 seconds), the final flat-fielded and sky-subtracted 2-D spectrum          2.    Secondary catalog: 0.45 < (i775–       (co-addition of 12 exposures for a total of 4 h), and at the bottom the                                                       1-D spectrum with the identification of the main absorption and emis-     z850) < 0.6 and z850 < 24.5.                      sion lines (in this example an elliptical galaxy at z = 1.100,          3.    Photometric-redshift       sample:     GDS J033217.46-275234.8).     1 < zphot < 2 and z850 < 24.5, using an early     version of GOODS photometric redshifts     like those described by Mobasher et al.     (2004).          4.    i775-dropout and V606–dropout     Lyman break galaxy candidates, selected     from the criteria of Dickinson et al. (2004a)     and Giavalisco et al. (2004b), respectively.          5.    A few miscellaneous objects,     including host galaxies of supernovae     detected in the GOODS ACS observing     campaign.          When designing the masks, we general-     ly tried to avoid observing targets that had     already been observed in other redshift sur-     veys of this field, namely, the K20 survey of     Cimatti et al. (2002) and the survey of X-ray     sources by Szokoly et al. (2004).          In the present spectroscopic catalog     there are 303 targets, 114 meeting the pri-     mary selection criterion and 56 meeting the     secondary selection criteria. The other tar-     gets belong to the remaining classes.
                        O BSER VATIONS AND
                          D ATA R EDUCTION     The VLT/FORS2 spectroscopic observa-     tions were carried out in service mode dur-     ing several nights in 2002 and 2003. In all     cases the 300I grism was used as dispersing     element without order-separating filter. This     grism provides a scale of roughly 3.2Å/     pixel. The nominal resolution of the config-     uration was ℜ=λ/∆λ=860, which corre-     sponds to about 9Å at 8000Å. The spatial          Figure 2: Three examples of objects classified as “em.” (emission-lines detect-     scale of FORS2 was 0.126)/pixel, the slit         ed), “abs.” (absorption lines) and “comp.” (both emission and absorption lines     width was always 1). Dithering of the targets     detected).
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                                                                                                 along the slits was applied in order to effec-                                                                                                 tively improve the sky subtraction and the                                                                                                 removal of CCD cosmetic defects.                                                                                                      399 spectra of 303 individual targets                                                                                                 have been extracted and calibrated with a                                                                                                 semi-automatic reduction tool that we have                                                                                                 developed in the MIDAS environment using                                                                                                 commands of the LONG and MOS contexts                                                                                                 (Fig. 1). From the spectra we have been able                                                                                                 to determine 234 redshifts. In the large                                                                                                 majority of cases the redshift has been deter-                                                                                                 mined through the identification of promi-                                                                                                 nent features of galaxy spectra: the 4000Å                                                                                                 break, Ca H and K, g-band, Mg II 2798,                                                                                                 Al II3584 in absorption and Ly-α, [O II]3727,                                                                                                 [O III]5007, Hβ, Hα in emission. The redshift                                                                                                 estimation has been performed by cross-cor-                                                                                                 relating the observed spectrum with tem-                                                                                                 plates of different spectral types (S0, Sa, Sb,                                                                                                 Sc, Ell., Lyman Break, etc.), using the rvsao                                                                                                 package in the IRAF environment. The red-                                                                                                 http://www.eso.org/science/goods/ and in                                                                                                 shift identifications are available at

                                                                                                 Vanzella et al. (2004).
                                                                                                      The objects have been classified in three                                                                                                 categories (see Fig. 2) depending on the                                                                                                 presence in the observed spectrum of emis-                                                                                                 sion line(s) (class em.), absorption-line(s)                                                                                                 (abs.) or both (comp.). Eleven objects have                                                                                                 been classified as stars. A quality flag hasFigure 3: Color-redshift diagram of the spectroscopic sample. Only redshifts with quality flag“A” and “B” have been selected. Filled pentagons symbols are objects identified with absorp-     also been assigned to indicate “secure” red-tion features only (“abs.” sources), while open pentagons are objects showing only emission      shift (flag A), “likely” (B) or “tentative” (C).lines (“em.” sources). The intermediate cases are shown by filled triangles (“comp.” sources).   In 38% of the cases the redshift is based onlyThe long-dashed line and the short dashed line show the colors of a non-evolving L* elliptical   on one emission line, usually identified withgalaxy and an Scd galaxy, respectively, estimated integrating the spectral templates of                                                                                                 [O II]3727 or Ly-α. In general these solo-Coleman, Wu & Weedman (1980) through the ACS bandpasses.                                                                                                 emission line redshifts are classified as flag                                                                                                 C or B. The presence of breaks, the absence                                                                                                 of other spectral features in the observed                                                                                                 spectral range and the broad band photome-                                                                                                 try are particularly important in the evalua-                                                                                                 tion. The typical redshift uncertainty on the                                                                                                 basis of internal and external comparisons,                                                                                                 is estimated to be σz ≅ 0.001 with a rate of                                                                                                 “catastrophic” misidentifications at most                                                                                                 few percent.                                                                                                                D IAGNOSTIC       DIAGRAMS                                                                                                 Figures 3 and 4 show the color-redshift and                                                                                                 the color-magnitude distributions for the                                                                                                 spectroscopic sample. In Figure 3 the two                                                                                                 populations of “emission-line” and “absorp-                                                                                                 tion-line” (typically elliptical) galaxies are                                                                                                 clearly separated. The mean color of the                                                                                                 “absorption-line” objects increases from                                                                                                 i775–z850 = 0.46 ± 0.079 at < z> = 0.6 to                                                                                                 i775–z850 = 0.86 ± 0.18 at <z> = 1.0, consis-                                                                                                 tent with but increasingly bluer than the col-                                                                                                 ors of a non-evolving L* elliptical galaxy                                                                                                 (estimated integrating the spectral templates                                                                                                 of Coleman, Wu & Weedman (1980)                                                                                                 through the ACS bandpasses).                                                                                                      The “emission-line” objects show in                                                                                                 general a bluer i775–z850 color and a broader                                                                                                 distribution than the “absorption-line”                                                                                                 sources: i775–z850 = 0.16 ± 0.13 at <z> = 0.6                                                                                                 and i775–z850 = 0.52 ± 0.21 at < z> = 1.1. TheFigure 4: Color-magnitude diagram for the spectroscopic sample. Only redshifts with quality      broader distribution, with some of theflag “A” and “B” have been selected. The symbols are the same as in Figure 3.
 Vanzella E. et al., FORS2 Spectroscopy in the GOODS-South Field                                                  © ESO - December 2004             47     ”emission-line” objects entering the      at redshifts larger than four: GDS     color regime of the ellipticals, is       J033240.01-274815.0 at z=5.828,     possibly explained by dust obscura-       the only i775-dropout (see Sect. 2)     tion, high metallicity or strong line     actually targeted in the present     emission in the z850 band.                observations, and two serendipi-                                               tously-observed high redshift     REDSHIFT DISTRIBUTION AND                 sources,      GDS       J033228.84-      LARGE SCALE STRUCTURE                    274132.7 and GDS J033228.94-     Figure 5 shows the redshift distribu-     274128.1, measured at z=4.800 and     tion of the objects observed in the       z=4.882, respectively. In the spec-     present survey. The majority of the       trum of GDS J033240.01-274815.0     sources are at redshift of about one      the Ly-α line is clearly detected at     (the median of the redshift distribu-     z=5.828 and shows the blue cut–off     tion is at 1.04), in agreement with       characteristic of high–redshift Ly-α     the main criterion for the target         emitters and the Ly-α forest contin-     selection (see Sect. 2). Table 1          uum break.     shows the fraction of determined               Figure 7 shows a peculiar sys-     redshifts as a function of the spec-      tem of three sources: two emission-     tral features identified, i.e. emission   line sources above (~1.5 arcsecond)     lines, absorption lines, emission &       and below (~3 arcsecond) the main     absorption lines, and no reliable         galaxy GDS J033228.88-274129.3,     spectral features (unclassified).         clearly visible in the ACS color            Figure 5: Redshift distribution for the spectroscopic     There are 49 galaxies identified          image and in the two dimensional            sample with quality A, B and C (23 redshift determina-     with absorption lines only (mainly        spectrum. The same target has been          tions out of 224 have quality C). Three objects at z>4 are     Ca H and K) in the range of redshift      observed in two different masks             not shown in the histogram.     between 0.4–1.3; an example is            adopting the same orientation of the     shown in Fig. 1. In 46% of the total      slits. The total exposure time is     sample we have measured emission          ≅43 ks. The extracted one dimen-             Table 1: Fractions of sources with different     lines (mainly [O II]3727), many of        sional spectra are shown in the right                 spectral features.     them entering the so-called “spec-        side of Fig. 7.     troscopic desert” up to z=1.61.                The main galaxy GDS                      Spectral        zmean      zmin       zmax    Fraction          The main peaks in the redshift       J033228.88-274129.3 has a redshift            class     distribution are at z~0.73 (21 galax-     z=0.733 with both emission and     ies) and 1.1 (25 galaxies). Two con-      absorption lines measured (quality            emission        1.131       0.117     5.828       46%     centrations at z~1.6 (with 5 galaxies     flag “A”): [O II]3727, MgI, Ca H     at the mean redshift <z> = 1.612 ±        and K, g-band, etc. The bottom     0.003, see the two dimensional            object (GDS J033228.84-274132.7)              absorption      0.950       0.366     1.910       16%     spectra in Fig. 6) and z~0.67 (9          shows a solo-emission line at     galaxies) are also apparent. The          7052Å (see the 1D spectrum), and              em. & abs.      0.897       0.382     1.317       12%     presence in the CDF-S of large            is not detected in the ACS B-band,     scale structure, (LSS) at z~0.73 and      we interpret this line as Ly-α at     z~0.67 is already known (Cimatti et       z=4.800 with quality “C”.                     stars           0.000       0.000     0.000         4%     al. 2002, Gilli et al. 2003, Le Fevre          The source above GDS     et al. 2004). The peak at z~1.1           J033228.88-274129.3 is most prob-                                                                                             unclassified      –         –          –          22%     seems to be a new indication of           ably a Ly-α emitter at redshift     large scale structure, of the 25     galaxies in the range 1.09< z <1.11,     10 show emission lines, 9 are ellip-     ticals and 6 are intermediate-type     galaxies.          The significance of the LSS at     z=1.61, which extends across a     transverse size of ~ 5 Mpc in a wall-     like pattern rather than a group     structure, is confirmed by:          1.    the observations of Gilli     et al. (2003) who found a peak in     the redshift distribution of X-ray     sources at z=1.618 (5 galaxies) and     measured a Poisson probability of     3.8 10–3 for a chance distribution;          2.    three more galaxies at     z=1.605,1.610,1.615 in the K20 sur-     vey (Cimatti et al. 2002).                                                       Figure 6: Two dimensional spectra of 5 galaxies at z=1.61. The [O II]3727 emission line is       H IGH    REDSHIFT GALAXIES                      marked with a circle at 9727.5Å. The absorption sky feature (~7600Å, A band) is indicated with     Three galaxies have been identified               an arrow. It is worth noting the optimal red sensitivity of FORS2.
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       Figure 7: Simultaneous spectrum of    three sources in the slit. On the right of  the figure, the 1D spectra of the z=0.733  main galaxy GDS J033228.88-274129.3,      the single emission line ~3 arcsecond   below (GDS J033228.84-274132.7) and       the object ~1.5 arcsecond above are     shown. The left-hand panel shows the       ACS color image, 5 arcsec on a side. North is up, east is to the left. The bottom    panel shows the 2D spectrum, with the   spatial profile obtained by collapsing 80       columns (256 Å), centered at 7150 Å,  shown to the right. Candidate serendipi-         tous Ly-α emission lines are clearly        marked. The object above the target source shows faint continuum redward of                           the emission line.    Figure 8: Three examples of tilted [O II]3727 emission line at redshift around 1. The two dimensional FORS2 spectra are shown (object    and sky lines). In the first two spectra (top and middle) a zoom of the [O II]3727 emission line is shown (the white rectangle underlines    the region where the Gaussian fit has been performed to derive the line peak, small black crosses), in the bottom spectrum the line is    too faint to calculate a reliable peak (this object has been serendipitously-identified). In the right side of the spectra the ACS images    of the galaxies and the slit orientations are shown.
Vanzella E. et al., FORS2 Spectroscopy in the GOODS-South Field                                                 © ESO - December 2004           49     Figure 9: The light merged case, two objects at different     redshift superimposed in the slit (marked with white lines     in the left panel). In the right panel the same extracted     spectrum with different identifications. An elliptical galaxy     (the target, GDS J033210.93-274721.5) at z=1.222 clearly     identified with the Ca H and K, Hδ, Mg I (quality flag “A”).     The bright bluer object (GDS J033210.92-274722.8)     shows absorption and emission lines: Ca H, [O III]5007,     Na, Hα at z=0.417 (quality flag “B”). The Ca K is contami-     nated by the sky line ~5577Å.
     z=4.882 (quality “B”). The spectrum has             shows features corresponding to the red-                   Renzini, astro-ph/0204213     been extracted subtracting the contamina-           shifts z=1.222 and z=0.417 (Fig. 9). The ori-         Dickinson, M., et al., 2004, ApJ, 99, 122     tion of the tail of the main galaxy. After the      gin of the overlap is the presence of a near-         Giavalisco, M., et al. 2004, ApJ, 600, L93     subtraction the shape of the spectrum shows         by galaxy (z850=19.98, GDS J033210.92-                Giavalisco, M., Dickinson, M., Ferguson, H. C.,                                                                                                                    Ravindranath, S., Kretchmer, C., Moustakas,     the blue cut–off and the Ly-α forest continu-       274722.8) offset by 1.3 arcsecond with a                                                                                                                    L. A., Madau, P., Fall, S. M., Gardner,     um break, typical of the LBGs.                      redshift z=0.417. Light from the brighter                                                                                                                    Jonathan P., Livio, M., Papovich, C., Renzini,                                                         z=0.417 galaxy contaminates the spectrum                   A., Spinrad, H., Stern, D., Riess, A., 2004,                       D YNAMICAL MASSES                 of the fainter (z850=22.19), higher redshift               ApJ, 600, 103                     OF GALAXIES AT Z ~ 1                galaxy GDS J033210.93-274721.5 (see                   Gilli, R., Cimatti, A., Daddi, E., Hasinger, G.,     Three galaxies, GDS J033215.88-274723.1,            Fig. 9). Such cases may represent a problem                Rosati, P., Szokoly, G., Tozzi, P., Bergeron, J.,     GDS J033225.86-275019.7 and GDS                     and a source of error in large spectroscopic               Borgani, S., Giacconi, R., Kewley, L.,     J033230.71-274617.2, at redshift z=0.896,           surveys, which require highly automated                    Mainieri, V., Mignoli, M., Nonino, M.,     1.095 and z=1.307, respectively, show a spa-        data processing. A possible solution is to                 Norman, C., Wang, J., Zamorani, G., Zheng,     tially resolved [O II]3727 line (Fig. 8) with a     evaluate a priori on the basis of imaging                  W., Zirm, A., 2003, ApJ, 592, 721     characteristic “tilt”, indicative of a high rota-   what are the cases of light contamination             Le Fevre, O., Vettolani, G., Paltani, S., Tresse, L.,                                                                                                                    Zamorani, G., Le Brun, V., Moreau, C., and     tion velocity. The measured velocity increas-       requiring a “special” reduction. Alter-                                                                                                                    the VIMOS VLT Deep Survey team, submit-     es with increasing distance from the center         natively, color-redshift diagrams (such as                                                                                                                    ted to A&A, (astro-ph/0403628)     of the objects reaching a value of the order        Fig. 3), a comparison of spectroscopic and            Mobasher, B., Idzi, R., Benítez, N., Cimatti, A.,     of and greater than 400 km/s at the extremes.       photometric redshifts or similar diagnostics               Cristiani, S., Daddi, E., Dahlen, T.,     Assuming that the observed velocity struc-          are required to carry out the necessary data               Dickinson, M., et al., 2004, ApJ, 600, 167     ture is due to dynamically-relaxed rotation,        quality control and single out possible               Renzini et al. 2002, in the proceedings of the     then it is possible to estimate the dynamical       misidentifications.                                        ESO/USM Workshop “The Mass of Galaxies     mass for the three galaxies, which turns out                                                                   at Low and High Redshift” (Venice, Italy,     to be in the range 1.5–3.1 1011/sin2 (i) MA.                                                                   October 2001), eds. R. Bender and A. Renzini     The estimates should be considered a lower          R EFERENCES                                           Riess, A.G.,2 Strolger, L.-G., Tonry, J., Casertano,     limit to the total dynamical mass because           Abraham, R., G., van den Bergh, S., Glazebrook,            S., Ferguson, H.C., et al., 2004, ApJ, 607, 665     more external parts of the rotating structure           K., Ellis, R., S., Santiago, B., X., Surma, P.,   Steidel, C.C., Adelberger, K.L., Giavalisco, M.,                                                             Griffiths, R., E., 1996, ApJ, 107, 1                   Dickinson, M., Pettini, M., 1999, ApJ, 519, 1     might have a lower surface brightness and                                                         Cimatti, A., Mignoli, M., Daddi, E., et al. 2002,     Szokoly, G., P., Bergeron, J., Hasinger, G.,     remain undetected.                                                                                             Lehmann, I., Kewley, L., Mainieri, V.,                                                             A&A, 392, 395                                                         Coleman, G., D., Wu, C.-C., & Weedman, D., W.,             Nonino, M., Rosati, P., Giacconi, R., Gilli, R.,       GDS J033210.93-274721.5:                              1980, ApJS, 43, 393                                    Gilmozzi, R., Norman, C., Romaniello, M.,             A SPECTRUM CONTAMINATED                     Dickinson et al. 2003, in the proceedings of the           Schreier, E., Tozzi, P., Wang, J., X., Zheng,                   BY A NEARBY GALAXY                        ESO/USM Workshop “The Mass of Galaxies                 W., Zirm, A., 2004, (astro-ph/0312324)     The   spectrum    of    the     galaxy                  at Low and High Redshift” (Venice, Italy,         Vanzella, E., Cristiani, S., Dickinson, M., et al.     GDS J033210.93-274721.5 simultaneously                  October 2001), eds. R. Bender and A.                   astro-ph/0406591
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 U NVEILING O LD M ASSIVE S PHEROIDAL  G ALAXIES IN THE Y OUNG U NIVERSEVERY   DEEP VLT SPECTROSCOPY HAS UNVEILED THE EXISTENCE OF OLD AND MASSIVE SPHEROIDAL GALAXIESWHEN THE   UNIVERSE WAS STILL YOUNG, THUS SHOWING THAT MASSIVE GALAXIES FORMED EARLIER AND FASTERTHAN HAS   BEEN EXPECTED FROM CURRENT THEORIES OF GALAXY FORMATION.                                  U                                                                                        At longer wavelengths, the above prob-A. C IMATTI 1 ,                                    NDERSTANDING THE PHYSICS                                                    and tracing the cosmic his-    lems are alleviated, as the rest-frame opticalE. D ADDI 2 ,                                       tory of galaxy mass assem-     and, even better, the near-infrared radiation                                                    bly is one of the main open    is dominated by low mass, long-lived starsA. R ENZINI 2 ,                                     questions of galaxy forma-     (with a lifetime comparable to the age of theP. C ASSATA 3 ,                   tion and evolution. Despite the tremendous                                  progress in observational cosmology, the                                                                                   Universe). Also, the shapes of the SEDs in                                                                                   the optical/near-IR are very similar for allE. VANZELLA 3 ,                   accuracy in the estimate of cosmological         galaxy types, and the effects of dust extinc-                                  parameters and the successful convergence        tion become less severe. In addition, theL. P OZZETTI 4 ,                  on the ΛCDM cosmological model, the              rest-frame optical/near-IR luminosity isS. C RISTIANI 5 ,                 mechanisms leading to the birth and the evo-                                  lution of galaxies are still poorly known.                                                                                   known to correlate with the galaxy mass.                                                                                   The above advantages make galaxy samplesA. F ONTANA 6 ,                       The generally accepted framework of          selected in the near- (e.g. K-band at 2.2 µm)                                                                                   or, even better, in the mid-IR (e.g. ~4–8 µm,G. R ODIGHIERO 3 ,                                  galaxy formation is known as hierarchical                                  merging. In the early Universe, small mass       now possible with the Spitzer SpaceM. M IGNOLI 4 ,                   density fluctuations (such those observed        Telescope) more suitable than optical sam-                                                                                   ples to investigate galaxy evolution and, par-                                  with WMAP) trigger gravitational instabili-G. Z AMORANI 4                    ty and dark matter halos begin to collapse       ticularly, the history of galaxy mass assem-                                  from the ambient background. Each dark           bly, because they allow us to observe the1INAF                                                                              rest-frame optical and near-IR for high red-      - OSSERVATORIO              matter halo contains a fraction of baryonic                                                                                   shift galaxies.                                  matter. This pristine baryonic gas starts toASTROFISICO DI ARCETRI, ITALY     condense and, through its cooling, the first          Recent results based on K-selected sam-2EUROPEAN SOUTHERN                disks form at the center of dark matter halos.   ples consistently show that from z~0 to z~1                                  Star formation converts cold gas into lumi-      there is a mild evolution of the global stellarOBSERVATORY, GARCHING,            nous stars and chemical enrichment and           mass density in the Universe (e.g. Fontana etGERMANY                           feedback effects also start to play a relevant   al. 2004 and references therein; Glazebrook                                  role (e.g. through supernova explosions).        et al. 2004). This suggests that most stellar3DIPARTIMENTO DI ASTRONOMIA,                                  Galaxies assemble and increase their mass        mass was already in place and most galaxiesUNIVERSITÀ DI PADOVA, ITALY       gradually through the merging of dark mat-       completed their mass assembly by z~1, i.e.4INAF - OSSERVATORIO              ter halos, and a collision between two or        when the Universe was about 5.9 Gyr old                                  more disk galaxies is thought to produce a       (Ho=70 km/s/Mpc, with h70=Ho/70, ΩM=0.3ASTRONOMICO DI BOLOGNA,           spheroidal galaxy. In this scenario, the         and ΩΛ=0.7 are adopted throughout the arti-                                                                                   cle). However, the evolution is poorlyITALY                             young Universe is expected to be populated                                  by small mass objects which are the first to     known at higher redshifts (z > 1). In this con-5INAF - OSSERVATORIO                                                               text, the formation and evolution of E/S0                                  form, whereas the most massive galaxies are                                                                                   galaxies play a particularly relevant roleASTRONOMICO DI TRIESTE, ITALY     the last product of the “merging tree” evolu-                                                                                   because in the present-day Universe (13.7                                  tion.6INAF - OSSERVATORIO                                      The empirical approach adopted by            Gyr old), up to 75% of the stellar mass isASTRONOMICO DI ROMA, ITALY        astronomers to investigate galaxy formation      locked up in these galaxies with spheroidal                                  and evolution is to search for and to study      morphology. While it is now generally                                  the populations of distant galaxies. Samples     accepted that the number density of field                                  selected in the optical bands allow us to cull   massive E/S0 systems remains rather con-                                  star-forming galaxies where the redshifted       stant out to z ~ 1, it is still unknown whether                                  ultraviolet (UV) radiation is dominated by       the paucity of spheroidal galaxies at z > 1 is                                  hot, massive and short-lived stars. However,     a real effect of galaxy evolution or an obser-                                  optical samples are affected by severe biases    vational bias.                                  due to the strong influence of dust extinction        Addressing this problem is difficult                                  in the UV and to the wide range of shapes        because for z > 1.3 these galaxies become                                  that spectral energy distributions (SEDs)        very faint in the optical and lack strong spec-                                  have in the UV depending on the level of         tral features observable in optical spectra.                                  star formation activity and the age of the       This makes such objects among the most                                  galaxy.                                          difficult targets to identify even with the
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                                                                                                       largest optical telescopes. Indeed, while star-                                                                                                       forming galaxies and quasars are now rou-                                                                                                       tinely found up to z ~ 6.5, the most distant                                                                                                       spectroscopically confirmed old spheroid is                                                                                                       still a radio–selected object at z = 1.55 dis-                                                                                                       covered almost a decade ago (Dunlop et al.                                                                                                       1996).
                                                                                                             S EARCHING  FOR THE OLDEST
                                                                                                               GALAXIES AT HIGH REDSHIFT                                                                                                       One way of addressing the question of mas-                                                                                                       sive and spheroidal galaxy formation is to                                                                                                       search for the farthest and oldest galaxies                                                                                                       with masses comparable to the most massive                                                                                                       galaxies in the present-day Universe (1011–12                                                                                                       MA), and to use them as the “fossil” tracers                                                                                                       of the most remote events of galaxy forma-                                                                                                       tion.                                                                                                           Following this approach, we recently                                                                                                       made use of the database resulting from the                                                                                                       completed ESO VLT Large Programme                                                                                                       called “K20 survey” (Cimatti et al. 2003).                                                                                                       This dataset consists of deep optical spectra                                                                                                       obtained with FORS1 and FORS2 for a sam-                                                                                                       ple of 546 K-selected objects with KS < 20                                                                                                       (Johnson photometric scale) and extracted                                                                                                       from an area of 52 arcmin2. Part of the K20                                                                                                       sample (348 objects) is located in 32 arcmin2                                                                                                       within the GOODS field (Giavalisco et al.                                                                                                       2004) (hereafter the GOODS/K20 field).                                                                                                       The overall spectroscopic redshift (zspec)          Figure 1: From top to bottom: the average spectrum of the four old galaxies                  completeness of the K20 survey is 92%, and          (zaverage=1.68) and the individual spectra. The red line is the spectrum of the old          multi-band photometry (BVRIzJHKS) is also          galaxy LBDS 53w091 (Dunlop et al. 1996; z=1.55) used to search for spectra with          a similar continuum shape. Weak features in individual spectra (e.g. Mg II λ2800             available for all galaxies to derive and char-          and the 2640 Å continuum break, B2640) become clearly visible in the average                 acterize their SEDs and to estimate the pho-          spectrum.                                                                                    tometric redshifts (zphot) for galaxies without
                                                                                   Figure 3: The average spectrum (blue) compared to a set of
                                                                                   template spectra. From bottom: F2 V (green) and F5 V (red) stel-                                                                                   lar spectra with Z=ZA, the composite spectrum (red) of 726 lumi-     Figure 2: A zoom on the average spectrum (blue), corresponding                nous red galaxies at 0.47< z <0.55 selected from the SDSS     to 34.4 hours integration time, compared with the synthetic                   (available only for λ>2600 Å), the average spectra of z~1 old (red)     spectrum of a 1.1 Gyr old simple stellar population (SSP) with                and dusty star-forming (green) EROs, Bruzual & Charlot (2003)     solar metallicity (Z=ZA) and Salpeter IMF (red) (Bruzual & Charlot            SSP synthetic spectra (Z=ZA, Salpeter IMF) with ages of 0.5 Gyr     2003 models).                                                                 (magenta), 1.1 Gyr (green) and 3.0 Gyr (red).
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                                                                                                   around 1–1.5 Gyr and solar metallicity. For                                                                   Figure 4: Images of the         instance, the SSP model spectrum shown in                                                                   four galaxies taken with                                                                   the Hubble Space                                                                                                   Fig. 2 has B2640=1.84 and B2900=1.27.                                                                   Telescope + ACS through              An average age of about 1–2 Gyr                                                                   the F850LP filter (from         (Z=ZA) at <z>~1.7 implies that the onset of                                                                   GOODS data) which               the star formation occurred not later than at                                                                   samples the rest-frame          z~2.5–3.4 (z~2–2.5 for Z=2.5 ZA). These are                                                                   ~3000-3500 Å for                                                                   1.6 < z < 1.9. The images       strict lower limits because they follow from                                                                   are in logarithmic              assuming “instantaneous bursts”, whereas a                                                                   grey–scale and their size       more realistic, prolonged star formation                                                                   is 2)u2), corresponding         activity would push the bulk of their star for-                                                                   to ~17u17 kpc for the                                                                   average redshift z=1.7                                                                                                   mation to an earlier cosmic epoch. As an                                                                   and the adopted cosmol-         illustrative example, the photometric SED of                                                                   ogy.                            ID 646 (z=1.903) can be reproduced (with-                                                                                                   out dust) with either a ~1 Gyr old instanta-                                                                                                   neous burst occurred at z~2.7, or with a                                                                                                   ~2 Gyr old stellar population with a star for-                                                                                                   mation rate declining with exp(–t/τ ) (τ = 0.3                                                                                                   Gyr). In the latter case, the star formation                                                                                                   onset would be pushed to z~4 and half of the                                                                                                   stars would be formed by z~3.6.                                                                                                                      T HE MORPHOLOGY                                                                                                                   OF THE OLD GALAXIES                                                                                                   In addition to spectroscopy, the nature ofspectroscopic redshifts. We complemented          absorption features and the overall continu-     these galaxies was investigated with thethe K20 survey database with the ESO/             um spectral shape.                               Hubble Space Telescope+ACS (AdvancedGOODS public spectroscopy to increase the                                                          Camera for Surveys) imaging from the                                                                                                   GOODS public Treasury Programzspec completeness to 94% (Vanzella et al.           A GES    AND FORMATION EPOCHS                                                                                                   (Giavalisco et al. 2004). On visual inspec-2004). For the GOODS/K20 field it was also            In order to increase the signal-to-noisepossible to complement VLT spectroscopy                                                            tion, the galaxies have rather compact mor-                                                  ratio and to perform a detailed spectralwith deep imaging obtained using the                                                               phologies with most of the flux coming from                                                  analysis, we co-added the spectra of the fourHubble Space Telescope equipped with the                                                           the central regions. A quantitative analysis                                                  galaxies and obtained an average spectrumAdvanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) (BViz                                                            of their surface brightness profiles show that                                                  corresponding to 34.4 hours of integrationbands) and publicly released by the GOODS                                                          objects ID 237 and ID 646 have the steep                                                  time. The co-added spectrum (Figs. 1–3)HST Treasury Program (Giavalisco et al.                                                            profiles typical of elliptical galaxies, object                                                  shows a mid-UV continuum shape, breaks2004).                                                                                             ID 270 is better reproduced by a somewhat                                                  and absorption lines that are intermediate     In order to investigate the evolution of                                                      flatter profile, whereas ID 235 has a profile                                                  between those of a F2 V and a F5 V star. Itdistant massive galaxies, the available spec-                                                      between a disk and spheroid. These two lat-                                                  is also very similar to the average spectrumtra within the GOODS/K20 field were then                                                           ter galaxies may be bulge-dominated spirals                                                  of z~1 old Extremely Red Objects (EROs)used to search for galaxies at z > 1.5 with the                                                    but no bulge/disk decomposition was                                                  (Cimatti et al. 2003), and slightly bluer thancontinuum UV spectra expected in case of                                                           attempted due to the faintness and small                                                  that of the z~0.5 Sloan Digital Sky Surveyold stellar populations. We spectroscopically                                                      angular size of these galaxies. Ground-based                                                  (SDSS) red luminous galaxies and of theidentified four galaxies with 18 ≤ KS ≤ 19        z=1.55 old galaxy LBDS 53w091 (Dunlop et                                                                                                   near-infrared images taken under 0.5) seeingand 1.6 ≤ zspec ≤ 1.9 which have rest-frame       al. 1996). However, it is different in shape                                                                                                   conditions with the ESO VLT+ISAACmid-UV spectra with shapes and continuum                                                           through the KS filter (rest-frame ~6000–                                                  and slope from the average spectrum of z~1breaks compatible with being dominated by                                                          8000 Å) show very compact morphologies                                                  dusty star-forming EROs (Cimatti et al.old stars and R–KS ≥ 6 (Cimatti et al. 2004)      2003).                                                                                                   for all four galaxies, but no surface bright-(i.e. the colour expected at z > 1.5 for old                                                       ness fitting was done. The bottom line is thatpassively evolving galaxies due to the com-            The observed average spectrum was           the surface brightness distribution of thesebination of old stellar populations and k-cor-    compared through a χ2 fitting to a library of    galaxies is typical of elliptical/ early-typerection effects).                                 synthetic template spectra of “simple stellar    galaxies.     The spectra were obtained with FORS2         populations" (SSPs) with a range of ages of(MXU mode), grisms 200I (R(1)) ~ 400) (ID         0.1–3.0 Gyr with assumed metallicities Z=                          S TELLAR MASSES237) and 300I (R(1)) ~ 600) (IDs 235, 270,        0.4×, 1.0×, and 2.5×ZA. In the case of solar                  AND MAIN IMPLICATIONS646), 1.0) wide slit and ≤ 1) seeing condi-       metallicity, the ranges of ages acceptable at    Besides pushing the identification of thetions (see Cimatti et al. 2003 for details on     95% confidence level are 1.0+0.5–0.1 Gyr and                                                                                                   highest redshift elliptical galaxy to z~1.9,the observation techniques and data reduc-        1.4+0.5                                                      –0.4 Gyr for  SSP models   of Bruzual &      these objects provide new and enlighteningtion). The integrations times were 3 hours        Charlot (2003) and Jimenez et al. (2004)         clues on massive galaxy formation and onfor ID 237, 7.8 hours for IDs 235 and 270.        respectively (see also Fig. 3, top panel).       the evolution of the mass assembly.For ID 646, the ESO/GOODS public spec-            Ages ~50% younger or older are also                  In order to estimate the stellar masses oftrum (8 hours) was co-added to our K20            acceptable for Z=2.5 ZA or Z=0.4 ZA respec-      the identified galaxies, their multi-band pho-spectrum (7.8 hours), thus providing a very       tively. The 2640 Å and 2900 Å continuum          tometric SEDs were successfully fitted with-deep spectrum with 15.8 hours integration         break amplitudes measured on the average         out the need for dust extinction, and using atime. Figure 1 shows the spectra of the indi-     spectrum are B2640=1.8±0.1 and B2900=            library of simple stellar population (SSP)vidual objects. A fairly precise determina-       1.2±0.1. These values are consistent with the    models with a wide range of ages, Z=ZA andtion of the redshift was possible based on        ones expected in SSP models for ages             Salpeter IMF. This procedure yielded best-
   Cimatti A. et al., Unveiling Old Massive Spheroidal Galaxies                                                    © ESO - December 2004             53                                                                                                    Figure 5: Zoomed image of the GOODS/K20 field                                                                                                    (40u40 arcsec) centered on the highest redshift                                                                                                    galaxy in the sample (ID 646; z=1.903). The colors                                                                                                    are representative of the real galaxy colors, and it is                                                                                                    evident that ID 646 is the reddest object in the field                                                                                                    compared to the other faint galaxies. The red colors                                                                                                    are due to the old stars contained in this evolved                                                                                                    galaxy. This image was obtained with the public                                                                                                    GOODS HST + ACS data in bviz bands (courtesy of                                                                                                    R. Fosbury, ESO/ST-ECF, and P. Rosati, ESO).

                                                                                                          equivalent to make hierarchical merging
                                                                                                          mimic the old–fashioned “monolithic” col-                                                                                                          lapse. From the observational point of view,                                                                                                          searching for and studying the high-z pro-                                                                                                          genitors of these old galaxies will allow us                                                                                                          to understand what mechanisms make it pos-                                                                                                          sible to assemble such large masses in a rel-                                                                                                          atively short time.                                                                                                                                  P OPULATING THE                                                                                                                               “ REDSHIFT DESER T ”                                                                                                          The redshift range around 1.4 < z < 2.5 has                                                                                                          been traditionally known as the “redshift                                                                                                          desert” because of the difficulty of spectro-                                                                                                          scopically identifying galaxies due to the                                                                                                          lack of strong spectral features redshifted in                                                                                                          the optical spectra. However, this redshift                                                                                                          range is also considered critical because it     fitting ages of 1.0–1.7 Gyr (consistent with       GOODS/CDFS area five times wider (see             may represent the cosmic epoch when most     the spectral analysis), the mass-to-light          also Fontana et al. 2004 and Glazebrook et        star formation activity and galaxy mass     ratios and hence the stellar mass of each          al. 2004). As expected for early-type galax-      assembly took place. Recent work has start-     galaxy, which results in the range of              ies, the three galaxies at z~1.61 may trace       ed to unveil the nature of the galaxies living     1–3 1011 h70  –2 M . With stellar masses                         A                              the underlying large scale structure. In this     in the desert. Our results show that, in addi-              11  –2     M* > 10 h70 MA, these systems would rank           case, our estimated number density may be         tion to actively star forming galaxies (Daddi     among the most massive galaxies in the             somewhat biased toward a high value. On           et al. 2004; Steidel et al. 2004), a substantial     present-day universe, suggesting that they         the other hand, the number of such galaxies       number of “fossil” systems also already pop-     were fully assembled already at this early         (and their relative stellar mass density) in      ulate this redshift range, and hence remain     epoch.                                             our sample is likely to be a lower limit due      undetected in surveys biased towards star-          The number density of such systems            to the spectroscopic redshift incompleteness.     forming systems. The luminous/massive     turns out to be quite high. Within the comov-      There are indeed up to three more candidate       star-forming galaxies found at z > 2 in the     ing volume corresponding to 32 arcmin2 and         old galaxies in the GOODS/K20 sample              sub-mm (Genzel et al. 2004) and near-     1.5< z <1.9 (40,000 h70      –3 Mpc–3), their      with 18.5 ≤ KS ≤ 19.5, 1.5 ≤ zphot ≤ 2.0, 5.6 ≤   infrared (Franx et al. 2003; Daddi et al.     comoving density is about 10–4 h70    –3 Mpc–3,    R–KS ≤ 6.8 and compact HST morphology.            2004) surveys may represent the progenitors     corresponding to a stellar mass density of         Thus, in the GOODS/K20 sample the frac-           of these old and massive systems.     about 2 107 h70 MAMpc–3. This is about 10%         tion of old galaxies among the whole z > 1.5           A new VLT Large Programme (GMASS:     of the local (z=0) value for masses greater        galaxy population is 15 ± 8% (spectroscopic       the galaxy mass assembly ultra-deep spec-     than 1011 MA, ~20–30% of the total density         redshifts only), or up to 25 ± 11% if also all    troscopic survey; PI A. Cimatti) has been     at 1.5 < z < 2.0, and a substantial fraction (up   the 3 additional candidates are counted.          started in Period 73 with the main aim of     to ~50–60%) of the stellar mass density for             The existence of such old, massive, fully    tracing the history of galaxy mass assembly     galaxies with M* > 1011 MA at 1.5 < z < 2.0        assembled spheroidal galaxies when the            at 1 < z < 3 by means of ultra–deep FORS2     (Fontana et al. 2004; Glazebrook et al.            Universe was only about one-quarter of its        multi-object spectroscopy.     2004). This mass density is comparable to          present age and supposed to be dominated     that of star-forming M* > 1011 MA galaxies         by young galaxies with smaller masses,     at z~2, suggesting that while the most mas-        shows that the build-up of massive early-         R EFERENCES                                                                                                          Cimatti A., Mignoli M., Daddi E. et al. 2003, The     sive galaxies in the local universe are now        type galaxies occurred earlier and much               Messenger, 111, 29     old objects with no or weak star formation,        faster than has been expected from theoreti-      Cimatti A., Daddi E., Renzini A. et al. 2004,     by z~2 passive and active star-forming mas-        cal simulations of galaxy formation. This             Nature, 430, 184     sive galaxies co-existed in nearly equal           raises crucial questions on the actual under-     Daddi E. et al. 2004, ApJ, 600, L127     number.                                            standing of the processes regulating the birth    Dunlop J.S. et al. 1996, Nature, 381, 581                                                                                                          Fontana A. et al. 2004, A&A, 424, 23          Although more successful than previous        and evolutionary history of baryonic struc-       Franx M. et al. 2003, ApJ, 587, L79     models, the most recent realizations of semi-      tures in the Universe. Remaining within the       Genzel R. et al. 2004, ApJ, 584, 633     analytic hierarchical merging simulations          framework of ΛCDM hierarchical merging,           Giavalisco M. et al. 2004, ApJ, 600, L93     still severely underpredict the density of         one possibility is to find a physical process     Glazebrook K. et al. 2004, Nature, 430, 181                                                                                                          Somerville, R.S. et al. 2004, ApJ, 600, L135     such old galaxies: just one old galaxy with        capable of accelerating and boosting star         Steidel C.C. et al. 2004, ApJ, 604, 534     KS < 20, R–KS < 6, and z > 1.5 is present in       formation in the most massive dark matter         Vanzella E. et al. 2004, A&A, in press (astro-     the mock catalog for the whole                     halos, and to rapidly suppress it. This is            ph/0406591)
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                                T HE F IRST S TARS :  W HAT                      W E K NOW AND D O N OT K NOWTHE H&K SURVEY OF BEERS, PRESTON & SHECTMAN HAS BEEN THE MINE OF EXTREMELY METAL-POOR STARSDURING THE LAST DECADE OF THE XXTH CENTURY. THE VLT-UVES COMBINATION HAS ALLOWED US TO STUDYTHE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE BRIGHTEST MEMBERS OF THIS POPULATION, FOSSIL COMPONENT OFEVENTS WHICH HAVE OCCURED EITHER DURING THE FORMATION OF THE GALAXY, OR EARLIER IN SMALLERSYSTEMS HAVING EVENTUALLY MERGED INTO OUR BEAUTIFUL MILKY WAY. WE REPORT HERE WHAT HAS BEENDERIVED FROM A VLT LARGE PROGRAMME DEVOTED TO THESE OBJECTS, AS WELL AS ON OTHER QUESTIONSRELEVANT TO THE FIRST STARS.
                                                                                                          R. C AYREL 1 AND M. S PITE 2
                                                                      1GEPI,   OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON, PARIS, FRANCE                                                                 2GEPI,      OBSERVATOIRE DE PARIS-MEUDON, MEUDON, FRANCET                 HERE IS AN INFALLIBLE WAY           dance (actually a little below), but we see                  for recognizing a first star: it   also carbon, oxygen, magnesium, silicium,                  is born with the primordial        iron, etc..., admittedly in tiny proportions                  composition left a few min-        with respect to what we see in the sun (10–3                  utes after the big bang. The       to 10–4 less), but still not zero, as it should beprimordial big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN)            in a true first star. Sorry for that. We cannotis one of the safest part of nuclear astro-          offer a first star to you.physics. The medium is very uniform, tem-                What does this mean? It means that theperatures and densities are in a range where         low mass stars still around, have been pol-the reaction rates are known or inferred from        luted by the ejecta of supernovae explosions,experimental nuclear physics. There is a sin-        which have occured before their birth, orgle free parameter, the density at a given           during their birth. The consolation is thattemperature, or, in other words, the baryon-         analysing the abundances of these elementsto-photon ratio η. The expansion, at its rela-       imprinted in an originally primordial mattertivistic rate, sets the future of the medium,        gives an idea of the composition of the ejec-once the baryon-to-photon ratio is known.            ta of primordial supernovae, which is inter-Figure 1 gives the result of such computa-           esting too.tions (Coc et al. 2004), adapted by theauthors for the exact values of the observa-             T HE ESO L ARGE P ROGRAMMEtional results, and their uncertainties.                                165.N-0276     Qualitatively, the chemical composition         In April 2000 an ESO Large Programmeis mostly hydrogen and 4He, with traces of           began: “Galaxy Formation, Early Nucleo-rare elements such as deuterium, 3He and             synthesis, and the First Stars”. Thirty eight7Li. Quantitatively, it is necessary to know                                                     nights were granted to this programmethe value of η. Thanks to the results of the         which spanned four ESO periods, 65 to 68.Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe                 The aim of this programme was to observe,(Spergel et al. 2003) this value is now firm-        with VLT-UVES, all known stars of extre-ly braketted (6.2 ± 0.2) N 10–10 , as shown in       mely low metallicity, bright enough to beFig. 1. It is remarkable that the predictions        observed with spectral resolution of 40,000,of the BBN are so close to the observations.         and S/N ratio of 200 per resolved spectralNote that 7Li is the only stellar abundance          element.among the three. 4He is observed in metal-               The members of this LP were J.poor blue-compact galaxies, and D in                 Andersen (DK), B. Barbuy (Brazil), T.C.Lyman-α damped systems at high redshifts,            Beers (US), P. Bonifacio (I), R. Cayrel (PI,because it has been destroyed in stars.              F), E. Depagne (F), P. François (F), V. Hill          Figure 1: The primordial nucleosynthesis. ηWhat do we see in extremely metal poor               (F), P. Molaro (I), B. Plez (F), F. Primas            is the baryon/photon ratio. The ordinate are                                                                                                           the logarithmic abundances per 1012 hydro-(XMP in short) stars? We see hydrogen, the           (ESO), B. Nordström (DK), F. and M. Spite             gen atoms, except for helium, where themain constituent. We do not see 4He,                 (F). The programme has observed about 70              usual mass fraction Y is given. The curvesbecause of its lack of lines in the observed         objects, 35 giants, 23 Turn-off (TO) stars            are the theoretical predictions. The greenspectral range, but indirect inference from          and several other stars, practically all com-         lane is the WMAP determination of η. Thethe position of the main sequence indicates          ing from the H&K survey of Beers, Preston             horizontal red lines are the observed values,                                                                                                           with their error bars. The error bar of Li isan abundance of helium in agreement with             and Shectman (1985). A significant part of            asymetrical because it includes the possibil-BBN. We also see the primordial element              them were classified as XMP, after medium             ity that Li be depleted by gravitational set-7Li, with about the expected BBN abun-                                                     resolution observations led at ESO, with slit         tling or nuclear burning.
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                                                                                                        WMAP (13.5±0.4 Gyr). We do not hope to                                                                                                        reduce our uncertainty to 0.4 Gyr, but only                                                                                                        to reduce it to 1.5 Gyr in the near future.                                                                                                        This value is also to be compared with the                                                                                                        age of 13.2±1.5 Gyr obtained by Chaboyer                                                                                                        for the galactic globular clusters, by a                                                                                                        method independent of the other two. This                                                                                                        convergence is very impressive.                                                                                                            Curiously, what has caused the greatest                                                                                                        impact in the astronomical community was                                                                                                        not the new availability of the U/Th                                                                                                        chronometer, but the fact that the use of the                                                                                                        older Th/Eu cosmochronometer was giving                                                                                                        a negative age for CS 31082-001, under the                                                                                                        assumption that the production ratio of                                                                                                        Th/Eu was universal. If instead the age                                                                                                        derived from U/Th is believed, one must                                                                                                        conclude that U and Th have been overpro-                                                                                                        duced with respect to the “universal ratio”                                                                                                        by more than a factor of two, clearly not                                                                                                        good for the universality hypothesis. More     Figure 2: Sample spectrum of the Large Programme. The upper panel is the region of the Mg I        stars have now been found with Th/Eu val-     b lines. The S/N ratio is about 200 per pixel. The lower panel shows the NH band at 336 nm.        ues incompatible with the “universal” pro-     The S/N ratio has dropped to 30.                                                                                                        duction ratio , such as CS 30306-132 and                                                                                                        HD 221170.                                                                                                            CS 31082-001 has a gorgeous spectrum     spectroscopy at 0.1 nm resolution, with the       Th are even more enriched than the other r-      of the neutron capture elements. For exam-     1.5-m spectroscopic telescope. Figure 2           process elements, by a factor of about two.      ple, thorium has ten measurable lines, when     gives a sample spectrum of the observations       This has allowed a good measurement of           only two or three are such in the other XMP     with the spectrograph UVES. Note the              both U (see Fig. 3) and Th in the star, mak-     stars. Our abundances of U and Th would     weakness of the magnesium b-lines near 510        ing available for the first time the cosmo-      have been very uncertain without the crucial     nm, very strong lines in pop. I, and the band     chronometer U/Th. The difficulty is of           work of physicists in Lund (Sweden), who     of NH in the UV, but with an important loss       course to know the production ratio of U and     redetermined the absolute oscillator     in S/N ratio, due to the low flux in the UV of    Th, but the availability of this uranium abun-   strengths of the lines of uranium and thori-     cool giants.                                      dance has immediately triggered work in          um. Unfortunately a large number of atomic         We summarize in the following sections        this field. From available pubished data in      data are still missing for heavy nuclei, ham-     a few findings of this programme, mostly in       2001, we derived an age of 14.0±2.4 Gyr for      pering a non-LTE analysis of their stellar     the 35 giants of the sample. The next section     the formation of the r-process elements pres-    spectra.     is devoted to three outstanding objects           ent in the atmosphere of CS 31082-001,               The abundance of lead was also recently     which have brought new insights into physi-       completely independent of the cosmological       obtained in CS 31082-001 (Fig. 4). As lead     cal processes occuring in the early Galaxy.       estimate of the first star formation age by      is produced in the radioactive decay of Th     The following section summarizes what we     have learned on the yields of the first super-     novae, for the elements from C to Zn. A     paper is near completion on the neutron-cap-     ture elements in the same sample of stars.     Let us just say that the scatter is much larger     for these elements than for those up to Zn.     The last section comes back to the question     of the absence of true population III objects     in the observations.                           CS 31082-001:                         THE URANIUM STAR     When we started our programme, only upper     limits had been obtained on the amount of     uranium in halo stars. One of them, CS     22892-052 (Sneden 2003), though, was     highly enriched in all r-process elements (by     1.5 dex), including thorium, but was also C     and N rich, with the best line of U II at                                                               Figure 3: The     385.97 nm obliterated by a CN line. One of                 spectrum of     our program stars CS 31082-001, a giant of               CS 31082-001     metallicity [Fe/H]= –2.9 (Hill et al. 2002),            near the 3859.7     is also enriched in r-process elements by a                    U II line.     similar factor, but with two favorable fea-     tures: CN lines are much weaker and U and
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   Figure 4: The Pb I                                                                                this star, as well as in all XMP giants which       4057.81 line in                                                                               have lost their lithium, that dredge up bring- CS31082-001. It has                                                                                 ing to the surface carbon processed into   been necessary to                                                                                                     nitrogen has occured , suggesting that most  expose 17 hours to  get this tiny feature                                                                              of the N in CS 22949-037 was initially car-      out of the noise                                                                               bon, with [(C+N)/Fe] =1.7. If we plot the     (S/N=600 for the                                                                                abundances as a function of [Fe/H] (Fig. 5),     cumulated expo-                                                                                 it is clear that the deficiency levels off at Si   sures). The feature missing on the left is                                                                              to a constant level.       an unidentified                                                                                      In 1995 Woosley and Weaver had  molecular line con-                                                                                found, in a milestone theoretical paper, that       taining carbon,                                                                               if a supernova of 40 solar masses explodes because it becomes                                                                                                     with an energy of 1.9 N 1051 erg, it expels  stronger in carbon-          rich objects.                                                                              only the upper shells containing C, O, and                                                                                                     Ne (N if it has produced it), but that the                                                                                                     lower layers fall back onto the core, feeding                                                                                                     the remnant and not the interstellar medium.                                                                                                     At an energy of 3 N 1051 erg, on the contrary,                                                                                                     the synthesized elements are all expelled.                                                                                                            The abundances in CS 22949-037                                                                                                     (Depagne et al. 2002) strongly suggest that                                                                                                     we are witnessing a fallback event, as the                                                                                                     deficiency gradient exactly follows the                                                                                                     onionskin structure of the hydrostatic forma-                                                                                                     tion of the elements, those formed near the                                                                                                     surface being much less depleted than those                                                                                                     formed deeper. Usually, the computations                                                                                                     with fallback expells a completely negligible                                                                                                     amount of the most internal shells. The fact                                                                                                     that CS 22949-037 shows a plateau for the                                                                                                     elements produced in the most internal                                                                                                     shells (K, Ca, Ti, Cr,Fe, Ni, ...) suggests that                                                                                                     the fallback event occurred in a SN II born                                                                                                     from a medium already slightly enriched, at                                                                                                     the level [Fe/H] ≈ –4. Alternatively, some                                                                                                     mixing may have occurred between the                                                                                                     onion skins before or during the explosion.
                                                                                                         CS 29497-030:     A LEAD - STAR
                                                                                                                AT VERY LOW METALLICITY                                                                                                     Another remarkable object emerged from                                                                                                     our programme. A theoretical prediction by                                                                                                     Goriely and Siess in 2001 led to the expecta-                                                                                                     tion that s-process elements could be synthe- Figure 5: Abundance ratios in CS 22949-037 ([Fe/H]=–4), and in a normal mean XMP giant with         sized not by neutron-capture by Fe nuclei, [Fe/H] < –3. The abundance ratios are similar in both stars for elements heavier than Si. For the   but by neutron-capture of abundant species lighter elements there is a trend of decrease with increasing atomic number at variance with the normal XMP giants. This is very like what was predicted by Woosley and Weaver in 1995           as C or Ne in zero-metal (primordial) AGB as fall back in a supernova explosion.                                                              stars. Quickly after, Van Eck et al. discov-                                                                                                     ered 3 stars, HD 187861, HD 196944, HD                                                                                                     224959, showing the predicted pattern of                                                                                                     this theoretical work. The signature is a very                                                                                                     high abundance of Pb, with a Pb/Ba ratio(producing the isotope 238Pb) and U (produc-      CS 22949-037: THE EVIDENCE FOR                     much greater than one. Because the mass ofing the isotopes 206Pb and 207Pb), it is inter-      FALL-BACK IN SN II EXPLOSIONS                   AGB stars is less than the mass of SN II, theesting to know what fraction of lead is pro-      We have not discovered CS 22949-037,               yields of AGBs are expected to pollute aduced by this channel. The result of our LTE      which is a XMP giant with [Fe/H] = –4.0,           matter already enriched in iron by SN II,analysis is that 90 to 100 % of lead is pro-      and which was already studied by Norris,           even if these AGBs are initially of primor-duced by the decay of U and Th. A non-LTE         Ryan, Beers et al. (2002). But we have             dial chemical composition. Indeed the threeanalysis may lead to a smaller fraction, but it   found, against expectation for such low            quoted stars have metallicities [Fe/H] in theis unlikely that it can drop below 50 %. A        metallicity, that the forbidden line of [O I] at   range –1.7 to –2.5. This last metallicity wasnon-LTE analysis is presently hampered by         630 nm was measurable, and determined the          considered by former studies a little bit likethe lack of knowledge of the photoionization      abundance of oxygen in the star. It was            the onset of the appearance of the s-process,cross-sections of the ion Pb I.                   found that [O/Fe] = 2.0 ± 0.15, i.e. that oxy-     only the r-process ocurring at lower metal-    Over 40 orbits of the HST have been           gen is less deficient than iron by a factor of     licities. We were then very surprisedobtained to extend our analysis of the neu-       100. This value is similar to what is found        (Sivarani et al. 2004) to find in our pro-tron-capture elements to the spectral range       for nitrogen, [N/Fe]=2.2, and carbon,              gramme, devoted to stars of metallicity270 to 300 nm. The analysis is underway.          [C/Fe] = 1.2. Morover, we found evidence in        below –2.7, a lead-star, and not only a lead-   Cayrel R. & Spite M., The First Stars                                                                              © ESO - December 2004             57                                                                                                       our observing programme, because of the                                                                                                       nuisance caused by CH and CN lines in the                                                                                                       study of the rare elements, whose lines are                                                                                                       frequently blended by the lines of these mol-                                                                                                       ecules, of course enhanced in C-rich objects.                                                                                                       Even so, our diagramme [C/Fe] versus                                                                                                       [Fe/H], Fig. 7, clearly shows an intrinsic dis-                                                                                                       persion of the abundance of carbon in our                                                                                                       sample.                                                                                                            This is a first feature of the yields of the                                                                                                       primeval SNe. A fraction of 15 to 25% of                                                                                                       XMP stars are carbon rich, for their metallic-                                                                                                       ity in iron-peak elements. The most extreme                                                                                                       case is the star HE0107-5240, which has                                                                                                       [Fe/H] = –5.3, the record for low metallicity,                                                                                                       but [C/H]=–1.3. Note that, like CS 22949-                                                                                                       037, the deficiency in O and N is also much                                                                                                       less than for iron, with [O/H]=–3.3 and                                                                                                       [N/H]=–3.0 (Christlieb et al. 2003, Bessell                                                                                                       et al. 2004).                                                                                                             The intrinsic scatter, conspicious for                                                                                                       carbon, is also significant for sodium, but                                                                                                       the great surprise in our LP was that the                                                                                                       scatter is surprisingly small from the major-                                                                                                       ity of the other elements. The case of the dia-     Figure 6: This figure represents the abundances of the neutron-capture elements in the star       gram [Cr/Fe] versus [Fe/H] (Fig. 8) is espe-     CS 29497-030 (+signs). The full line represents the s-fraction of the rescaled solar abun-                                                                                                       cially puzzling. The scatter is entirely     dances. The dotted line shows results of computations by Goriely and Mowlavi (2000) for a     metal-poor AGB stars after 50 thermal pulses. The lozenges are for a prototype lead-star          explained by observational errors! So, there     CS31062-050. It is clear that CS 29497-030 is an extreme lead-star.                               is no room for intrinsic scatter. If there was                                                                                                       no slope, we would concude that Cr and Fe                                                                                                       are produced in a constant ratio by the SNe,                                                                                                       and that we observe objects born from a pri-     star, but the most extreme case of a lead-star,   which they originated, or the whole inter-      mordial matter polluted by the ejectas, at     with [Pb/Fe] = 3.55 and [Pb/Ba] = 1.38            galactic medium (IGM)? What delay has           various levels. No problem. But if the slope     (Fig. 6).                                         occured between the pollution of the sur-       is interpreted as a variable production ratio                                                       rouding matter by the ejecta of a SN and the    of Cr and Fe in SNe as a function of the                     T HE YIELDS OF SN E               moment in which this polluted matter has        metallicity, we then have the problem, with                IN THE PRIMEVAL G ALAXY                formed the small mass stars that we have        no intrinsic dispersion, that a SN II has to     The first elements in the Universe, aside         observed with the VLT? These questions are      mix its ejecta with a prescribed amount of     from those synthesized in the primordial          part of the what we “do not (yet) know” of      interstellar matter. We do not accept this     nucleosynthesis, were produced by massive         the title.                                      interpretation for two reasons. The first is     supernovae of type II. This is simply a ques-         The first new element synthesized by        that we believe that the mixing process is     tion of time scale. There are, though, two        massive SNe is carbon, formed by triple α-      unavoidably of stochastic nature, and that     difficult questions with no certain answers.      particle encounters. Our statistics on carbon   the scatter in this process cannot be below     Did these first SNe pollute only the mini-        are strongly biased by the fact that we have    0.05 dex. The second reason is that, as we     halo (mostly composed of dark matter) in          purposedly avoided carbon-enriched stars in     shall see later, there is a high probability
          Figure 7: The abundance of carbon is affected by internal                     Figure 8: This plot was the one which puzzled us the most,          mixing in the giants brighter than the « bump ». This figure                  from our Large Programme. The scatter is so small that it is          show the scatter in the original carbon abundance, after                    entirely explained by the observational errors, about 0.05 dex.          elimination from the sample of the giants affected by inter-                       See the text for a discussion of this diagram. The slope          nal mixing, recognizable by the fact that they have lost their                                              disappears below [Fe/H] =-3.3.          lithium and that they are nitrogen rich.
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                                                                                                         All of that leaves the impression that the                                                                                                    slope may be spurious, generated by over-                                                                                                    simplifications in the abundance determina-                                                                                                    tions, and have nothing to do with nuclear                                                                                                    physics.                                                                                                          The choice of iron as tracing the so-                                                                                                    called metallicity in the sample is made for                                                                                                    practical reasons, essentially the very large                                                                                                    number of available lines. But iron may be a                                                                                                    poor choice from a nucleosynthesis point of                                                                                                    view. It is formed very close to the frontier                                                                                                    between the ejected layers and the remnant                                                                                                    core. The famous cut. It is safer to take an α-                                                                                                    element as oxygen, magnesium or silicon.                                                                                                    Oxygen is very difficult from a practical                                                                                                    point of view. So we have tried magnesium,                                                                                                    which has the advantage of being more eas-                                                                                                    ily ejected than silicon. A sample of plots of                                                                                                    ejecta production ratios with [Mg/H] are                                                                                                    given in Fig. 9a,b,c. Indeed there is very lit-                                                                                                    tle metallicity effect visible in these dia-                                                                                                    grams.Table 1 summarizes the values of the                                                                                                    abundances found in such diagrams,i.e. the                                                                                                    flat abundance ratios when [Mg/H] is below                                                                                                    –3.0. The last column is the number of stars                                                                                                    in the mean. For the elements C, N,Na and                                                                                                    Al, only the stars with no dredge up have                                                                                                    been included.                                                                                                         We then conclude that we have reached                                                                                                    the primordial yields of the early Galaxy,                                                                                                    and we compare them to several theoretical                                                                                                    yields in Fig. 10a,b,c. Obviously the yields                                                                                                    to be rejected are the yields of the pair-insta-                                                                                                    bility SNe (Heger & Woosley 2002). The                                                                                                    yields of the 15 to 50 solar mass SNe by                                                                                                    Woosley and Weaver (1995), or Chieffi and                                                                                                    Limongi (2003) are clearly closer to our                                                                                                    observational results.                                                                                                                                   R ETURN TO                                                                                                                     POPULATION       III STARS                                                                                                     The details of the formation of massive stars                                                                                                    are poorly known even in population I.                                                                                                    Actually, the September 2004 issue (No.                                                                                                    117) of the Messenger contains the most up                                                                                                    to date information on this subject (The                                                                                                    Birth of a Massive Star, R. Chini et al.) for                                                                                                    the stars in formation in our Galaxy. In a                                                                                                    zero-metal environment, things are different,                                                                                                    and what we know relies almost exclusively                                                                                                    on theoretical work. The major physical                                                                                                    change from star formation in the today                                                                                                    Galaxy is that the cold gas from which starsFigure 9: Three plots representing, from bottom to top, [Fe/Mg], [Co/Mg] and [K/Mg] versus          form cools only by the unefficient H2[Mg/H]. Note that the production ratios are not solar, but that no slope is apparent for [Mg/H]     quadrupole radiation, and has great difficul-less than –3.0.                                                                                     ty to radiate. This may prevent fragmenta-                                                                                                    tion of the collapsing cloud below a certain                                                                                                    limit, which may be higher than a few solar                                                                                                    masses.that, at the level of metallicity of our sample,   rections to LTE, about zero at solar metallic-        The exact value of this limit is one morewe oberve ejectas of primordial SNe, in            ity; increasing to 0.3 dex at metalliciy –2.5.   thing we do not really know. But if this limitwhich there is no dependence of production         Virtually nothing is known for what is           is 0.9 solar mass or larger, even the less mas-ratios with metallicity, as the metallicity is     occurring between –2.5 and –3.5, still less in   sive primordial stars are now fully evolvedzero. Then, how do we explain the slope?           giants of log(g)=1.5, and still less for         as white dwarfs or neutron stars, not visibleTheoretical computations of departure to           chromium. Note also that no significant          in our observing programmes. This is proba-LTE for iron in dwarfs and sub-giants, have        slope is visible between [Fe/H] ≈ –3.5 and       bly the simplest explanation for the lack offound a metallicity dependance, with cor-          –4.2.                                            observed population III stars. Let us note,
   Cayrel R. & Spite M., The First Stars                                                                             © ESO - December 2004             59     Table 1: This table gives the production     ratios of the elements for [Mg/H] less than     –3.0, believed to represent the yields of pri-     mordial supernovae, imprinted in the chemi-     cal composition of the most metal-poor stars

          Elem             dex       rms       N
          [C/Mg]          –0.01      0.10      9          [N/Mg]           0.00      0.11      9          [O/Mg]          +0.32      0.21     13          [Na/Mg]         –0.91      0.16      9          [Al/Mg]         –0.39      0.05      9          [Si/Mg]         +0.21      0.14     14          [K/Mg]          –0.14      0.14     13          [Ca/Mg]         +0.06      0.09     14          [Sc/Mg]         –0.17      0.14     14          [Ti/Mg]         –0.01      0.09     14          [Cr/Mg]         –0.63      0.09     14          [Mn/Mg]         –0.65      0.20     14          [Fe/Mg]         –0.21      0.10     14          [Co/Mg]         +0.13      0.17     14          [Ni/Mg]         –0.23      0.13     14          [Zn/Mg]         +0.21      0.19     14
     however, that even if protostellar cores of
     small mass have developped in the vicinity     of young massive stars, they have not had     enough time to complete their formation     before strong winds and supernovae explo-     sions of the most massive stars have pollut-     ed their infalling matter, or brought their for-     mation to abortion.          An excellent review paper on the theo-     retical work on the formation of population     III has just been published (Bromm &     Larson, 2004). It contains a wealth of infor-                    Figure 10: Three plots comparing our yields with theoretical yields (bottom to     mation.                                                          top) of pair-instability hypernovae, with masses from 140 to 260 solar masses          One of the most fascinating hopes for                       (Heger & Woosley 2002), SN II of masses between 15 and 35 solar masses     the future is the direct observation of the                      (Woosley & Weaver 1995) and SN II of masse 15 to 50 solar masses (Chieffi &     SNe having produced the yields that we                           Limongi 2003). The pair-instability hypernovae have the larger misfit with our                                                                      observations, in particular for odd elements and zinc.     have described here. In 1997, Miralda-     Escudé & Rees established that these super-     novae should be the brightest objects of the     Universe at the epoch z = 5 to 10. They     should be bright enough to be observed with     the James Web Space Telescope in the K-                                                               Leibundgut eds), p. 367                         Miralda-Escudé, J. & Rees, M.J. 1997, ApJ,     band (2.2 µm). An interesting firework.              Chini R. Hoffmeister, V., Kimeswenger S. et al.          478L, 57                                                               2004, The Messenger, 117, 36                    Norris, J.E., Ryan, S.G., & Beers, T.C. et al. 2002,     R EFERENCES                                          Christleb, N., Gustafsson, B., Korn, A.J. 2004,          ApJ, 569L, 107     Beers, T.C., Preston, G.W., Shectman, S.A. 1985           ApJ, 603, 708                                   Sivarani, T., Bonifacio, P., & Molaro, P. 2004         AJ 90, 2089                                      Coc, A., Vangioni-Flam, E., Descouvemont, P. et          A&A, 413, 1073     Bessell, M.S., Christlieb, N., Gustafson, B. 2004,        al. 2004, ApJ, 600, 544                         Spergel, D.N., Verde, L., Peiris, H.V. et al. 2003,         ApJ, 612L, 61                                    Depagne, E., Hill, V., Spite, M. et al. 2002, A&A,       ApJ SS, 148,175     Bromm, V., Larson, R.B., 2004, Ann. Rev. Astron.          390, 187                                        Sneden,C. , Cowan, J.J., Lawler, J.E. et al. 2003,         Astrophys. 42, 79                                Goriely, S. & Siess, L. 2001, A&A, 378, L25              ApJ, 591, 936     Chieffi A., Limongi, M. 2003 in ESO Astro-           Goriely, S. & Mowlavi, N. 2000 A&A 362, 599          Van Eck, S., Goriely, S., Jorissen, A. et al. 2003         physics Symp. From Twilight to Highlight:        Heger, A. & Woosley, S.E. 2002, ApJ, 567, 532            A&A, 404, 291         The physics of supernovae (Hillebrandt &         Hill, V., Plez, B., Cayrel, R. 2002, A&A, 387, 560   Woosley, S.E., Weaver, T.A. 1995, ApJS, 101, 181
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                      A L IVELIER P ICTURE         OF         THE S OLAR N EIGHBOURHOODTHE   FORMATION AND EVOLUTION OF GALAXIES IS ONE OF THE GREAT OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS OF MODERNASTROPHYSICS.   A   NEW RADIAL-VELOCITY SURVEY OF OVER            14,000      NEARBY, LONG-LIVED STARS NOW DOCU-MENTS THE HISTORY OF THE   SOLAR NEIGHBOURHOOD IN UNPRECEDENTED DETAIL – AND SEVERELY CHALLENGESMODELS FOR THE EVOLUTION OF GALACTIC DISKS.
B IRGITTA N ORDSTRÖM 1,2 ,
                                    S                                                  piral galaxies are an important     identification for a large, complete sample of                                                  part of the visible Universe, and   long-lived stars. Until now, stellar samplesM ICHEL M AYOR 3 ,                                the prototype is our own Milky      were either complete but key data were                                                                                      missing, or the data were complete but theJ OHANNES A NDERSEN 1,4 ,                         Way. Our central vantage point                                                  is ideal for observing the most     sample suffered from serious selection bias-J OHAN H OLMBERG 1,4 ,               important component of Milky Way and any         es. Both cases may lead to wrong results.                                     other spiral galaxy – the disk. And the num-B JARNE R. J ØRGENSEN 2 ,            bers, ages, detailed chemical compositions,                            T HE G ENEVA -F RÉDÉRIC P ONT 3 ,                  and galactic orbits of nearby, long-lived disk                  C OPENHAGEN S UR VEY                                     stars carry vital information on its evolution   The Geneva-Copenhagen Survey of theE RIK H. O LSEN 1 ,                  (Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002).                 Solar Neighbourhood (Nordström et al.                                         In the Solar neighbourhood we can            2004) was designed to provide a new, supe-S TEPHANE U DRY 3 , AND              determine these parameters for stars from        rior basis for our understanding of the evolu-N AMI M OWLAVI 3                     the entire history of the disk with a com-                                     pleteness and accuracy not available any-                                                                                      tion of the Milky Way disk. For the first                                                                                      time, we have obtained accurate, multiple                                     where else in the Universe. The stars in the     radial velocity observations for a large, com-1NIELS BOHR INSTITUTE FOR            Solar neighbourhood therefore provide a          plete, and unbiased sample of over 14,000                                     fundamental benchmark for all theoretical        long-lived stars near the sun. These haveASTRONOMY, PHYSICS, AND              models of the chemical and dynamical evo-        been combined with other data and new cal-GEOPHYSICS, COPENHAGEN               lution of galaxy disks.                          ibrations to compute complete space                                         For truly incisive tests of the models we    motions, Galactic orbits, metallicities, andUNIVERSITY, DENMARK                  need space velocities and galactic orbits,       ages for all the stars. Binary stars (34% of2LUND OBSERVATORY, SWEDEN            metal abundances, ages, and binary star          the sample) are identified as well.
3OBSERVATOIRE DE GENÈVE,
SWITZERLAND4NORDIC OPTICAL TELESCOPE

SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION, SPAIN
                                        Figure 1:                                   Distribution of                                    the sample in                                 the HR diagram.
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                                                                                                          was the efficient tool needed to do the job                                                                                                          right. The first CORAVEL was commis-                                                                                                          sioned at the Swiss 1m telescope at                                                                                                          Observatoire de Haute-Provence (OHP),                                                                                                          France, in 1977, and it was agreed to place                                                                                                          the second one at the Danish 1.5m telescope                                                                                                          on La Silla. In 1981 our all-sky survey was                                                                                                          initiated at both telescopes (see Fig. 3).
                                                                                                             A   THOUSAND AND        O NE N IGHTS
                                                                                                          Obtaining over 60,000 CORAVEL observa-                                                                                                          tions of more than 14,000 programme stars                                                                                                          was still a huge task, requiring over 1,000                                                                                                          clear observing nights between the two tele-                                                                                                          scopes. But the rapid scanning rate of                                                                                                          CORAVEL made the instrument almost                                                                                                          insensitive to sky conditions, so every night                                                                                                          a star could be seen anywhere in the sky was                                                                                                          usable. Veterans of La Silla may still remem-                                                                                                          ber gazing in amazement at the open dome                                                                                                          of the Danish 1.5m on many a night when all                                                                                                          other observers were fast asleep…                                                                                                               In view of later developments for the                                                                                                          VLT, it is interesting to note that the     Figure 2: Artist’s impression of the 3D distribution of the sample around the sun (cutaway view                                                                                                          CORAVEL team introduced flexible sched-     for clarity). The completeness distance of 40 pc is indicated by the dotted circle (courtesy Lars     Christensen, ST/EcF).                                                                                uling and service observing on La Silla long                                                                                                          before those terms had even been coined.                                                                                                          Several joint programmes were conducted in          The foundation for the survey was laid       were biased towards ‘interesting’ kinds of         parallel, ranging from Cepheids and super-     in the 1970s and 1980s by Bengt Strömgren         stars, potentially introducing artificial corre-   giants in the Magellanic Clouds over the     and Erik Heyn Olsen. All stars of HD spec-        lations between age, metallicity, and kine-        detailed kinematics of 47 Tuc and ω Cen to     tral type A5 to late G in the entire sky and      matics.                                            all-sky programmes of bright field stars,     brighter than visual magnitude ~8.5 were               However, the Geneva-Marseille radial-         such as ours.     measured in the Strömgren uvbyβ colour            velocity spectrometer CORAVEL (Baranne                  When the seeing was good and the faint     system, largely with the Danish 50cm tele-        et al. 1979) brought together cross-correla-       objects were up, or when observations at     scope at La Silla - some 30,000 stars in total    tion spectroscopy, a low-noise photoelectric       particular phases were needed, the observa-     (Olsen 1994 and earlier papers).                  detector, and a computerised system for            tionally demanding programmes had priori-          From this photometry a complete sam-         instrument control and data collection. This       ty; otherwise our bright stars got done. We     ple of 16,682 F and G-type dwarf stars could     be defined without any bias with regard to     metal abundance or kinematics (see Fig. 1).     The sample is defined by limiting apparent     magnitude, but in such a way as to be essen-     tially volume complete to a distance of 40     pc, while the brighter stars reach distances of     2-300 pc (Fig. 2).          Distances, metal abundances, and ages     can be determined from the photometry, as     outlined below. Proper motions – hence the     velocity components in the plane of the     sky – were available from the Hipparcos and     TYCHO-2 astrometric catalogues. The     “missing link” was the space motion compo-     nent along the line of sight – the radial     velocity.          A precise radial velocity completes the     full 3D space motion vector of the star. Any     variation of the radial velocity signals a     binary star, for which the photometric values     of distance, age, and metal abundance will     be wrong.          However, multiple radial velocity meas-     urements of many thousands of stars from     conventional photographic spectra required     such large amounts of telescope time that the     task had long been considered impossible.            Figure 3: The Geneva-Copenhagen survey stars projected on the sky (note the Hyades     Therefore, existing radial-velocity samples          cluster at upper left).
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                                                             straints provided by the Galactic         in mass, absolute magnitude, and metal                                                             rotation curve and the local matter       abundance in subtle ways. This can lead to                      Figure 4: Distribution of              density. Within these assump-             large systematic errors in the ages and com-                      mean errors of the mean                tions, the motion of a star can be        pletely misleading estimates of their true                      radial velocities in the sur-          followed for two Galactic rota-           reliability and accuracy.                      vey. Stars with errors                 tions backward and forward in                  Our stellar ages were determined by                      exceeding 0.5 km/s are                      essentially all fast-rotating          time – still much shorter than the        considering the three-dimensional HR                      and/or spectroscopic bina-             average lifetime of the stars.            ‘cube’ (Teff, MV, [Fe/H]). For each point in                      ries.                                                                            the cube, we computed the probability that                                                                   M ETALLICITIES AND                  the observed star could be located there and                                                             E FFECTIVE T EMPERATURES                  have the age of the isochrone passing                                                             The metal content of F and G              through that point, given the observational                                                             dwarfs can also be derived from           errors. These probabilities were integrated in                                                             the Strömgren photometry, using           a Bayesian manner over the whole cube, tak-                                                             a suitable calibration. We have           ing the a priori distributions of masses, etc.                                                             checked the existing metallicity          into account.                                                             calibrations and consolidated and              The result is an a posteriori probability                                                             extended them to the highest and          density distribution for the possible ages of                                                             lowest temperatures seen in our           the star. This so-called ‘G function’ is nor-owe a great debt of gratitude to the many         sample, using reliable spectroscopic analy-          malised to 1 at the maximum, which denotescolleagues who thus contributed to our pro-       ses for comparison. The resulting metallici-         the most likely value of the actual age (Fig.gramme at both telescopes.                        ties have an accuracy of 0.1 dex over the            5). The method is described in more detail    The hardware correlation mask in              whole temperature range.                             by Jørgensen & Lindegren (2004); it is sim-CORAVEL is optimised for sharp-lined late-            Effective temperatures are needed in             ilar in many respects to that of Pont & Eyertype stars. For the fast-rotating early F stars   order to compute ages for the stars. They            (2004), but differs in some numericalon our programme (v sini ≥ 30 km/s), it gave      were derived from the reddening-corrected            respects and in the calibrations and correc-results of poor accuracy – if any at all. Most    Strömgren photometry through the calibra-            tions applied to the data and the models.of these stars were therefore reobserved at       tion of Alonso et al. (1996).                             The points where the G function drops tothe Harvard-Smithsonian Center for                                                                     the value 0.6 define the ±1σ error limits forAstrophysics (CfA), USA, where digitally                                C OMPUTING A GES               the ages. If both are inside the age range ofrecorded spectra correlated with synthetic        Computing ages for our sample, which                 the models (0–17.8 Gyr) we call the agetemplates yield good radial velocities for        extends back to the formation of the disk 10         ‘well-defined’, and both are given in the cat-rotations up to 140 kms-1 (Nordström et al.       Gyr ago or more, is a far more complex task.         alogue (the error can still be large, but at1997). The resulting radial velocities are of     The only reliable method is to fit stellar evo-      least its value is reliably known!). If one ofsuperb accuracy, with a typical mean error of     lution models (isochrones, from Girardi et           the limits is outside the range of the0.25 km/s (Fig. 4) – some 20 times better         al. 2000) to the observed stellar parameters –       isochrones, only an upper or lower age limitthan those to be obtained from the GAIA           simple in principle, but not so in practice.         is given, and none at all if the G function ismission. In order to identify spectroscopic            If a star has not evolved perceptibly in        too flat to go below 0.6 anywhere in thebinaries, the average star has 4 observations     the HR diagram its age is basically indeter-         range.obtained over 1–3 years, but some have data       minate; and most evolutionary changes                     In this manner, ages of any quality areextending over 10–15 years. Overall, we           remain fairly small relative to typical obser-       determined for 13,636 of our total of 16,682find 3,223 (19%) spectroscopic and 3,537          vational errors. Moreover, the strong varia-         stars, 11,445 of which are ‘well-defined’. If(21%) visual binaries of all kinds in the sam-    tion in speed of evolution over the HR dia-          we limit the sample to the 11,060 singleple, for a total binary count of 5,622 (34%;      gram combines with the prior distributions           stars, 7,566 have well-determined ages, outsome stars are in both categories).
  D ISTANCES , S PACE V ELOCITIES ,
          AND G ALACTIC O RBITSPhotometric distances from the uvby pho-tometry were compared with the Hipparcosresults for stars with parallaxes better than3%. We found that the photometric distanceshad an accuracy of 13% and no significantsystematic errors. Thus, photometric dis-tances were used if the Hipparcos parallaxwas worse than 13% or not measured at all,so all distances should be accurate to aboutthis value.    Proper motions were taken from theTYCHO-2 catalogue. Together with the dis-tances and radial velocities, they yield full3D space motions U, V, W with an accuracyof about 1.5 km/s in each component. These,in turn, were used to compute the orbit of        Figure 5: For every point inside and outside the error ellipsoid in the HR ‘cube’ (left), the prob-each star in its motion around the Galactic       ability that the observed point could fall there is computed. Taking statistical biases intocentre, assuming a smooth gravitational           account, this is integrated to form the G function (right), i.e. the probability that the star has anypotential satisfying the observational con-       given age in the interval covered by the isochrones.
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                                                                                                          should have formed in large numbers togeth-                                                                                                          er with the massive stars that produced the                                                                                                          heavy elements we observe in the younger                                                                                                          generations.                                                                                                              The problem was re-examined by                                                                                                          Jørgensen (2000), who found that the deficit                                                                                                          of metal-poor dwarfs was even more marked                                                                                                          in our complete, unbiased sample: Our part                                                                                                          of the disk certainly did not evolve as a                                                                                                          closed system!                                                                                                           T HE A GE -M ETALLICITY R ELATION                                                                                                          The second classical test of the models is the                                                                                                          gradual rise of metallicity with time, as new                                                                                                          heavy elements are synthesised in stars and     Figure 6: Age-metallicity diagrams for all single stars within 40 pc and with well-defined ages                                                                                                          built into the following generations – the so-     (left), and for the stars of Edvardsson et al. (1993, right).                                        called Age-Metallicity Relation (AMR). The                                                                                                          key features here are the shape of the aver-                                                                                                          age relation and the amount of scatter                                                                                                          around it. Key questions are whether varia-                                                                                                          tion of the mean is consistent with the grad-     of which 6,144 have ages better than 50%           velocities extends far beyond the computa-        ual enrichment picture, and whether a mean     and 3,528 better than 25%.                         tion of velocity dispersions:                     relation describes the distribution of the         We emphasise that because the condi-                First, they allow us to identify – and if    observed values adequately when the obser-     tions for accurate determinations vary dra-        need be, eliminate – the spectroscopic bina-      vational uncertainty is accounted for.     matically across the HR diagram, the stars         ries for which neither metallicity, age, nor          Figure 6 shows the AMR for our vol-     with (good) ages are not a representative          space motion is reliable. Second, the veloci-     ume-complete subsample of stars within     sample of the Solar neighbourhood as a             ties distinguish the ‘transit passengers’ from    40 pc and with ‘well-defined’ ages. Larger     whole.                                             far away from the stars that have spent their     samples have been studied, but the conclu-                                                        life in our neighbourhood and contributed to      sion is the same: There is no significant                          C LASSICAL T ESTS             its evolution. And third, they allow us to cor-   change in mean metallicity in the Solar                   OF   C LASSICAL M ODELS              rect the frequencies of different stellar         neighbourhood over the past ~10 Gyr, and     The classical type of Galactic evolution           groups for the speed with which they cross        the scatter in [Fe/H] at all ages greatly     models consider the disk to be a rotationally      the little volume around the sun that we have     exceeds the observational error of ~0.1 dex.     symmetric, well-mixed system, adequately           observed.                                         Scatter is the key message here, not any     described by the variation of mean chemical                                                          ‘mean trend’, and classical models cannot     composition and kinematics with age and                     T HE ‘G D W ARF P ROBLEM ’               explain it.     distance from the Galactic centre. Stars are       The first classical test of the models is the         Figure 6 contrasts our result with the     assumed to be born with a constant Initial         metallicity distribution of long-lived stars      much-quoted spectroscopic study of 189 of     Mass Function and at specified rates over          that can survive from the formation of the        our F dwarfs by Edvardsson et al. (1993).     time, evolve, die, and gradually enrich suc-       disk. The long-standing ‘G dwarf problem’         The two studies were planned to be comple-     ceeding generations of stars in heavy ele-         (van den Bergh 1962) refers to the observed       mentary - exquisite detail vs. completeness     ments. The delay after which the two super-        lack of old, metal-poor dwarf stars that          and freedom from bias - and together they     nova types explode may be included, and     infall of intergalactic gas may be added as     another parameter.          Meanwhile, massive objects in the disk     – perhaps spiral arms or giant molecular     clouds – perturb the circular motions of the     newborn stars and cause their random veloc-     ities to increase with time (‘dynamical heat-     ing’).          Such models yield specific, single-val-     ued predictions for the variation of metallic-     ity and kinematics as functions of age and     radius in the disk. Thus, their degree of real-     ism can be tested by comparison with sam-     ples of local stars with accurate data. But the     samples must be large and cover the age of     the disk, the data must be complete and                         Figure 7:     accurate, and correlations between the                      Velocity dis-                                                                persions as a     parameters we want to study must not be                  function of age     built in.                                                  for 2,852 sin-          As summarised above, this is exactly                  gle stars with     what we have strived to achieve. But before                  ages better     we describe the actual tests, it is worth point-              than 25%.     ing out that the importance of the radial
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                                                                                                Figure 8: U-V diagram for                                                                                                all the stars in the sample.provide very strong constraints on models of             This implies that, e.g. identifying local                             A CKNOWLEDGEMENTSthe evolution of our Galaxy.                        stars of the thick disk by Gaussian decompo-      Our survey was made possible by large grants of                                                                                                      observing time at the Danish 1.5m telescope on La     It is obvious that the scatter in [Fe/H] is    sition of the velocity distribution is risky at                                                                                                      Silla and the Swiss telescope at OHP, and by theat least as large for their data as for ours, but   best. Further, a smooth, symmetric gravita-       collaboration of several colleagues from ESO,their sample of F stars automatically exclud-       tional potential seems inadequate for com-        Marseille, and our own institutes. Dr. David W.ed any old, metal-rich stars from considera-        puting stellar orbits for more than a short       Latham and colleagues at the Center fortion – a limitation recognised by Edvardsson        time span into the past or the future.            Astrophysics contributed the lion’s share of the                                                                                                      data for the early F stars. Financial supportet al. (1993) themselves. Accounting for                                                              received from the Danish and Swedish Researchthis, the two diagrams are in fact consistent,                                                        Councils and the Fonds National Suisse pour laalthough both ages and metallicities were                C ONCLUSIONS         AND    O UTLOOK         Recherche Scientifique was of vital importance,obtained by quite different techniques.             As we have seen, classical disk evolution         as was that from the Carlsberg Foundation, the                                                                                                      Smithsonian Institution, the Nordic Academy for                                                    models spectacularly fail every classical test                                                                                                      Advanced Study, and the Nordic Optical              T HE L OCAL D YNAMICAL                when confronted with our data: Neat sharp         Telescope Scientific Association. Without it, our                          E VOLUTION                lines simply do not describe even the main        survey could never have been conceived, let aloneFigure 7 shows the velocity dispersions as          features of the story correctly.                  completed.functions of age for the stars with the best-           An entirely new generation of 3D mod-determined ages in the sample. The slope of         els is needed, including real physical                                                                                                      R EFERENCESthe relations is intermediate between earlier       descriptions of the (hydro)dynamics of star       Alonso, A., Arribas, S. Martínez-Roger, C. 1996,results and shows that (i) radial mixing of         formation, supernova explosions, and                  A&A 313, 873stellar orbits cannot explain the scatter in the    galaxy mergers. But it will be a long time        Baranne, A., Mayor, M., Poncet, J.-L. 1979, VistasAMR; (ii) the classical disk heating mecha-         before their numerical resolution is suffi-           in Astron. 23, 279                                                                                                      Edvardsson, B., Andersen, J., Gustafsson, B. et al.nisms cannot explain the observed results;          cient to match the full detail of our new pic-                                                                                                          1993, A&A 275, 101but (iii) all kinematic traces of any dwarf         ture of the Solar neighbourhood.                  Freeman, K.C., Bland-Hawthorn, J. 2002,galaxies that might have merged with the                As a test sample for such models, the             ARA&A 40, 487Milky Way in its early stages should be             Geneva-Copenhagen survey will remain              Girardi, L., Bressan, A., Bertelli, G., Chiosi, C.erased by now.                                      unique for many years: No similarly large             2000, A&AS 141, 371                                                                                                      Jørgensen, B.R. 2000, A&A 363, 947     Finally, as Fig. 8 shows, the velocity dis-    set of accurate radial-velocity data for an       Jørgensen, B.R., Lindegren, L. 2004, A&A, intribution of the stars in our neighbourhood is      astrophysically selected sample of stars              pressfar from smooth, but shows marked, discrete         exists, and none is planned. While the ESA        Nordström, B., Stefanik, R.P., Latham, D.W.,features. The stars in these have a broad           cornerstone mission GAIA will provide                 Andersen, J. 1997, A&AS 126, 21                                                                                                      Nordström B., Mayor M., Andersen, J. et al. 2004,range of both metallicities and ages. Thus,         many more radial velocities around 2015,                                                                                                          A&A 418, 989they were not simply formed together but            their precision will be 20 times lower than       Olsen, E.H. 1994, A&AS 106, 257are the result of dynamical focusing, proba-        ours, making binary star detection notably        Pont, F., Eyer, L. 2004, MNRAS 351, 487bly from passing through a spiral arm.              less complete than in our survey.                 van den Bergh, S. 1962, AJ 67, 486
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                          Report on the ESO-Arcetri                                        ESO-Arcetri Workshop                                                    Workshop onOther Astronomical News
                               C HEMICAL A BUNDANCES AND M IXING IN S TARS                                                                            IN THE
                                         M ILKY W AY AND ITS S ATELLITES                                                                                   S. R ANDICH (INAF-OSSERVATORIO ASTROFISICO DI ARCETRI)                                                                                                               AND L. PASQUINI (ESO)                          B                                          etween 13 and 17 September       dance measurements in Local Group neigh-          metal content and a relatively young popula-                                          2004, an ESO-Arcetri work-       borhoods. One day was then dedicated to the       tion. It is also worth mentioning that the                                          shop      took    place     in   theory of mixing and to the analysis of the       presence of multiple stellar populations,                                          Castiglione della Pescaia, a     theoretical results, while the last session was   most likely spatially segregated and with                                          middle age village in the        devoted to chemical evolution models and to       extended halos, seems well established in                          south of Toscana, on the beautiful coast of      the implications for Big Bang Nucleo-             nearby dwarf spheroidals.                          Maremma.                                         synthesis. We present here a selection from            A wealth of new results concerning the                               Thanks to the advent of 8 m class tele-     among the topics. The Proceedings will be         spheroidal component of the Galaxy were                          scopes and efficient high resolution spectro-    published by Springer Verlag as part of the       presented: Globular Clusters chemical                          graphs, detailed chemical composition can        ESO Astrophysics Symposia.                        anomalies and element-to-element anticor-                          now be obtained for stars of different mass-         The importance of Open Clusters as key        relations (the most famous ones being the                          es and evolutionary stages, both in our          probes of chemical evolution of the Galactic      CN-CH and the O-Na anticorrelations)                          Galaxy and in its neighborhood satellites,       disk was emphasized, together with the fact       occur regularly, and it is now evident that                          and the VLT with FLAMES and UVES is              that homogeneous, large, accurate data sets       internal mixing is not the main factor                          providing a wealth of high quality data.         are required to achieve the goal. Available       responsible for these. They are ubiquitous                          Chemical abundance ratios and patterns rep-      data on [Fe/H] and α elements suggest that        even on the main sequence and lower sub-                          resent key fossil records that can reveal the    the overall metallicity of a cluster depends      giant branch, where deep mixing can be                          complex chemical history of the stellar          more on the position in the disk than on its      ruled out; several observational examples                          aggregate out of which stars formed; if cor-     age. Indications have been found that the         instead favor the scenario of primordial pol-                          rectly interpreted, measured abundances will     outermost clusters may deviate from the           lution from a previous generation of stars.                          allow us to derive the star formation history    general abundance gradient and show               Whatever the polluters are, it is not trivial to                          and evolution of the host galaxies. As a cru-    enhanced α elements. New observations of          quantitatively explain the observed abun-                          cial step, however, we must first ensure that    several clusters are being obtained which         dance trends.                          the abundances presently observed in the         will allow us to investigate these issues in           Field stars in the halo reveal instead                          stellar atmospheres are the pristine ones. We    greater detail. New, convincing arguments         extremely tight abundance and abundance-                          must therefore first understand stellar mix-     were presented, showing that the classical        ratio patterns, down to the lowest levels of                          ing, a phenomenon present in most stars          distance of the Pleiades cluster is favored       metallicity. It is also worth noting that bright                          which may affect not only the surface abun-      with respect to the Hipparcos distance, elim-     giants in the halo show clear signatures of                          dances of the fragile elements, such as lithi-   inating the possible discrepancy with stellar     stellar CNO mixing even at the lowest                          um and beryllium, but also the most com-         evolution theory.                                 metallicity which is now observed.                          monly studied heavier elements.                      Detailed abundance studies of field disk           Finally, the difficulty of deriving accu-                               In this context, the workshop aimed to      stars now clearly indicate that stars belong-     rate abundances for stars in the Galactic                          bring together theoreticians and observers to    ing to different kinematical components           bulge was discussed in detail; available                          discuss the advancements of the last years       (e.g. thin and thick disks) separate well         results show that chemical enrichment in the                          both in observations and in the models. An       when their elemental ratios are considered.       bulge of our Galaxy is not as extreme as in                          impressive amount of new abundance data          For example, the thick disk appears more α        the most massive extragalactic spheroids.                          sets were indeed presented and the lively        enhanced than the thin disk. Based on cur-             A few talks were devoted to the light ele-                          discussions which took place throughout the      rently available abundances and age deter-        ments Li and Be. As far as Li is concerned,                          week testify that the interaction between        minations, the formation of the disk through      outstanding issues in the analysis and inter-                          observers and theoreticians was very suc-        a fast monolithic-like collapse appears prob-     pretation of the 7Li plateau (commonly                          cessful. About 150 scientists were present;      lematic. On the other hand, a comparison of       thought to be representative of the primor-                          attendance by scientists from the ESO com-       elemental ratios with similar ratios obtained     dial Li abundance) have been examined. The                          munity was very high, complemented by a          for stars in nearby galaxies has so far           virtually zero spread in the plateau has been                          significant overseas participation. 70 talks     revealed no chemical evidence that the thick      confirmed, implying at most a small deple-                          were scheduled in the 6 sessions, comple-        disk was formed by the accretion of nearby        tion in Li (<0.1 dex) in the Pop II hot dwarfs.                          mented by more than 60 posters.                  dwarf galaxies. The production of α ele-          In addition, recent UVES results suggest                               The first part of the programme of the 5    ments in all our neighborhood companions          that we might soon be witness to the birth of                          day long workshop addressed the chemical         is much lower than what can be observed in        a 6Li plateau (a detection of 6Li at                          composition of the main components of the        the disk, suggesting that the rate of star for-   [Fe/H]=–2.7 has also been reported) and of a                          Galaxy: the Galactic disk, and the spher-        mation in these galaxies is fairly slow.          Be plateau at the lowest metallicities. These                          oidal components, the Halo and Bulge,                There are, however, exceptions, the most      are definitely topics to monitor in the com-                          respectively. The fragile light elements, Li     noticeable being the Sagittarius dwarf,           ing months, especially if the disagreement                          and Be were discussed separately and the         which is currently being swallowed by our         between primordial Li abundances inferred                          focus moved afterwards to chemical abun-         own Galaxy and shows an interestingly high        from the Li plateau and values predicted by
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BBN and WMAP values of the baryon den-            Li and Be should also be observed.                 that, perhaps for the first time, in addition tosity is not solved. The use of Be as a cos-            A general word of caution is appropri-        a large body of observations that providemochronometer for the early Galaxy has            ate: whilst the 1D treatment of stellar atmos-     abundances for several elements, for stars inbeen successfully tested, and it has been         pheres is fairly primitive, most recent solar      a variety of evolutionary stages and environ-shown that the observation of fragile ele-        abundances retrieved with the 3D treatment         ments, appropriate models are now avail-ments is crucial to understanding globular        show a large discrepancy between several           able. By using fairly general treatments it iscluster formation. New Li and Be observa-         chemical element abundances in the Sun,            possible to reproduce quantitatively thetions have also been carried out in a variety     oxygen in particular, and the independent          behavior of observed chemical patterns forof open clusters; models of pre-main              constraints from helioseismology.                  stars in a large range of masses.sequence Li depletion still do not match               In summary, from the observational                Finally, models of Galactic evolution ofobserved patterns for solar-type stars, while     point of view, we now have clear observa-          Li and Be still have problems in reproducinga very good consistency is obtained for very      tional evidence of internal extra-mixing           the observed patterns, in particular thelow mass stars. The use of the lithium deple-     processes (i.e., mixing mechanisms not pre-        plateau at low metallicities. Galactic evolu-tion boundary as an alternative and secure        dicted by standard stellar theories) both dur-     tion models for heavier elements in ourage indicator for young clusters has been         ing the MS and even more for stars evolved         Galaxy and in its dwarf satellites have beenstressed. The low level of Li in the Sun, one     off the MS. Differences of abundances in           presented. Whereas [α/Fe] ratios in dwarfof the strongest factors of evidence for the      key elements are observed in massive stars         spheroidals seem rather well reproduced, theexistence of a non-standard mixing process        in the Galaxy and in the Magellanic Clouds         evolution of elements such as N and C is lesson the main sequence (MS), remains unex-          at different evolutionary stages, and CNO          well constrained and appears criticallyplained and the depletion mechanism is still      cycled material and isotope ratios show the        dependant upon stellar evolutionary modelselusive. Whereas a few stars in old clusters      presence of deep mixing among bright RGB           and stellar yields. Nitrogen, for example, isshare the low Li content of the Sun, the          stars. The mixing mechanisms are most like-        overproduced in dwarf irregular galaxies.majority of solar-type stars intriguingly level   ly related to stellar rotation, which is rele-         Several of these aspects, including theout their Li content at an abundance of about     vant for both hot, rapidly rotating stars and      bright future of these investigations, in par-a factor of 10 higher than solar. Finally, it     for lower-mass, more slowly rotating stars.        ticular with the advent of Gaia, were empha-has also been shown that planet-host stars,       It is worth noting that, whilst extra-mixing       sized in the two summary talks.which are statistically more metal-rich than      does not seem to affect red giant evolution,           A successful workshop benefits from thestars without planets, do not differ from the     it has very important implications for differ-     work of many. In addition to all the partici-latter as far as the light elements are con-      ent issues (e.g., Galactic evolution of 3He).      pants, special thanks go to the SOC and thecerned. These results argue against pollution     As far as massive stars are concerned, rotat-      whole LOC (C. Travaglio, E. Masini, D.from planetary material as the key process        ing models and mixing have important con-          Galli, P. Sestito, P. Bristow, G. Pace, C.leading to an overall metallicity excess,         sequences for chemical yields and thus             Stoffer). Their excellent work made our staysince in case of pollution an enhancement in      Galactic enrichment. We would like to stress       not only interesting, but also pleasant.                            ALMA C OMMUNITY D AY                                   T. L. W ILSON (ESO)                AND     E. F.     VAN        D ISHOECK (LEIDEN OBSERVATORY)
A         major event has been the ALMA Community Day, held at         ESO Garching 2004 September 24. This event was spon-         sored by ESO and RADIONET. There were more than 130participants. Most of the members of the European Science AdvisoryCommittee (ESAC) of ALMA actively participated in the organiza-tion of the Workshop and most were able to attend. The morning ses-sion opened with a greeting by the Director General. Then there wasa review of the project by the Joint ALMA Office Director MassimoTarenghi. This was followed by a series of 5 longer science samplersand 6 shorter presentations on topics relevant to ALMA. There wasemphasis on how ALMA could further progress in these areas. Afterthe lunch break there were 4 longer talks about plans for ALMA com-puting (from the users point of view), early science observing, andtwo talks on the ESO plans for the ALMA Regional Center (ARC) interms of user support and science support. The meeting ended with aone hour discussion involving all of the participants. The Community

on the website: http://www.eso.org/projects/alma/meetings/gar-sep04/. It
Day agenda and presentations have been collected and are to be foundwas felt that there should be another, perhaps longer, Community Daymeeting in about one year's time.                                          Paris, spectral line searches with an emphasis on molecules of biolog-

    Within ESAC (for the current membership see http://www.eso.org/
                                                                           ical interest, for a meeting in Denmark, and modeling of sources at a
projects/alma/newsletter/almanews2/), there are plans for future meet-
                                                                           workshop in Sweden. In conjunction with North America, there are                                                                           plans for the next global ALMA Science meeting, to be held inings. Among the topics proposed are the SZ effect, for a meeting in        Madrid in 2006.
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                                       T HE NEON S CHOOL                                       E NTERS A N EW E RA                                                                                                M ICHEL D ENNEFELD (IAP, FRANCE),                                                                                                               FOR THE      NEON       CONSORTIUM     T                       HE NEON SCHOOL, a school        and the instruments needed, and good analy-        success. When asked whether they would                       on astronomical observa-        sis once the data are in hand. The first Neon      have preferred a school at the telescope,                       tions organised by a collabo-   Archive Observing school was therefore             most of the students said they preferred the                       ration of observatories         held last summer, following those lines, at        archive school! Reasons for that preference                       (Asiago, Calar Alto, ESO, La    ESO/ST-EcF in Garching, with generous              are to be attributed to the lively scientific     Palma and OHP) is well known by PhD stu-          support from both organizations. The               environment of an institution like ESO, but     dents in astronomy all over Europe. It runs       Opticon network also sponsored some of the                                                                                                          probably also to the proximity of the town,     tutorial observations directly at the telescope   experts. Twenty students, coming from 11                                                                                                          compared with an isolated observatory!     for students in small groups, under the           different European countries, attended this                                                                                                               So, what comes next? Schools on     supervision of an experienced astronomer.         school at ESO-Garching from July 14 to 24,                                                                                                          archival data are clearly needed, as AVO     This way, the participants can execute a real     to conduct small scientific projects in an                                                       exciting environment, using both ground            tools certainly have to be mastered by future     scientific program with all the steps needed                                                       and space data: such a multi-wavelength,           astronomers. But that does not mean that     in professional life: preparation of the pro-     gram with selection of targets and feasibility    multi-instrument approach is the modern            schools with real observations should be dis-     estimates; set-up of the instrument and cali-     way to do astrophysics! Introductory lec-          continued: it is difficult to replace direct     brations; running of the observations, in         tures were given in various topics by experts      experience at the telescope, and it may well     general both imaging/photometry and spec-         in the field: optical quality analysis of astro-   be that two different paths are now emerging     troscopy; data reductions; and, finally, the      nomical images (R. Hook from ST/                   in an astronomer’s career. Those experi-     presentation of the results at the end of the     Baltimore), photometric techniques (G.             enced astronomers needed to execute service     school.                                           Piotto from Padova), tools for multi-wave-         observations probably need different skills         The first series, financed by a contract      length archival data and virtual observato-        than those sitting in their office making     from the European Union under the Marie           ries (P. Padovani, ESO), etc. Other lectures       quality checks: but if the latter do not know     Curie program in FP5, held schools in Calar       presented the observatories accessible to                                                                                                          how the observations have to be conducted,     Alto Observatory, Spain (2000), in Haute-         young astronomers in Europe (those of the                                                                                                          interaction will be difficult! So both type of     Provence Observatory, France (2001), and          NEON consortium, and wider) and some of                                                                                                          schools should be conducted in the future.     Asiago Observatory, Italy (2002). These           the future large projects (ALMA, OWL).                                                                                                          Fortunately, an FP6 proposal submitted by                                                       site: http://www.eso.org/gen-fac/meetings/neon-     observatories, while still at the forefront of    The full program can be seen on ESO’s web                                                                                                          the NEON consortium to finance such                                                       2004/.     research, are more easily accessible than the                                                                                                          schools has received a favourable evalua-     latest, largest telescopes like the VLT, where     the pressure factor is higher, and they have a                                                       tion, and negotiations are under way at the     big advantage: one can still enter the tele-           The science projects dealt with evaluat-      time of writing. The NEON schools will     scope, open the camera if needed, or adjust       ing star formation in merging galaxies             continue with EU support for another four     the grating angle directly at the spectro-        (tutor: A. Pasquali, ETH Zurich); finding the      years. It may well be that in some years, two     graph. This hands-on experience gives good        galaxies responsible for the Lyman alpha           schools will be scheduled in the same sum-     training: only those with good knowledge of       absorption lines in the spectra of quasars         mer, one at the telescope, and one with     an instrument are able to exploit its ultimate    (tutor: J. Liske, ESO); measuring the proper-      archives, to satisfy the growing demand.     performance. Such experience is difficult to      ties of globular clusters in M87 (tutor: S.        Full information will, as usual, be available     acquire on telescopes like the VLT where          Larsen, ESO); constructing the H-R diagram         on the web pages of the European     observations are conducted by the local staff     and derive metallicities of stars in the near-     Astronomical Society (http://www.iap.fr/eas/)     (even in “visitor” mode) with the help of         by Cetus Dwarf galaxy (tutor: M. Rejkuba,          and on those of the participating observato-     advanced software, and of course, not at all      ESO); and measuring line strength indices                                                                                                          ries (Asiago, Calar Alto, ESO, La Palma and     in service mode or with space observatories       and derive age and metallicities of globular                                                                                                          OHP). In the meantime further ideas to     like Hubble or Spitzer. This first series fin-    clusters in NGC 3585 (Tutor: N. Cardiel,                                                                                                          develop the interests and skills of students in     ished with the end of the EU FP5 financing.       Calar Alto). Very interesting results were                                                                                                          astronomy are being considered also within         In the meantime it was also realised that     presented, demonstrating (if needed...) the     many interesting projects can now be done         value of modern archives: you can also find        the Opticon network (www.astro-opticon.org).     with the wealth of archival data becoming         the full scientific presentations on ESO’s         We hope that we can count on many of you     available all over the world. Doing science       Web page. Thanks to a very efficient organ-        to act as lecturers or tutors during the com-     with those archives is in fact not so different   isation (particular thanks are due to co-          ing NEON schools. Do not hesitate to con-     from the approach at the telescope: one still     organiser Harald Kuntschner and to Britt           tact us; it is a truly enriching experience, not     needs good preparation to define objectives       Sjoeberg!), this school was again a great          only for the students.
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Report on the 2004 IAOC Conference                        Conference                           T HE C OOL U NIVERSE :                        E XPLORING C OSMIC D A WN                                                                       D ANIELLE A LLOIN              AND     C HRIS L IDMAN (ESO)
I     n preparation for ALMA, the                  cool universe, which as everyone knows will       ing with a review by Dr. M. Rubio, of all     International Astronomical Observ-           provide key targets for ALMA! A broad             astronomical facilities on the Chajnantor     atories in Chile (IAOC) organised a          range of astronomical topics were covered,        plateau (the site of ALMA), either existing,conference on the topic of the cool universe.     from star-forming, primordial galaxies to         in construction or in planning. Then, aThe conference was hosted by the                  star formation and the formation of disks         detailed presentation was made of each ofUniversidad Tecnica Federico Santa Maria          and planets.                                      the facilities. Posters on different subjects(UTFSM) in the beautiful Chilean port city            After a kind welcome given by Dr. O.          discussed at the Workshop were presented asof Valparaiso from 4 to 8 October 2004 and        Espinosa, Head of Physics Department at           well. The concluding remarks of thewas jointly supported by ESO, CTIO, LCO,          UTFSM, we started with a tutorial by Dr. M.       Workshop were kindly given by Dr. T.Gemini, NRAO and NAOJ.                            Guelin, about observing in the millimeter         Geballe.    There were about 70 participants, of          domain and deriving physical information              During the conference, there were inter-which 10 were students from countries in          about the observed targets. The early uni-        views with local newspapers and radio sta-Latin America and 10 were students from           verse was reviewed in two talks, by Dr. D.        tions, a delicious cocktail (in spite of thethe host university. We were extremely            Spergel (CMB) and Dr. C. Carilli (epoch of        rather cold and grey weather), “mariscos”, ahappy to be hosted by the UTFSM, where            re-ionization, galaxy formation, ...). Emis-      Chilean delicacy, and walks in the amazingmany of the technicians and engineers work-       sion processes in the interstellar matter were    city of Valparaiso with its “escaleras”,ing at the astronomical observatories in          discussed and colorfully presented by Dr. P.      “ascensores”, flowers, cats and colorfulChile have been trained. This is a beautiful      Ho, while the fate of dust particles was dis-     houses. The foreshore of Valparaiso was thecampus, from where one has clear views of         cussed by Dr. E. Dartois. All the activities      site of the workshop dinner where we alsothe Pacific Ocean and Valparaiso. By              related to the path from molecular clouds to      enjoyed South American music, dancing andchance, during this same week, the UTFSM          stars and chemical enrichment were dis-           a wonderful display of pictures taken duringopened its doors to young scholars from col-      cussed by Dr. L. F. Rodriguez, Dr. J.             the Workshop.leges in the area to visit and tour the campus.   Cernicharo and Dr. D. Mardones. Back to               We hope that more young astronomersTherefore, we set up exhibitions about ESO        some cosmological relevance, Dr. A. Wolfe         will join the millimeter fan club and startand ALMA, and one of our SOC members,             discussed the properties of the ISM as a          considering ALMA as a near reality and notDr. G. Garay from U. Chile, gave a public         function of redshift. Finally, protoplanetary     as a distant project! Many thanks to ourtalk at the end of the Workshop.                  and related discs were discussed by Dr. F.        host, the UTFSM, to the IAOC sponsoring    In order to prepare the astronomical          Menard. After each review, oral contribu-         organisations and to all the SOC/LOC mem-community in Chile for ALMA, we chose to          tions on the topic were made. The last day        bers and staff who helped with the prepara-organize the conference on the topic of the       was devoted to more technical aspects, start-     tion of the Workshop.

       T HE “V ENUS T RANSIT E XPERIENCE ”
                                                           H ENRI B OFFIN             AND    R ICHARD W EST (ESO EPR DEPT.)O         n November 5-7, 2004, an unusual conference took place         at the French Ministry of Research in Paris. Entitled the         “Venus Transit Experience”, this meeting was organised bythe VT-2004 International Steering Committee (ISC) and the localarrangements were ably taken care of by the staff of the IMCCE andthe Observatoire de Paris, with Jean-Eudes Arlot and WilliamThuillot at the helm. It brought together more than 150 persons con-nected to the VT-2004 programme. The aim was to sum up the vastexperience gained through this unique public education programmeand, in particular, to perform an evaluation of its many components.On the first day, more than 50 students from the Paris areas whoparticipated actively in this programme were also present.                                                                                                                                                    Hännes Heyer (ESO)

    The meeting was opened by the Directrice de la Recherche,
Mme Elisabeth Giacobino, on behalf of the French Minister ofResearch, as well as Mr. Bernard Leroy, from the CNRS, on behalfof the Director General of the National Institute of the Sciences ofthe Universe (INSU, CNRS). Following an overview of the VT-2004 programme by ISC members with the presentation of some of                              The lecture by famous astrophysicist and populariserthe highlights, a lecture by famous astrophysicist and populariser                             Hubert Reeves was followed with great attention.
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                                                                                                                                                         Hännes Heyer (ESO)     Hubert Reeves on “Humanity and                       The winners     Astronomy” placed the associated themes                 of the VT-     into a larger perspective.                            2004 Video                                                               Contest          They were succeeded by the showing of             show their     ten Laureate Videos selected by the jury for             joy when     the VT-2004 Video Contest. The participants            they learn     accorded a “Prix du Public” to the Video                  they are     “... 121 ans après” produced by a team of              good for a                                                                 trip to     Belgian students led by Audrey Coeckel-                   Paranal.     berghs and Aurore Genicq. The three top     prizes went to the following teams:          1st Prize: “The Venus Transit in the     Golden Valley” by Matthews Biggs, James     Hendry, and Louisa Llewellyn, (Hereford-     shire, UK).          2nd Prize: “Venus in Sole Visa” by     Martin Lhotak and Robert Smolik (Prague,     Czech Republic)          3rd Prize: “Millenium Transit” by Piotr     Majewski and Jerzy Rafalski (Torun,     Poland).                                         means of timings of the four contacts made       tatives of the National Nodes met with the          The Jury, in agreement with ESO, and in     by observers in and outside Europe. A large      International Steering Committee members     recognition of the excellent quality of all      number of groups of observers registered; at     to discuss how to build on the enormous     three winners decided to award all three         the end, there were 2763 all over the world      momentum gained throughout the VT-2004     teams a trip to Paranal, a gesture that was      and among these almost 1000 school classes.      project. By unanimous vote, it was decided     received with much emotion by all.               As expected, not all groups delivered timing     to work towards the creation of a continent-                                                      observations of the transit. In some places,     wide “European Astronomy Day” (an attrac-         On the second day of the conference,         the weather did not co-operate, some             tive name still to be found!) in autumn 2006,     reports were given by experts in various         observers may have had instrumental prob-        aimed at the broad public in general, and the     areas e.g. primary and secondary schools,        lems, e.g., with the time signals, and others    schools in particular. The intention would be     media and amateur astronomers, which             may not have felt confident to send in their     to manage it in a wide collaboration between     demonstrated the success of the entire effort    measurements. Still, the resulting database is   European astronomy-oriented organizations     but also served to identify some areas in        impressive: by the stipulated deadline on        and institutes, science communication insti-     which experience was gained that will            July 10, 2004, no less than 4550 contact tim-    tutions (planetaria, science centres) and ama-     become useful for future projects of this        ings had been received from 1510 registered      teur organizations, all bound together by a     kind. National Committees from about 25          observing teams.                                 network with national/regional nodes, based     countries, either orally or by posters, docu-         Following extensive analysis of this        on the current VT-2004 National Nodes, but     mented in a comprehensive way the individ-       large material at IMCCE, the final result        suitably modified and amended to reflect the     ual approaches taken in different regions and    was: 1 AU = 149 608 708 ± 11 835 km, or          change of emphasis.     cultural environments and reported many          just 0.007% larger than the currently accept-     useful “lessons learned” within the unique       ed value, as determined by radar measure-            Everybody agreed that the “Venus     VT-2004 pilot project.                           ments – a splendid outcome of a truly unique     Transit Experience” meeting proved very         This was also the opportunity to             international collaboration! More details        successful and was a nice conclusion to a     announce the interesting outcome of the vast     are available at the VT-2004 website             unique public education project. Most of the
                                                                                                       available on the web at http://www.vt-2004.org/
     “VT-2004 Observing Campaign” that was            (http://www.vt-2004.org).                        presentations given at this conference are                                                                                                       FinalEvent/.     organized to re-enact the historical determi-     nation of the distance to the Sun (1 AU) by          On the last day of the meeting, represen-
        Personnel Movements        (1 September 2004 - 31 November 2004)

        ARRIVALS                                                                      KIRCHBAUER, Jean Paul (D)                Mechanics Technician
                                                                                      KJAER, Karina (DK)                       Student          EUROPE                                                                      KNIAZEV, Alexei (RU)                     Paid Associate            BEDIN, Luigi (I)                         Fellow                           MESSINEO, Maria (I)                      Fellow            BIK, Adrianus (NL)                       Fellow                           MORA, Marcelo (CL)                       Student            BORTOLUSSI, Alessandro (I)               Paid Associate                   RZEPECKI, Jaroslaw P. (PL)               Student            CASALI, Mark (I)                         Astronomer                       SEDGHI, Babak (IR)                       Paid Associate OWL            DI CESARE, Stephane (F)                  Software Engineer                SEICHTER, Nicole (D)                     Paid Associate            FEYRIN, Sylvie (F)                       Software Engineer                SEIFAHRT, Andreas (D)                    Student            GERKEN, Bettina (D)                      Student                          THEBAUD, Nathalie (F)                    Paid Associate            JORDAN, Andres (CL)                      Fellow                           UTTENTHALER, Stefan (AT)                 Student            JÖRVINEN, Arto (FI)                      Student                          VANDAME, Benoit (F)                      Fellow            KELLERER, Aglae (F)                      Student                          WEHNER, Stefan (D)                       Software Engineer
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   ESO P RESENTATION                                                             IN        C OPENHAGEN                                                                               C. M ADSEN           AND     S. D’O DORICO (ESO)O         n November 8, ESO continued its          and several ESO staff mem-         series of presentations in member-       bers gave talks about ESO         states with an event in Copenhagen.      and its projects, especiallySo far events have been organised in              the VLT 2nd generationBelgium, Finland, Portugal, Sweden,               instrumentation, ALMA andSwitzerland and the United Kingdom. The           the 100-m OWL project.purpose of these presentations is to raise the    These talks were comple-awareness of ESO amongst decision-makers,         mented by presentations byacademia and the media. Over time, the            Danish astronomers andscope and specific focus of the national          high-tech industries that hadevents have varied, considering the particu-      been involved with ESOlar circumstances and the wishes of the           projects.national hosts, and accordingly, the presenta-        In the afternoon, thetion in Denmark was primarily oriented            meeting continued with ded-towards industry. The meeting was initiated       icated workshops about theby the Royal Danish Consulate General in          ALMA and OWL projects as           The ESO Director General addressing the participants to theMunich in conjunction with the                    well as a presentation about       industry presentation in Copenhagen.Confederation of Danish Industries and the        ESO procurement policiesMinistry for Science, Technology and              and practices. The workshops discussed a obtain in a single exposure a high qualityInnovation. Leading up to the meeting, sev-       host of technical and procurement issues and spectrum of a faint celestial target from theeral articles about ESO had appeared in the       gave the participating companies ample atmospheric cut-off in the UV to the nearDanish press and the 2nd TV Channel fea-          opportunity to familiarize themselves with infrared. It will be particularly suited for thetured a report on the ESO projects also in        the technical and commercial requirements follow up of rapidly varying objects with anconnection with the event.                        by ESO.                                          unknown spectrum like the powerful     A total of 12 companies and 7 research           As far as the industry presentation was Gamma-Ray Bursts. X-shooter is a jointinstitutes, covering a wide spectrum of activ-    concerned, the companies expressed great project of ESO with institutes in France,ities including systems engineering, antenna      satisfaction with the information provided by Denmark, Italy and the Netherlands. Thetechnologies, mechanical engineering, con-        ESO and many participants showed strong Niels Bohr Institute (NBI) of the Universitystruction, software development, optical sys-     interest in a follow-up visit to the ESO of Copenhagen will provide several subsys-tems and composite materials participated in      Headquarters in Garching. It is the intention, tems of the instrument including one of thethe meeting, together with a number of rep-       with the help of the Consulate General, to spectrographs. For this project, the NBI willresentatives of the relevant authorities,         organise such a visit in late January 2005.      invest 19 man-years and has benefited fromincluding the Danish members of the ESO               In a separate ceremony in the afternoon, a grant by the Carlsberg Foundation andCouncil, and the Confederation itself.            the ESO Director General and the Vice- funding by the Descartes Prize.     In the morning, the participants were        Chancellor of the Copenhagen University,              Rounding up the visit, ESO’s Directorwelcomed by the deputy Director General of        Mr Jørgen Olsen, signed the agreement for General gave a well-attended colloquiumthe Confederation of Danish Industries Mr         the construction of the X-shooter, a second entitled ‘ESO after 5 years of VLT’, review-Ole Krog and by Mr Leo Bjørnskov,                 generation VLT instrument scheduled to go ing the most significant scientific results andPermanent Secretary of State for Science,         into operation at one of the VLT Unit tele- the status of the ESO’s projects, at theTechnology and Innovation. During the             scopes at Paranal in 2008 (see Page 7). The University of Copenhagen’s Rockefellermorning session, the ESO Director General         X-shooter will have the unique capability to complex.

     CHILE                                                                        DADDI, Emanuele (I)                    Fellow
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ESO, the European Southern Observa-tory, was created in 1962 to “... establish   C ONTENTSand operate an astronomical observatoryin the southern hemisphere, equippedwith powerful instruments, with the aim of    T ELESCOPES                 AND I NSTRUMENTATIONfurthering and organising collaborationin astronomy...” It is supported by eleven    D. SILVA & M. PERON – VLT Science Products Produced by Pipelines: a Status Report . . . . . 2countries: Belgium, Denmark, Finland,                                              A. MODIGLIANI      ET AL.   – The FLAMES-UVES Pipeline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and the         F. PATAT – Observing during Bright Time: Tips and Tricks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11United Kingdom. ESO operates at threesites in the Atacama desert region of         J. ALVES & M. LOMBARDI – The Sky Distribution of VLT Observations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15Chile. The Very Large Telescope (VLT), islocated on Paranal, a 2,600 m high moun-      T. WILSON     ET AL.    – A Progress Report on ALMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16tain approximately 130 km south of Anto-      G.H. TAN     ET AL.   – The European Receivers for ALMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18fagasta. The VLT consists of four 8.2metre diameter telescopes. These tele-scopes can be used separately, or incombination as a giant interferometer         R EPOR TS            FROM         O BSER VERS(VLTI). At La Silla, 600 km north ofSantiago de Chile at 2,400 m altitude,        C. LIDMAN – Observing Distant Type Ia Supernovae with the ESO VLT....................................24ESO operates several optical telescopeswith diameters up to 3.6 m. The third site    M. DELLA VALLE         ET AL.   – Supernovae Shed Light on Gamma-Ray Bursts ...............................31is the 5,000 m high Llano de Chajnantor,      P. VREESWIJK      ET AL.   – GRB Afterglows: Illuminating the Star-Forming Universe .......................35near San Pedro de Atacama. Here a newsubmillimetre telescope (APEX) is being       J. BERGERON       ET AL.   – The Large Programme “Cosmic Evolution of the IGM” ..........................40completed, and a large submillimetre-wave array of 64 antennas (ALMA) is           E. VANZELLA      ET AL.   – VLT/FORS2 Spectroscopy in the GOODS-South Field ..........................45under development. Over 1300 proposalsare made each year for the use of the                                              A. CIMATTI     ET AL.   – Unveiling Old Massive Spheroidal Galaxies in the Young Universe ..........51ESO telescopes. The ESO headquarters          R. CAYREL & M. SPITE – The First Stars: What we Know and do not Know ............................55are located in Garching, near Munich,Germany. This is the scientific, technical    B. NORDSTRÖM         ET AL.   – A Livelier Picture of the Solar Neighbourhood ...................................61and administrative centre of ESO wheretechnical development programmes arecarried out to provide the Paranal and LaSilla observatories with the most             O THER A STRONOMICAL N EWSadvanced instruments. ESO employsabout 320 international staff members,        S. RANDICH & L. PASQUINI – Report on the ESO-Arectri Workshop « ChemicalFellows and Associates in Europe andChile, and about 160 local staff members                Abundances and Mixing in Stars in the Milky Way and its Satellites » ........................66in Chile.                                     T. L. WILSON & E.F.        VAN   DISHOECK – ALMA Community Day .....................................................67The ESO MESSENGER is published four           M. DENNEFELD – The NEON School Enters a New Era..............................................................68times a year: normally in March, June,September and December. ESO also              D. ALLOIN & C. LIDMAN – Report on the 2004 IAOC Conference « The Cool Universe:publishes Conference Proceedings, Pre-prints, Technical Notes and other materi-               Exploring Cosmic Dawn » ............................................................................................69al connected to its activities. Press         H. BOFFIN & R. WEST – The « Venus Transit Experience » ........................................................69Releases inform the media about particu-lar events. For further information, con-     Personnel Movements...............................................................................................................70tact the ESO Education and PublicRelations Department at the following         C. MADSEN & S. D’ODORICO – ESO Presentation in Copenhagen.............................................71address:EUROPEANSOUTHERN OBSERVATORYKarl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2D-85748 Garching bei MünchenGermanyTel. (089) 320 06-0Telefax (089) 3202362Email: ips@eso.orgURL: http://www.eso.org

The ESO Messenger:
Editor: Peter ShaverTechnical editor: Henri Boffinhttp://www.eso.org/messenger/Printed byUniversitätsdruckereiWOLF & SOHNHeidemannstr. 166                             Front Cover Picture: Majestic SpiralD-80939 MünchenGermany                                       The beautiful multi-armed barred spiral galaxy NGC 7424 is seen almost face on. Located in the constella-                                              tion Grus (the Crane), it was observed by ESO Paranal Science Operation Astronomers with VIMOS on theISSN 0722-6691                                VLT in three filters (B, V and R). It was further processed in this colour composite by Henri Boffin (ESO).
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